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INTRODUCTION 
The material and arrangement of this production book 
may be somewhat unusual or unconventional and may 
therefore require a f ew words of explanation. 
Since the production was held in New York the first 
section of this book is composed of letters exchanged 
between myself and Prof. Samuel Hirsch . I think they 
make a fairly clear record . 
However the first letter was a ctually typed soon after 
I had proposed the idea of writing a play, and they cover 
the period during which this work wa s done as well 
as that of actual production. 
Book One contains original letters, the original prompt 
book, photographs, and drawing s of costumes (both working 
and final). Book Two contains carbons or 90pies of the 
letters, a facimile prompt book, but no photographs or 
costume drawings. 
25 September 1961 
Progress Report on Playscript 
The accompanying "manifesto" ("Toward a Protean Playscriptu) 
is what happened when I tried to explain some of the ideas, 
motives, ambitions, and ideals behind my writing a script. 
It turned into a "paper", so I typed it up that way. The 
formality is something I didn't really expect, but perhaps 
the thoughts need that kind of rigid support. At any rate, 
I think disillusion with professional theatre and with 
restrictions as a director can be read between the lines. 
The title I am working under is WHo · IS CORTEZ? (Right now 
I doubt that Cortez vrill appear in it, but I'm using the l!lli:KX 
conquest of Mexico as a setting or context .) Montezuma may 
be the only character that runs through the play. It will, 
I hope, s~y something about identity and time. (But don't 
expect it to programatically stick to all the points in the 
"manifesto"!) 
I intend to write dialogue only on the left-hand page (assuming 
that you are reading a book). The right- hand page will have 
three columns of suggestions for staging in three manners: 
1. studio - my O\m, say, where I will probably 
do it. 
2. stage - the conventional type 
3. stadium - the high school stadium in my 
"home town 11 , for example. 
The first and third are, frankly, the only ones that interest 
me. 
I expect to emphasize technical effects, auditory and visual. 
The suggested names of characters and people on the left-hand 
(dialogue) page vrill also be i n three columns (referring to 
the three productions) because the size of the cast will 
naturally change f@m one 11 stage 11 to the next. 
Ldo have some pages of notes but wont give any samples now. 
Perhaps, if this whole idea is acceptable, I 1ll be able to 
send some sort of scene-outline as a next step. (That ' 's what 
I'm going to try to write next, anyway,) 
Michael Kirby 
TOWARD A PROTEAN PLAYSCRIPT 
A playscript is directly and unavoidably dependent upon 
what the playwright assumes a play to be. This body of 
assumptions, usually registered by the playwright, if at 
all, as indisputable and objective "knowledge 11 , is actually 
similar, within narrow limits, for all writers working in 
a given socio-economic context. The 11 play-assumptions 11 
operating in 18th-century Japan, for example, may be 
contrasted with those operating in 19th-century France, 
and the history of theatre may be read as a record of play-
assumptions as well as play-conventions. 
Although the nature of a script is limited and 
restricted by play-assumptions , it would be difficult to 
claim that even the most culturally-clear and inhibiting 
assumptions have ever "destroyed" theatre for it is probable 
that a few individuals would always exist who could work 
o.'\ 
within ~but the most absolute set of prohibitions. On the 
other hand, it could also be argued that a "flowering" of 
theatre may only come about when the play-assumptions permit 
creative involvement on the widest scale; when the talents 
and abilities of the largest possible number are not proscribed. 
This type of reasoning would certainly be consistent with the 
esthetic climate of our time: a time when the creative mind 
has moved against rules, restrictions, and negatives of all 
kinds; a time that finds, even novelists would agree, 
"legitimate" theatre much closer to the edge of esthetic 
non-existence than any other art form. 
It may also be that a weak , repetitous, and 
barren theatre could be considered sociologically as a 
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"cultural dislocation" in which certain restrictions, such 
as play-assumptions incompatable with the basic assumptions 
of the age, prevent in it a manifestation of crucial spritual 
concerns. 
Certainly assumptions about the nature of a 
play change. The journey of man and ais awareness through 
time causes, justifies, and explains the change of assumptions 
in any field. When man reaches a _lucid expression and 
container of his deepest concerns, time moves the context 
of his understanding; reshapes the content of his consciousness. 
In theatre it might be significant to contrast, if possible, 
the rate of change in play-assumptions with the rates of 
change of other cultural a s sumptions. Certainly cultural 
rate-of-change seems to accelerating . The physical changes 
in man's life are obvious; the corresponding changes in his 
interior enviornment are widely doc mented. In these terms, 
rigid and inflexible contemporary theatre can be seen as 
becoming, unless its play-assumptions change, increasingly 
"dislocated"; decreasingly expressive in depth. 
But what are t he play-assumptions that are in need 
of change? Have not the assumptions of theatre, especially 
when viewed internationally, shovm many signs of change? To 
approach an answer to the second question, it is t rue t hat 
certain types of theatre exist today that were not in 
existence, say, ten years ago. A general grouping, for 
example, might be made of Beckett, Inesco, and Albee, among 
others. On the most general level, t hey make use of completely 
new methods of structure and the presentations of idea s; 
a diffuse and apparently-rambling story-progression (as 
Mlcnael. Klrcy 
opposed to the "traditional" building plot cohesiveness) and 
complementary non-sequential or oblique idea-patterns (as 
opposed to the previously-universal logical arrangement). 
Others of the avant-garde, and it is possible that no so-
called avant-gande has ever been so widely know or so popular, 
have also 4hanged some common expectations of what a play is. 
In terms of essential theatre, however, t he se are 
superficial changes. They are changes in a ttitude, in content, 
in manner, that may fairly easily be made without disturbing 
deep and fundamental play-assumptions (although profound 
changes are eventually possible through gradual progression). 
It is necessary , then, to answer the first question 
posed above. What are the play-assumptions held in common 
by all playwrights, avant-garde and traditional, of our time? 
First of all, it may be proposed that a profound, 
perhaps the essential, element in the establishment of play-
assumptions is the playv..rright 1 s "expectation of t he stage". 
How many playwrights, and to what degree, as an intrinsic 
element in t he act of creation, visualize t heir script being 
produced upon a stage? Without scienJJc proof or specific 
documentation it may still be assumed that the subjective 
visualization of awareness of a stage, particular and exact 
as to type, shape, scale, and relationship-to-audience, 
plays a central functional role in the creative work of almost 
all playwrights. 
If this is true, any commonly-held elements in 
the "expectation of the stage 11 will operate to form common 
play-assumptions, and certainly t he physical stage has a very 
clear contemporary form. It is a proscenium and playing area 
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whose scale, as related to the actor, exists within narrow 
limits. The "conversion" of scripts to theatre-in-the-round 
and other odd playing areas follows, and is unrelated to, the 
creative act. 
Do not understand this to be the old argu!IDent 
of the "fourth wall". The fourth wall has been warped and 
punctured by Pirandello and others of yesterday's avant-garde 
and is still programatically under attack at New York's 
Living Theatre and elsewhere. The "self-conscious" theatre 
has existed in France since well before 1900. But consciousness 
of a certain audience-stage relationship does not change the 
relationship. Exploitation or attempted destruction of a 
psychic wall between the audience and actors are both based 
upon identical knowledge of a psychological reality of theatre. 
It is when this reality, and the other realities, are kept to 
a particular shape and scale in the playwright's mind that 
assumptions are operating. 
Bernard Reder, the sculptor , has, for example, 
designed a thea tre-within-a-sphere i n which the audience, 
seated in slowly-moving seats mounted on the inside of a 
sphere, view the play from absolutely every angle. ttEven 
the soles of the actors' feet -vmuld give pleasure, like 
acrobats on a high wire", says Reder of his "volumetric" 
theatre, and, ignoring pontemporary play- assumptions, he 
has written two "volumetric" plays for his new "auditorium". 
The generally prevalent economics of production 
have a way of creating play-assumptions of a different sort 
by the type of presentation they make possible and the type 
they make impossible. The young playwright is brought u~ 
1-:!ichael Kirby 
in a literary-performance climate of scripts and productions 
created for, or at least allowed to pass by, existing financial 
limitations. Later he becomes knowle~geable about the monetary 
subtilties and details that effect a piay's production. In 
some periods , perhaps, economics, i n all its various manifestations, 
would not be stringent ' enough to create any play-assumptions, 
but professional theatre, for which, it must be assumed, 
moat playwrighting is now done, is certainly exerting profound 
and increasing pressure in our time. Each play limited bj 
economic necessity and union rules to eight characters and a 
single set, for example, reinforces the prevalent image and 
assumptions of what a play is, and it is fortuitous that the 
avant-garde can so often make its voice organically heard 
through one or two or four characters. 
Still another play-assumption may, for the sake 
of a label, be called "the Shavian Fallacy" . Shaw apparently 
went to great and sometimes bitter lengths to insure that his 
verbose and detailed stage directions were exactly followed. 
Just as we commonly use the word 11play 11 to refer to both 
playscript and production, the assumption that stage directions 
. 0. have the same validity and sanctity as dialogue is indicktive 
of confusion between what is written and what is experienced 
by an audience. The playwright assumes that he is writing 
the performance itself, that he is \1riting the space and 
movement and color and sound, when actually he is providing 
the literary source (in unchanging and reproducible form) of 
an irrelevant number of productions and performances (in a 
transient and ultima tely non-reproducible f orm). From this 
same misunderstanding comes the attitude, among critics, actors, 
Mich~el Kirby 
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directors, etc., as well as playwrights, that there is only 
one, at least one 11right 11 , production !Bor every script. 
Countless ways of staging Shakespeare have not altered the 
words he wrote, yet Shaw seems representative of a general 
contraction of the creative mind in an attempt, naturally 
doomed to failure, to make playscripts that really can be 
performed in only one way. 
At last it becomes apparent that the search for 
play-assumptions becomes, by necessity, synonymous with 
iconoclasm, and what icon is there more respected than the 
assumption of the "character-centered" (and therefore "actor-
centered") theatre? From early Greece to the present avant-
garde, theatre has always had the actor-character at the 
vital center of its workings. The actor, always the primary 
material of productions, has always been asked to portray a 
person (or, at least, certain human qualities), the primary 
material of the script. It is an assumption to think this 
must be so. Why must "characters" be performed only by 
actors? The visionary Craig saw one way past the necessity 
in his concept of the Uber-marionette. Why must actors only 
perform "characters"? The jazz musician, for example, is not 
playing a "part", another person, yet he has theatrical 
reality. 
All these assumptions by playwrights about the 
nature of a play have obviously formed a theatre with 
corresponding limitations. The playwright may not be conscious 
of the assumptions, but all playwrights 11know" the limits of 
what is culturally, economically, and esthetically "possible". 
One step toward a theatre that is less sparse, a theatre 
Mi chael Kirby 
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Where artistic intent and a chievement are more possible, a 
thea tre that does not attempt to trap t he consciousness of 
our time with the tools from his tory, is to decrea s e or 
elimina te, a s muc h as possible , t he things that a play must 
be and to increase t he thing s it might be . 
Such work is now going on in New York City, 
Japan, and other countries, amon the artists working on the 
so-called "happenings". Huge cardboard figures moving in 
a gymnasium; several films projected simultaneous ly and 
passing across all the vralls and ceilings of the "auditorium"; 
the animism of actors becoming a train , cars, etc.; 
"environments" and physical events wi thou.t actors;: the 
areas investigated seem end less. Yet they are ignored by 
thea tre people. The painters and sculptors work i ng i theatre 
perform for their friends and for small paid audiences in 
lofts, i n apartments, i n few places that resemble t heatres. 
The a ctors, directors, and designers drawn to New York 
from all over the hemi sphere are unemployed a great deal of 
the time, but those that do hold acting cla sses and workshops 
merely repea t scenes and p lays t ha t are ba s ed upon, and help 
to strengt hen , the preva lent play- assumptions. 
Because of t heir emphasis on spontaneous crea tivity 
and on atmospher e, and their de-emphasis of the spoken word , 
the "happening s" apparen tly have no literary foundation. 
They are not based on p l ayscripts . Their p laying time is 
relatively short. Although neither script nor time f a ctors 
are fundamental requi r ements of thea tre, the playwright can 
certainly be an artist, and concern 'vith t hi s art, and concern 
with a freedom from pl ay- a ssumptions, generates the concept 
Michael Kirby 
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of the "protean playscript" . 
Could not a playscript be written for "countless" 
productions rather than for "one" production? Could not a 
playscript be written that could be staged almost anywhere 
!.CD \lid. 
and in almost any way? SUch a script be only an order and 
" configuration of ideas-for-theatre spaced along a time-line 
and as permissive as possible in its working r elationship 
to actual staging. 
From such a s cript a play could be done , perhaps, 
'-J 
with a few people in a living room or other small space. 
It could be done in conventional theatres. It could be done 
in a football stadium or baseball park. In each physical 
setting the play would take vastly different forms, but the 
script would remain unchanged , forcing t he director, designer, 
and actors into imaginative creative work by its disparity 
with previous problems and t heir solutions. In a large 
mounting the play would be panoramic, partake of spectacle, 
make expressive the distances and natural elements that have 
seldom been used; on the smallest scale it would be intense 
through contraction, perhap s providing certain, or all, 
actors with constant involvement t hrough multiple roles, 
the creation of visual and auditory rhythms and melodies, etc. 
SUch a protean playscript would be one step 
toward the elucidation and eventual elimination of current 
play-assumptions. 
Boston 'University 
CHARLES RIVER CAMPUS • 857 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE • BOSTON 15, MASSACHUSETTS 
SCHOOL OF FINE AND APPLIED ARTS 
I•lic 1ael Kirby 
45 Franklin Street 
New York 13, N.Y. 
Dear Mike: 
October 31, 1961 
I 1 ve had your l at ter for several weeks (Judy forwarded it to me 
for perusal and action) and I 1 ve been so involved with ~etting 
the new year under way that this is my first opportunity for an 
answer . 
I think your idea for a term project - 11 Toward. a Protean Playscript 11 -
sounds provocative and meaningful. Of course, e~erythin~ depends 
on the way the play turns out ; the mthods of possible production 
will depend on t he content and form of the play . I certainly look 
forward to seeing it when you ' ve shappd i t some. 
I would be very interested in your newest progress report if you 
have had time to work on the play . Mea.nvlhile I 1 11 approve of the 
proposal and will keep whatever you send me in a special file. Is 
t here any chance you 'll be coming to Boston in the near future? 
Sometimes , it is better to talk an idea. through when it reaches 
a. fruitful stage. 
It appears from your lette r to Ju dy t hat you are in no special rush 
to complete the entire remaining credit s this t erm, that you intend 
to take the entire year. That makes sense. I assume you 1 ve so 
informed Dr . Miller. 
Please let me hear from you when you have time, and fo give my delay 
in answering your letter. 
Since~ely, ~ ~ch ~ccz___ 
Chairman 
Department of cting & Directing 
Mr . Samuel Hirsch 
Boston University 
School of Fine and Applied Arts 
857 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston 15, Ma ssachusetts 
Dear Mr. Hirsch: 
10 November 1961 
45 Franklin St. 
New York 13, N.Y. 
Enclosed are the first 11 pages and a very sketchy outline of 
the rest. There are about 25-30 more pages roughed-out in pencil 
and pen, but even if I didn't need them for rewrites, I doubt 
if anyone else could really follow them. I h~d hoped to send 
more, but maybe you can tell something from this. 
The main problem , as I see it, is that I'm not a playwright. 
I mean that the whole thing is quite forced. (I've written 
two plays before, one in high school and one in college, 
neither full-length.) 
Other than the quality of the language itself, I have another 
major problem. I have no plot . The idea for a p lay started 
when I was struck by the fantastic aspects and ambience of 
the Cortes-Montezuma story. (I guess I'm a sort of out-dated 
nec-romantic; closer, congenitally and not by choice or taste, 
to Maeterlinck and MacKay than to Ionesco.) Feeling that, 
theoretically, a plot per se was not nece ssary, I have attempted 
to use the story itself as a vehicle for certain ideas. The 
two choruses (see enclosed "sample") are expected to bridge 
the scenes; not by "narration" in the usual documentary sense 
but with facts, figures, etc. (see outline). All the story 
scenes themselves are in first draft, but the choruses have 
been written so far only at the beginning and end (note the 
jump between scenes 1 and 2). Reading what I've got, I find 
that it can't sustain the length. The story itself has no 
"build" unless you tell it as a cliff-hanger (to which everyone 
already knows the outcmme!), and my selection of i ncidents 
has been somewhat motivated by other f actors. 
The big hope tha t I can see is that I can work something out 
with the choruses. There is a certain dissension between 
them already (partia lly as a crutch, it's easy for me), and 
maybe I can work it into a semi-plot that will carry some 
weight (or shift more weight onto the story scenes). 
At any r a te I hope to have a complete draft typed-up and 
mailed to you by Thanksgiving . I only work two days and 
one night a week, so I've got a good amount of time to put 
on the writing. This also means I'm free to come to Boston 
any Friday through Monday. The expense is the only qualification, 
but I doubt whether much can really be done by mail . 
Sincerely, 
f/t j:Jel/ 
Michael Kirby 
outline 
WHO IS CORTES_! 
"overture" enclosed 
chorus introduction enclosed 
seene Montezuma-Papantzin enclosed 
chorus calendars and devices for telling time 
scene Cortes-Catalina enclosed 
chorus SahagUn and the magic source-books. Freaks? 
scene Montezuma . other prophecies of the arrival 
of Quetzalcoatl (Cortes). 
chorus & the sea, storms, fish, etc. 
characters passage to Cozumel 
scene Cortes- Aguilar (ship-~Tecked Spainard who 
lived 8 years with the Mayans) 
chorus dispute over the word "Aztec" 
scene 
chorus 
scene 
chorus 
scenes 
c horus 
scenes 
Montezuma attempts to escape (not in first draft) 
Cortes' son. dispute on cronology 
Cortes-Marina 
erosion and rate-of-change. maps. 
Montezuma- day of the landing 
Cortes lands 
Meeting with emissaries 
Montezuma and the emissaries 
Emissaries return to Cortes 
orginization of the Mexican emptte for war 
Cortes and t he sinking of the fleet. Montezuma recieves 
Cortes enters Tlaxcala. news. 
Council of Tlaxcala. 
Battles with t he Tlaxcalans 
chourus the flayed god , Xipe 
scenes Montezuma alone 
Cortes and Montezuma meet 
chorus and Montezuma's death 
scene end 
WHO IS CORT!:S 1 
( This play-script does not contain stage directions, although 
there are scattered 11 stage suggestions". That is, nothing 
that is said about t he physical production should be taken as 
in any way required, necessary, or sacrosanct, but possibilities 
for theatrical production are mentioned . They are intended 
only for continuity, examp +e, and stimulation. Usually alternative 
suggestions for obtaining the same result are noted, and they 
refer most often to two extremes of production; the outdoor 
(or football stadium) and the no-stage, limited-space (or studio) 
productions . Traditional proscenium, in-the-round, and television 
stagings are expected to fall between, and partake of, these ~ 
extremes. The point is that although no particular manner, type, 
or style of staging is necessary, the emphasis is definately 
upon staging. 
This script, then, is intended only as t he written foundation 
for the physical production of many different plays. The 
attempt and the impulse has alway s been to allow variety of 
interpretation. 
For example, it could be assumed that there is most often a 
direct relationship between the size of the physical playing 
area and the size of the cast. A studio production might be 
over-crowded or over-budgeted with more than six or seven actors , 
while an outdoor staging could easily accommodate crowds of 
actors. To provide some degree of flexibility blanks replace 
character names on some speeches. These may be given to several 
different actors or, in some scenes, assigned to one "character". 
of course the traditional method of reducing the number of actors 
in a large-cast play is "doubling". Here "tripling", etc., will 
probably be required in a studio production. 
Before beginning, let's sketch possible settings. 
In the studio production all actors are "on stage",and they 
will never leave "it". They may wear very plain and simple 
basic · clothing in pure hues . Hung and placed around the playing 
area are vividly-colored masks , helmets, and head-pieces of t 
various types which they will put on and remove as they play 
different characters. The choruses, too, take turns acting 
characters, but they also manipulate and direct the lights, 
sound and other effects . There is no setting and pure (white) 
walls might as well be imagined. A recording mac hine (one of 
the choruses might only be the voice of the one chonus that is 
visible recorded on tape~ and a slide projector and/or shadow 
devices would be helpful . 
Outdoors in the stadium much of this i s reversed. Platforms 
and ramps allow the emphasis of movements and groups while they 
may also hide the technicians who will operate some of the 
effects. Fairly elaborate settings are possible. The visual 
and auditory scale is now toward fire, smoke, flags and pictures 
on long staffs, and the amplification and echoing of voices. 
The costumes increase the size of some of t he ac t ors but are 
generally r ealistic and complete . Real arrows, cannon, horses, 
etc. might be seen here. 
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The script begins with an "overture" of omens and prophecies. There 
is no clear-cut beginning to the play, but these voices are heard 
speaking, for example, fDom var~ous parts of the stadium or, some 
of them, over loud-speakers. They come at unexpected times and from 
unexpected p laces, slowly at first and t hen more rapidly. In the 
studio the actors may "speak with voices", the disembodied speech of 
the medium. They may build up a background of noises, rhythms, 
moaning, drumming, etc. In the studio this kind of background mi ght 
be continued t hroughout so t at every actor, since he is a lways "on 
stage", is always active. 
he overture: ) 
wemans voice) 
man's voice) 
same woman) 
3a.Me woman) 
arne woman) 
"o my beloved sons, where shall ! take you?" 
"I shall return in a one Reed year and reestablish 
my rule. It will be a time of great tribulation 
for the people." 
The sound of iron arrows in a dark target. 
I have seen Tezcatlipoca as towering men at twilight. 
I have seen Te zcatlipoca in the third stage of shadow 
rise high above the trees. 
Without wind, t he water of the lake foamed . the flood 
came from stillness. 
The sound of chopping wood carries f ar at night, but 
do not search for the axe . 
11 0 my beloved sons, where shall I take you?" 
During the year of 12 House a pyramid with tongues of 
fire divided the sky in the east. 
Near tb.e latrines and dung heaps of our town "the 
hunched s houlder" has been seen . 
Iron arrows or the chopping of wood. 
The man with two heads must be taken to the First Speaker. 
"O my beloved sons, where s hall I take you?7 
The night axe walks as a headless man. The split frame 
of the chest and the divided belly open and close like 
the halves of a huge mouth sucking breath. 
"O my beloved sons, now we are about to go." 
-3-
scene one ) 
CRUS 1 The time is (hour) (minutes) and seconds after noon, 
~ (month) (day (y ear:L-
HORUS 2 
\H ORUS 1 
We begin. 
This is the image of a man. An image of a man modeled or 
carved by another man. The maker lived somewhere else in 
the long tunnel of time. Before Columbus . 
HORUS 2 Time has soaked that figure of a man as it soaks us all. 
It has permeated into the pours of the material, into the 
exiguous spaces, into the matter itself. Time is at the 
essence of its atoms. 
1 
2 
1 
2 
It is said that certain people, as a result of Particular 
exercises, develop a ring of small bones, a "necklace", 
beginning a little in front of the ears and forming a semi-
circle around the back of the neck just under the skin. 
It is said that these bones connect t he physical,perishable, 
body to the immortal, timeless, body and that by using a 
"neck lace" bone from someone who has died one may always 
communicate with the deceased. 
It may be true. It may also be true that we may touch the 
time that an object has absorbed. We may use that mystical 
marraige, the interpenetration of time and the stuff of 
existence, to move backward in time. 
Objects can work for us . The Aztecs of Mexico once buried 
a toy dog with the dead s o that , with a cotton cord, it 
could guide its master across the eight waters. 
Through this figure we may pas s backward to an earlier age. 
Holding to it we pass to the beginning of a story, to the 
beginning of a sequence of events. We pass back~ to a 
year called a year of the One Reed by the people who lived 
in Mexico at that time. The story begins in death. 
1 You're wrong. This is histor y . You do not go ba£k into history. 
2 It is a simulacrum of history . Why did you say Aztec? 
1 Only memory reaches back. History is here. Memery reac hes 
back within the space and vacuums of your own being and 
suggests that history is so . emory fumbles among the p 
crumbling pictures, hiding, moving, destroying, retouching, 
suddenly revealing something that seems to have been seen 
before. Memory, if we overlook the multitudinous lies it 
tells, the inventions of its perverse mechanism, does go 
back . History does not. All history is here. 
2 Not much more. 
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HORUS 1 crnce an act "is", once is has been "performed", it cannot be 
erased. As you breathe, the breath takes on its final form. 
It has become real, fixed, unchamgeable, disdainful of the 
disguises of memory. Only the exact dimensionless point 
of the present is unfixed. Immediately it will make itself 
into history. And it will remain. All history remains. 
HORUS 2 A certain stillness is needed. -
1 So we do not pass b~ckward into that year of the One Reed , 
to the year 1519 anno domini by another calenda r. That year 
is here now. History is with us. And the realization of death. 
2 It has been recorded that in Mexico City, called Tenochtitlan 
at the time, in a year of t he One Reed, the sister of the 
king died. We can begin the even ts there. Papantzin is 
is dead in a year of the One Reed . 
ONTEZUMA She is not dead. 
1 We pass backward to the time of Papantzin's burial . 
ONTEZUMA Papantzin is not dead . 
2 From the huge simultaniety of history we look at one event. 
A thing that already has its unchangeable shape apart from us. 
It is that brief period four days after the death of 
~apantzin, sister of ontezuma when her burial approached. 
ONTEZUMA My sister is not dead. It is not t he proper phrase . Certain 
changes. It is true that my sister is passing through cer tain 
changes. . She is not dead . Papantzin . If you had known her 
when she was alive ••• yes, say s he is "not alive", not alive 
as she was . If you had known her you would understand. 
We all knew her, sir. 
May we say the prayer for the dead? 
)NT. My duties kept us apart much of the time. But I am her 
brother. I have talked to her. Many years ago ... That 
is to say that you must understand that she is not dead. 
For four days, sir, she has not been alive . 
)NT . If you had looked carefully into her eyes, you will understand 
this, if you had seen her when she was not talking to anyone, 
when she was not in public, as s he so often was, if you had 
seen her when she was quiet, you would know. It's just a 
passage, A kind of c hange . 
In all respect, sir, you will not see her again. She is dead. 
NT. Yes, that's what it means . You can say that s he's dead. 
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Papantzin is led by a vermillion dog . Her hand is on its 
cotton leash, and ahead of ~er are four years of difficult 
traveling in the land of t he dead bef~re she may find rest. 
We must pray for her . 
ONT~zuma She sees another world. I knov1 that this is true. Without 
tha t walking in another world, without the force that foc used 
her briefly in this fragmented place, there would be no point. 
It is only a phrase, "she is dead". You may say the prayer . 
11 0ur daughter , you have finished vTi th the suffering s and 
fatigues of this life. It has pleased our lord to take you 
away, for we have no eternal life in this world. Our existence 
is like the ray of the sun. It is short like the fleeting 
moments in winter when one warms oneself in the sun. Now 
has come the time~ for Mictlantecutli and Mictecacithautl 
to take you to the abode that ha s already been arranged for 
you. You must go to the land of t he s hadows where there is 
no light or windows. You will never get away from there, and 
you must not worry about returning, for your absence will be 
eternal." 
T. She was not a pe r son of complete goodness . She was moving 
to,'lard complete goodness . She was not entirely wise. But 
she was moving toward wisdom. She was not entirely just, 
but she was moving toward justice. Now movement is ended. 
In the life of pressure, pleasure, urgency, and pain she 
was not yet perfect. In the other life may she be regarded 
as what she might have been . 
Our daughter, may the vermillion dog lead you well. Without 
the light of day may you waL~ forever a safe path in the 
land of shadows. 
NT. There is something that 've do not know. Causes we understand. 
Fever. The night mist . The malace of men. Grief we 
understand. We have seen its crumpled forms enough before. 
But beyond these t here is something 1ve s hould know. We 
must know the meaning. When I stand outside myself, breathing 
quietly , the question is still there. It is not the product 
of sorrow. It touches the whole country and not myself alone. 
What does it mean that this particular person died at this 
specific time and place? The answer is important and 
necessary. 
Silance is the essence of the dead. They are in silance. 
They themselves are the silance. May the service continue? 
NT . It is as the First Speaker and single ruler of our world 
that I must ask for an answer. Through me are funneled the 
lives of the people . All knowledge is not mine. My earthly 
body may not hold all the thoughts of t he world, it may not 
follow every idea to its answer, but I'll ask why. Before 
the body is gone, I'll ask why. Because we are seldom given 
enough time to ask , to reason, to consider. WE're not given 
enough time and all the signs and tremors in my mind suggest 
that time itself is kinking-up, it's warping , and now we have 
• 
more need for speed than ever. 
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The Lord of the dark and smoking mirror has asked for your 
sister. Her passing is its own answer. 
NTEZUMA No answer is so easy. There is an absence, an emptyness, 
here that must be filled. For survival itself the void 
cannot be allowed. Everything must be known.and explained. 
Is my question clear, you wisemen and scholars? This is not 
just another dying, another death. 
Sir, it may be that there have been 17 years of explaination. 
)NT . Let's begin there. 
,)NT . 
It may be that the happenings, the unusual events, let us 
say, of the last 17 years have been the cause of your sister's 
death. The relationship to her birthday is not quite clear. 
However, if we had understood, perhaps, the significance •••• 
"It may be~' "Perhaps". I do not want vague evasion. The 
history of every government, of every kingdom and country, 
knows times of crisis. A time of crisis. Let's be clear. 
Let 1 s be exact. Let 1 s kno·w. I consider this to be a time 
of crisis. There is a knotting of the moment. A vast tight 
knot of 17 years. And now my sister ties it tighter. 
Without wind, the water of the lake foamed. The flood came 
from stillness. 
The sound of iron arrows in a dark target. 
We know that the omens of death have been more frequent. 
Near the latrines and dung heaps of our town "the hunched 
shoulder" has been seen. 
NT. Death has seemed more frequent. 
11 0 my beloved sons, where shall I take you?" 
May we say that death is an individual concern? It is not 
only death of which t he omens warn. There is a general 
confluence of signs in the broad catagory centering about 
cultural distruction. There have been omens to indicate 
a particular threat to the body of XKK our country itself. 
NT . That is where we are. We agree. But what particular threat? 
Against what, against whom, when do we act? How do we act? 
Can we , and should we, act? To my person has been given t he 
divine power of a ction. My mind, my nerves, my muscles , 
make t he country move. God is incarnate in my body and 
controls you through it. Yet my body is of this world,and 
its divinity itself does not guarantee action. The tissues 
of my head, my hands , my heart are touched by time like yours, 
and t hey must know in order to act. 
Sir, I believe your sister moved. 
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)NTEZUMA How can she move when I cannot? 
Sir, the body of your sister seems to breathe. 
It may be . Just before, my mind reached out to fhe Smoking 
Mirror. I may have touched him. 
Breathing is shallow, regular. Life is coming to all parts 
of the body. 
You can see. It is true. 
"Your power and your protection do you provide, 0 origin of life. 
Nothing, no misfortune, can call you from us. 
We see beautiful stones giving birth 
And ~uetzal flowers opening: 
Perhaps they are your heart, 0 origin of life." 
NT . Lord Tezcatlipoca, o smoking mirror, s how us , through this 
gift , a path to action. 
"All things have beauty, 0 origin of life, 
As you pass through them. 
Now we are simply standing before you . 
Let no misfortune call you away from us." 
PANTZIN Everything is so clear. Those s hoes look very mush like shoes. 
NT . 
.PAN. 
NT . 
. PAN. 
Sir, there seem to be no signs of s i ckness. 
Papantzin, give thanks for yourself. 
Sir, your face is very clear and vivid. The colors of your 
clothes. I don't think I've eaten in a long time. 
You've been sick and traveled away from us. 
Yes. In my travels I saw awful things • 
It was the land of XKX shadows. Was t here a road to follow? 
vlere the bridges built of stone? 
T. The sick mind is always in pain. 
PAN. I saw our own country. I was by the ocean. I was in Tlaxcala. 
In Cholula. I was here ·in Tenochtitlan, but nothing was the 
same. Everything was chang ing. Everywhere were ruins. 
Sir, nothing wi l l be lost if you listen t o her later. 
T. This is a prophecy. We'll he f' it now. This is the future 
that she is speaking of. Papantzin has walked ahead in time 
and been able to return. She has seen t he truth that is not 
yet true. 
APANTZIN 
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strange beings had come to our country. 
I saw even t he largest buildings fall. 
There were fires. 
Smoke filled the sk ies. 
ONTEZUMA What were these being s like? Where did t hey come from? 
A.PAN . 
NT . 
~PAN . 
NT. 
They were not alike. Some flashed in the sun. Some were as 
giants and seemed to rip the buildings with their hands . 
They did not walk a s men do. They ••• looked around. I wa s 
watching from a cellar. There was a long street in Cholula. 
Did you see clearly? Or wa s t here a confusion of i mages, 
a twi sting of one thing into another? 
Sir, I saw as clearly a s I do now. It took a long time. 
They seemed to be all ar ound without any arrival. 
Everywhere time talks to us. The f uture tries to find a voice, 
and only scattered sounds are heard. Can any human machinery 
decipher the facts enough to act? We must hear it all. 
There must be exactness and certitude before we can act . The 
future of a whole country cannot depend upon the unknown. 
~cene 2) 
!\TILINA 
RTES 
1\.TILINA 
)RTES 
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Do you leave tonight? Tomorrow? When? Tonight would be 
perfect, sir, for a great silent casting-off, a huge noise~ess 
escape to the blank sea. There's only part of a moon. 
Which part? 
The right. Or the left. I don't know. If there wasn '.t mush 
last night, there can only be a little more or a little less 
tonight. Are you going to sail, your honor? The fleet is 
ready, isn't it? 
I didn't realize you were such a talented astronomer. Can 
you read the future in the stars, too? 
T. I read the word that is going around . I read that the men 
are boarding the ships. 
RTES 
T. 
RTES 
T. 
TES 
T. 
The sailing will come soon. We 're not yet fully supplied. 
Why should I leave in the dead of night? 
Because , your honor, the word is also heard that Velasquez 
will revoke his charter. He is going to relieve you of command. 
You spoke of the rumor yesterday yourself. 
Madame, nobody will relieve me of command. Why these "sirs" 
and 11 your honors 11 ? You've known for many weeks that I would 
be leading this expedition to the west. 
There are many leaving s . There are many sailing s. I don't 
mind them all . But there's the jour ney without a return. 
There's the great voyage that ends thing s. I don~t want an 
ending . 
Nothing is ending, Catilina. 
Nothing is ending? The estate-owner is endin~. The magistrate 
is ending. The husband is ending. Now ther e s a captain. 
Now there's a medal and a gold chain. Now there's a cloak 
knotted~ with gold. Now there's the leader of 500 
men. Now there are flags in front of the house ••• "We shall 
conquer under~.the sign of the cross. 11 Now there is the 
conqueror of Mexico. 
,.,.. 
~TES Do you know who I am, Catilina? You should know me if anyone does. 
r. I know that we've built a life here. You have one of the 
finest estates on the island, some of the best slaves. The 
most powerful people are your friends, and when you want 
something, all you have to do is ask. Anything. The Magistrate . 
You rule Santiago. 
~TES Santiago is small. 
ATALINA 
ORTES 
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And now, admiral-general, you want to end it all. Kill 
that person. Become the king of a new country. Do you 
know what is out there , your hi ghness . No. Nobody knows . 
The unknown is out there. 
It will be known. 
AT. The indians are there. And the jungle . We have them here, too. 
ORTES 
!\T. 
RTES 
AT. 
)RTES 
T. 
RTES 
T. 
RTES 
T. 
TES 
• 
There's gold . Grijalva proved it. 
There's hundreds of miles of sun-angered ocean. There are 
the uncharted saws of reef, shoal, island, and coastline. 
There are the sweating rain-forests and the obsidian knives 
of the Godless indians. 
There are cities made of stone. 
There are distorted animals of death that even Christ could 
not imagine.. There are fevers and chills, insects, hunger, 
and probably the same false covering of huge bright-hued 
flowers blooming everywhere. 
rnland, beyond the jungles, is a peak that was capped with 
snow in June. 
Cordoba was still at the oceans edge when he lost half his 
men. Two hundred heathen to one Christian, may the Dear Lord 
rest their anguished souls, and it was only a kind providence 
that permitted any to return to our island. Now Cordoba is 
dead. 
He was a fool to spend the night on the beach. 
But you'll spend as many nights as God allows sleeping in the 
jungle. 
The unknown scares you. You think I won't come back . You 
should know that, with God's help and guidance, I cannot fail. 
These scars I got for you ••• 
That scar wasn't for me. 
I fought for you. If I've never been afraid to fight for my 
own honor , for the honor of a friend, or the honor of my God, 
why should you think I'd hesitate now? If I've never lost, 
don't think I'll lose now. If I have led men well before, 
if I have ruled well as Magistrate, don't think I'll be any 
less wise out there. 
If you've often lost at cards and dice, don't think that this 
is just another gamble. 
TES You think that I don't want to come back to you. Is that right? 
ATALINA 
ORTES 
AT. 
ORTES 
T. 
ORTES 
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How many people had to pressure you into marrying me at all? 
Shrink the whole world down to your size. 
This is all a flowing-on, a continuation. 
to do with it . 
Nothing is new. 
You have nothing 
But I do have something to do with it . I'm this house. 
I'm these lands of ours . I ' m the web of people we know. 
I'm the things that we do . Do I "flow on" without you? 
Do I "continue"? 'If/hat will I be when you go? 
Soon you'll be the wife of the ~Governor of Mexico. 
You'll have a place at the court of Charles. 
What would I be at the court of Charles? 
M~dame, a man must act. Not impetuously, not without t hought 
or planning, but he must act . A man cannot stay immobile, 
tied to the petty details, the trivia, the s hifting surface 
of a static life. How often does the opportunity arise for 
an action like this, an action that uses everything of what 
we are and what we can do? Why did I leave Spain? Why did 
you? When you see the signs, you cannot refuse . You cannot 
draw back into what you were, th safe shell of habits and 
memories, and refuse, or your life wi ill begin to wither. 
There is a certain centering of events, a pattern being X 
focused in a moment, in which the alternatives are clear, lucid. 
Fi~ht or run . Be this or be that . Expand or contract. 
It s either expansion or contraction with no third alternative, 
and you have to make a choice. Choose. There's only one 
choice . Expansion . A moving outward. A leaving , if you want. 
A departure . 
Boston 'University 
CHARLES RIVER CAMPUS • 857 COMMONWEALTH A VENUE • BOSTON 15, MASSACHUSETTS 
SCHOOL OF FINE AND APPLIED ARTS December 6, 1961 
Michael Kirby 
45 Franklin Street 
New York 13, N.Y . 
Dear I·tlike: 
I am very interes ted in your first draft and part i ally completed 
script. I didn!.t answer immediately because you said you'd have 
a completed draft for me by Thanksgiving. I'm looking forward to 
reading it with anticipation because the part I have in front of 
me is exciting and fresh in coneep~~ 
I have been looking for your idea, theme, premise, call it what 
you will, and in t hi s fragmentary form I can't devine it. ( Quainf 
word, what?) I looked through your earlier letter and found: 
1111 The title I am working under i s v/HO I S CORI'EZ? 
(Right now I doubt that Co rtea will appear in it, but 
I 1 m using t ~e conquest of Mex ico as a setting ob context.) 
]onetzuma may be the only character that runs thr~u gh 
the pl ay . It will, I ~ope, say something about i dentity 
and time. 11 
This sounds promissory. Have you made this more specific and 
concrete? 
I am looking for\J~rd to your completed draft. After I've had a 
chance to study it I' ll be in a better position to arrange a 
meeting with you. 
There i s a train economy ticket which is very interesting if you 
can manage a trip to Boston, perhaps for a week end. You buy a 
one way ticket and pay only that for a round trip, provided you 
retu r n t he next day. ¥ou could stay with us overnitR, so that 'v'Jould 
help out. A~ any rate, when I have the completed script , I can 
better pin the date . 
Sam Hirsch 
Mr. Samuel Hirsch 
Boston University 
School of Fine and Applied Arts 
857 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston 15, Massachusetts 
Dear l-1r. Hirsch: 
2 December 1961 
45 Franklin St. 
New York 13, N.Y. 
REctor 2-1486 
Without any attempt at explanation or justification (both 
of which, I think, are much needed), here is the typed script. 
It's not the script I wanted to write,. It's the script I 
could write . 
If you let me know when you would like me to come to Boston 
(Friday through Monday are the best days), I will be there. 
Sincerely, 
• ! /ft,~jlt-L.) 
Michael Kirby 
Mr. Samuel Hirsch 
Boston University 
26 February 62 
45 Frank lin St. 
New York 13, N.Y. 
School of Fine and Applied Arts 
Department of Acting and Directing 
855 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston 15, Massachusetts 
Dear Mr. Hirsch; 
Today I finished repainting the last of my sculpture, 
building new shelves for it, moving it all out of the 
studio, and making a small effort at getting a showing 
for it, so I am all clear to begin work on ~mo- IS CORTES? 
I have done nothing systematic about the play in the 
last two months. Even this letter had to wait for a 
couple of days. (Being "hooked" on sculpture I knew 
I couldn't really concentrate on the play unless I took 
a 11 dose 11 that might last for a while. Going from the 
writing directly into production would have made the 
"withdrawal symptoms" intense ••• I was already beginning 
to shake a little ••• and I hope the hiatus will help 
my perspective.) I am two days ahead of schedule. 
All I can give you now are my unsystematic thoughts 
and inexact prospectus . (I assume that I won't have to 
request permission to do the play, but I will attempt to 
work up a formal statement of intention. That might be 
ready about a week from Saturday ••• lO March . I might be 
able to get up to Boston to make the oral presentation 
of my production scheme ••• and look over t he production 
book file ••• but finances are about ~s tight as they 
have ever been.) 
Rehearsals: March 10 through April 7. 
During the last "rehearsal" week I may invite audiences, 
but I don't know yet how much rehearsal time I 1ll have 
per week . It will depend on the actors . 
Performances: April 8 through ??? (April 21?) 
Number and date at the convenience of actors, audience, 
and management. Audience at each performance will 
probably not exceed ten. 
Place: My studio. About 19 by 26 feet with 11 foot 
cielings. Storage, my wife's easel, etc. cut the useable 
space down to about 19 1 square. 
Cast: 6 men (the 2 choruses, Cortes, Montezuma, 2 M~ft to play 
all other parts) , 1 woman (to play all the women ••• and 
some of the men) A friend of mine has an acting class 
(which I have not yet attended) that I hope to use for 
most of my actors. I doubt whether I'll get envolved 
with many "professionals". 
Production: Platforms against two adjoining walls will 
be the main location of the "historica l" scenes. The 
Choruses will move among the audience on the main floor 
and "run" the production (lights, projections( ? ), 
sound(?), etc . ) But I intend to use the whole place; 
around, among , and over the audience . 
I'll be doing the sets, costumes, lights, etc. myself ..••• 
the design, at least , and probably most of the work. 
And I'd like to ge t as much of this done as soon a s possible 
in order to make the early rehearsals more profitable. 
Cortes, Montezuma, and the choruses will not wear mask s, but 
the three people who play all the other parts will need a 
mask-headdress for ea ch change . ( the masks will hang from the 
ceilings and walls) and this is the largest single item of 
work (after cleaning and rearranging the studio and building 
the platforms.) The (homemade) liF.hts will be moved about 
and focused by the choruses (and I ' ll probably use a 
lot of candles, burners, etc ••• • the "budget is gossamer") 
There may be many, or no, projections . I doubt if I'll 
use recorded sound, but I hope the three "utility" people 
have enough r hythm and musical flare to provide a lot of 
auditory material . 
Well, I'll try to systema tically crystali ze this (and its 
progeny ) into a statement of intention and send it as soon 
as possible. I'm sorry if you expected something sooner, 
but I'll try to send a weekly report . 
And thankyou very much for your part in gettir~ me t ha t 
extra credit . 
Sincerely, 
Michael Kirby 
P. S. I plan on typing up copi e s of the s cript the way it 
stands and going into rehearsal that way, but t here are 
many things tha t I kn0\'1 need c hanging or sharpening . 
I expect to find a few others and to keep rewriting for the first 
few weeks . 
To: 
From: 
Subject: 
Mr. samuel Hirsch 
l~ichael Kirby 
PROGRESS REPORT WEDNESDAY 7 MAR 62 
1. Enclosed is THE DIRECTOR'S STATEMENT OF I NTENTION. I hope 
it is close enough to what is required ••• I'rn having some 
difficulty changing from playwright to director (complicated 
by the fact that I'm holding all the other production jobs, 
too . ) 
2 . The "theatre" and "setting" are almost ready to be used. 
The main platfo~s are in place. 
~. Casting is corning very badly, but I have not been at it 
for very long. The acting class mentioned previously 
will not do. Dick Benter will play Cortes, but none of 
the other parts are set. I might use a girl for Chorus 2. 
I might play Chorus 1 myself (if I can't get anyone else). 
4 . The first reading is scheduled for this Friday (March 9). 
THE DIRECTOR'S STATEMENT OF INTENTION 
Michael Kirby: WHO IS CORTES? 
1. THE DRAMATIC IDEA. 
"I won't be ready for dea t h until I have made an image of my self 
in history . Until I have constructed by e ac h act here t he 
exact identity I want in t he container of time ••• " 
(Cortes--page 2-26 rehearsal draft) 
Almost all intellectual ideas presented in the script relate 
to ~ime and identity. The staging s hould produce, manufacture, 
and illumina te in the spectator an affective (as well as menta l) 
knovrledge of what is meant by these two common words and their 
interdependence at t he level (or depth) of completeness. 
11- THE 'I'tiEATRICA.L KEY TO THE DRAMATIC IDEA 
The drama tic idea of time-identity becomes t heatrically 
manifest physically in terms of machinery and motion and 
emotionally in terms of fear. 
A. " ••• to mimic t he machinery of time." 
(Chorus 2 p. 26 rehearsal draft) 
Any well-rehearsed play is analogous to a machine in 
operation, but here t he impression should be clarified, 
heightened , and used. This machine is controlled by t he 
choruses, who not only stop and start t he scenes but perform 
almost as visible sta§e managers handling t he physica l aspects 
of production. (The mac hine" image is used only for its 
clarity of cause-and-effect procedure, its necessity of 
movement, its "manufacturing" of a product , and nott it is 
important to note, for its anti- human co~notations.J 
B. "I see life itself as a difficult journey . I 1ve traveled 
a few years a lready ." 
(Cortes P.2-6 re hearsa l draft) 
Physi ca lly both time and identity (especia lly the 
11 breated identity" 1aspect of t~is central idea ) are represented 
in part as a "journey" by Cortes. The first scene in whi ch 
Cortes appears will be played on the f ar right of the audience, 
and ea ch succeeding scene will be localized fart her to the 
audience left (except for a purely functional set-back duri ng 
the one intermission that I hope will be ea sily assimilated 
by t he audience without destroying the i ntent.) This right-
to-left movement is also analogout to the actual Ea st-West 
progression of the historica l Cortes. The scenes of Montezuma 
will always be played in t he same area at t he audience left . 
He will not "journey". In t his physical sense , and i n some 
other s, t he char acters become allegorical and complement ary, 
but movement-rigidity is a lso significant on apsychological 
level. When Cortes and Mon tezuma meet, t he play is over . 
(the rema ining scene should be trea ted as an epilogue) . 
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c. "here fear and reality are equal." 
(Cortes p . 2-25 r.d.) 
The affective context of the dramati c idea is fear . 
Fear dominates the mood and atmosphere and rela tes functionally 
to almost every (psychological) action. 
A suggestion of the mood of dread anticipation preva lent 
at seances can be built up by the c horuses . Corte s , afr a id 
of the unknown , enters it. Montezuma , afra id of t he unknown 
cannot act and lets it overwhelm him . All other historical 
c har acters, whatever specific people they repre sent , can also 
be used to establish the necessary context of the "fearful". 
The Mexicans thought t ne Spanish strange , weird , and the 
Spanish felt the s ame about the Mexicans. 
( Although "fear" is the word used in the text, "anxiety" 
or 11 fear without an object" would be more specific. There is 
an implied reference to the unconscious as well as to the conscious.) 
111. THE THEATRICAL REALIZATION OF THE DRAMATIC IDEA. 
"Because you aren 't aware of the wonder of a fact." 
11What? 11 
"Nothing . Let's proceed." 
11 And you aren't aware of the f a ct of wonder ." 
(dia logue between the choruses p.2-8 r.d.) 
The script does not accept one "rea lity" (the i l lusioni stic 
reality of t he fourth wall, the poetic reality of the Elizabethans, 
the metaphysi ca l realitt, of Pir ndello, etd.,etc.). Especially 
in its "frame" or 11 core' of choruses, it intellectually 
stre sses t he extremes of a world (of time and identity) tha t 
is both objective and subjective, emotional and i ntellectual, etc. 
without t aking a stance and thus implying t ha t various rea lities 
depend upon and need ea c h other for tota l truthe (as the choruses 
need each other to 11get what they want".) 
1. The c horuses act in the same time-spa ce world 
as-the audience . They walk among the audience . Onee 
a "historical" scene has begun, they watch it as t he 
audience does. They speak directly to the audience . 
The acting of the c horuses should have the same styleless-
ness, the same human naturalness , as the members of the 
audience. 
2. Cortes and Montezuma are opposi t e extremes of 
the same identity-time "problem". The action of eac h , 
adjusting to the situations of successive scenes but 
always present, is 11 to overcome fear". Cortes repeatedly 
does this. He succeeds. He acts. Montezuma f a ils and 
cannot act. l-1otion-rigidi ty is the functional 
result of success-fa ilure of the a ction. 
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The actors pl~ying these parts a re not obviously awar e 
of t he audience. Their time-space is tha t of his tory , 
and the audience is in t ne eavesdropping relationship . 
The deta iled revelation of individual and unique 
personality is the primary gaal of these actors. 
( while t he allegorical-intellectual aspects of the roles 
is as sumed by the staging ) and t he language , gesture, 
etc., must always be handled naturalistically . There is, 
however, the a rtiif:'icial "puppet" relationship with the 
choruses , and when, for example, the choruses 
stop a scene , t he "c har acter" disappear s and t he 11 actor 11 
can be seen by the audience waiting "outside" the play 
or moving i n to position for the next scene . 
3. The t hree actors playing all the other "hi s torical" 
parts will crea te mo od and a t mospner e a s we l l as c haracter. 
They will be used choreogr aphically for visua l effect, 
and for sound effects and music . They will put on and 
t ake of f ma sks a s they p l ay var iou s roles . Since their 
own identity is unimportant t heir faces wil l probably 
be colored or ma sked. Since many oftheir 
t a sk s will not have ar ealistic orient a tion the ir wor k 
is stylized a l though not presen t a t ional (their obvious relati on-
s hip is to t he c horuses but not the audience . ) 
The Set 
is completely f unctiona l . It is composed of 
an audience area. surrounded on three sides by platforms . 
The movement-flow and time a spects of the s etti ng have 
been previously menti oned. Stretched canvas used as 
screening to simplify the visua l field of t he specta tor 
may be used a s project ion or s hadow screens , a s may 
any of t he wa lls t hemselves . 
The light ing 
is per hap s more clearly than usual , divided into 
lighti ng for visibility and lighting for effect. The choruse s 
will be lit either by general low-leve l light on the audiende 
area i n whi c h t hey act (if it can be loca lized sufficiently and 
numerou s complete blackouts are not needed) or by individual 
lights that t hey will carry . The main lighting from each 
scene will come from portable units p l a ced , focused , and con-
trolled by the c hor.uses . Light color will probably have 
to be e l i mina ted as a variable in these units because of staging 
limita tions . Effect ligh ting wil l include (A) small natural 
flames such as candles handled by the "historica l" actors, (B) 
set units i n each area wired to t he switches tha t the c horuses 
opera te . 
4 
D. The costumes 
may be catagorized as were the actors . 
The c horuses wear contemporaDy clothes . A slight 
formality reflects an "occas ion" , but t he occa sion 
is being held i n a f a irly dilapida ted studio . Chorus L 
is in t ellectual, scientific , i nhibited ••• well-groomed 
and fit : suit , button-down collar , etc. Chorus 2 is 
emotional, intense , a thletic ••••• a certnin reckles sness 
of dress , roughness and directness of co l or , etc . 
Cortes and Montezu~a s hould wea r what t he his torica l 
figures rea lly wore . Since this is impossible , and since 
any f a lseness , any artificiality , will be i mmedia tely 
sensed in the intimate staging , their costumes s hould be 
clean , simple , and su~gestive . Cortes wears boots 
and a ba sic ~lack throughout . At times he adds and removes 
a b l a ck fea thered hat , a helmet , chest armor , etc . He 
carries a sword . Montezuma should change robes with every 
change in time (scene c hange) , but I doub t if this will 
be possible. His choice of color and pattern is elegant , 
soft and delica te . 
The three remaining actors wear ba s i c non- specific costume 
in dar k grey or bla ck . They add a. mask (and perhap s a robe, 
etc ., occasionally ) to p lay the various parts . The masks and 
c lothing are bizarre and garish. They might be suggested by the 
Mexican paintings of their gods , by actual historical head-
pieces , by Bruegel , Bosc h , Goya , or the distortions of dream s . 
Only in the fea t ures of t he \•TOmen a re some r eality and s i mp-
licity reta ined. 
E. The music 
depends primarilly upon the abilities of the three 
a c tors who will perform it. At least wooden whi stles(flutes) 
and ba sic rhy t hms will be used when t he indi ans fi ght , e tc . I f 
possible , a Spanish guitar will be used . Wi th o ~ ly semi-musical 
instruments much of the materia l will be improvised. 
To : ir . Samuel Hirsch 
From: ichael Kirby 
Subject : PROGRESS -REPORT TflEDNESDAY 14 MAR 62 
1 . 
2 . 
~ -
5. 
Casting is complete except fo r Chorus 1. I expect another 
actor to read the part Friday , and since the "historical" 
actors are all set , I can begin to work on that part of 
the play . 
Two readings of the script have been held . Notes on 
these reading s are enclosed ( I am keeping the origina ls 
f or the Production Book . ) . 
-Although I am not certain how many times a week I '\>Till 
be able to get the cast together , I am confident that 
we will be ready for the 11 critics 11 (and will have had some 
"try-out" performances) by the week- end of April 13-15. 
If you could l e t me know what would be the ~best day~ 
you (on or after 13 Apri l ) , how many people to expect , 
a r rangements you would like me to make , etc . vle will 
soon be able to 11 finalize 11 it . 
I am alr eady rewiting completely several scenes in the fo 
second acb. The parts of Papantzin and Quauhtemoctzin 
are being enlarged , partially by assigning them "blanks" 
already in the s cript and partially by rewrt ting dialogue . 
Based on information from the r eadings , I am i ncreasing 
the playing area of the platforms . Most of this work 
is done , and it should be f i nished in time for the next 
rehearsal (Friday) . 
To: 
From: 
SUbject: 
1. 
2. 
•• 
1-1r. Samuel Hirsch 
Michael Kirby 
PROGRESS REPORT WEDNESDAY 21 MAR 62 
Casting was completed on Friday 16 March with the 
addition of Barry Hoffman as Chorus 1. (Basic 
platforms were also finished by this date.) 
Act I has been blocked except for the choruses 
(who will remain improvisational for another two 
weeks). A blocking run-through of Act I took 
1 hour and 15 minutes . Act II is blocked Cexcept 
for the choruses) through page 2-27. 
small rewriting and cuts continue. I would like 
the production to run about two hours • 
I have worked out a rudimentary lighting plot 
{general constant light for the choruses and 
additional light from PAR's for the inner scenes). 
This week-end we will develop it by trial-and-error. 
I hope to have the lighting pretty-well finished 
by the time the cast has the scripts out of their 
hands( late next week) . 
I expect to have the core blocking complete by 
Friday; the second act will be run for blocking 
on Friday, and there will be a complete run-through 
on Saturday. 
To; Mr . samuel Hirsch 
From: 
Subject: 
Michael Kirby 
PROGRESS REPORT WEDNESDAY 28 MAR 62 
1. It is very important to know as soon as possible 
when you would like to view the production. We are 
on schedule and will be ready on Friday 13 April. 
As far as I know, any date in the following week or 
so would be acceptable to the actors except Saturday 
14 April. Because of a juke box in the bar downstairs 
an early week-day or Sunday has some advantages over 
the week-end. 
2. Ofi the basis of a blocking run-through last Saturday 
several scenes have been re-blocked. Cutting and 
rewritting has continued. 
3. Rehearsals this week have been on individual scenes. 
Emphasis has depended upon how well the lines have 
been assimilated. One or two scenes are in very 
good shape, but the detailed work that I had hoped 
for was not possible in all cases. 
4. The fundamental lighting is hung. Gels are yet 
needed for two of the units. I expect to add an 
additional portable special. 
$. I am beginning work today on the costumes. 
6. This week-end I hope to have act run-throughs without 
scripts. Next week individual scenes will again be 
worked. 
Boston 'University 
CHARLES RIVER CAMPUS • 857 COMMONWEALTH A VENUE • BOSTON 15, MASSACHUSETTS 
SCHOOL OF FINE AND APPLIED ARTS 
Michael Kirby 
45 Franklin Street 
e vJ York 13 , NY 
Dear kik s : 
March 30 , 1962 
Fot:g i ve , please , my long silence , I·~y v1ork here has been constant 
and unending this past month. I ' ve enjoyed the Progres s Reports 
and am pleased that you are working so well . 
I expect to be visitn'?; famil v in Pr:hnceton, J, during our Spring 
Vacation, the week of Apr i l 16th. I should be there sometim~ 
beginning the 17th . So anytime during tLat week mi e:ht b e art'anged 
f o r my seeinc your play . Let me know tentatively when you would 
like me to come , and g ive me your phone number so I can conta ct 
you when I am in ew Jersey , aa d we ' ll make i t definite. OK? 
See y~ u soon . [;~ 
Samuel Hi r> s ch 
To : ~ • Samuel Hirsch 
om : h1chael i rby 
subject ; PRO F:~ REPORT WEDNESDAY 4 APRIL 62 
1. Thank you fo r the 1 tter of rch th. Because of t e 
p s yo outlined I hnve ache( uled "perf r mnnoes'' (for 
age te, producers, etc . ) on the loth, 17tht d 18th of 
thi mo th ( ·onday , Tu sday, a d 1·ed1 esd y J. l?erho.ps you 
would 1117·e to stop for dinner and a performance on your 
way t o Prillc ton. If you \'lould 11 e to stay overnight, 
2 . 
I could urran~e aometh1ns . At ny r a te I will peep a. 
couple of seat open ( e 111 only h v ine or ten) for 
eac of t hese t roe d tea until I hoar ch will be 
best for you. If none of t m are s t1sfactory I · 111 
schedule an add1t1o a l uerformanc later in t h w ek 
(one of the actres e 1a p ay1ng off-Broadw y on Thursday 
thro g caturday, but she h san u der study for that sho . ) 
·Y phon ... , number is REctor 2- 1486 (area co e 212) . 
I pla~ to h ve dresa- renearsnl 
~ fterr: oon d e e ing . uPrevi 
frie,do) ar scheduled for the 
d •lednesday . 
r -thro gh this Sunday 
s" ( dress reh r ls fo r 
following ond y , Tuesday , 
A lot of ork rem-ins to be done on cot es and props. 
A fe' scenes , sp~~ ally the chorus s, are under- rehe rse • 
t I bol1 ve t hat ~it five run-tnrou h in f o r days, 
ad om. ch nee to poli haft r rd, the perfo anc swill 
be ad uate . 
M~RCH 12.. 13 14- IS I~ f7 
ZW? 
Bloc..l<•nj B\od~lllj Re~uh'nj 
(I it Reo.<il '1 Act "I ~d I 
<l MI>IR b2.) 
18 l'f 2.0 21 2.2. 23 2.4-
Bloc.kin~ B\oc..\~1~ B\oc.h'~ Bloc..Kit'l_9 Rm--#w·ouj~ 
'Run- thn:u.~ ~ctn. Ad.U Run-through 
~ct 'I Ad-n.. 
2S 26 2.7 28 29 30 31 
Scene5 Scenes Scenes chor-use.s Sc.enes 2. Run-1'-v-~ 
( t>lo~\<.•ng) 1\ct :t. 
AP~\L 2. 3 4- 5 b 7 
&ene.s Scenes SceneS line Cho.-u.x-s ch~us~:::. 2 RU>1-th~5 rehe<t~l 
1-\d li. 
8 9 10 II /2 /3 14-
1:30 ~EVIE\A f'~e.w ~VIEI/II 
RUII--th ... ~ 
s:oo 
Ru."--th~h. 
I~ /b 17 /8 tr 20 
PP.E\'IE""( p~R>f!Mf\(1(0::: ~"""'~ ThR~MAf'ICP'-
REHEARSAL NOTES : Friday 9March62 : The First Reading 
The script was read by Richard Benter (Cortes), Jack Shapira 
(Chorus 1, Montezuma). Nick Smith (Man A), Richard?? (Man B), 
Judy Granite (Woman •• act I), and Ruth Wagner (Woman •• actii) . 
Time : Act I ••• 59 min . 
Act II •• 1 hr . 10 min . (aprox.) 
Comments: The second act seemed flat except for the scene 
with Robert and the battle scenes . Extensive rewrtting must 
be done : Should Montezuma receive the news from Tlaxcala in the 
dark? How much of both emissary scenes are necessary? It was 
pointed out in the discussion after the reading tha t Montezuma 
did not have the same reality as Cortes. He must be challenged 
directly in the scenes, too. This could be done by Papantzin 
and Quauhtemoctzin . He should come closer to defeating fear. 
The possibility that he will finally act must be carried to the 
end. It should probably be stressed tha t if he did act, the 
Spanish would easily have been defeated . The criticism that 
Marina and the burning of the ships occur too late in the play 
cannot be accepted ("the play is not dealing with the expectancy 
of known historical fact, etc .). 
Four parts are filled: 
Cortes 
ontezuma 
Man A 
ltloman 
Richard Benter 
Harvey Knox 
Nick Smith 
Judy Granite 
REHEARSAL NOTES: SUnday 11March62 : The Second Reading 
The cast was composed of Benter , Knox , Smith , Granite, and 
John Culjak (Man B) , Connie Tennant (Chorus 2), and John 
LaGoia (Chorus 1). 
All have agreed to play except LaGoia, who will know by Tuesday 
if he will be able to do it • 
Time : Act L 
Act II 
••• 59 min. (including a short interruption) 
•••• 1 hr . 6 min. 
summary : Most of my notes concerned blocking; the localization 
on the platforms , and the core structure of each 
scene . A visual parallel between Montezuma and Cortes i n the 
opening scenes was seen possible . Certain ~otes also pertained 
to platforms that will have to be added to the playing areas . 
The benches alone are not wide enough, and the spaces between 
the center table and the benches must be filled by removeable 
levels . 
Some notes related to rewrites . First act rewrites are mostly 
· minor adjustments that can be made during block ing and a fterwards, 
but the second a ct should be repaired before the blocking is 
done . Montezuma's long sp~eches carry all the useful material . 
Rewriting must force t hese from him. The "news of Tlaxcala 11 
scene might be played to a third person. Perhaps more abstra ct 
material (the ~o ices of Co r tes and Montezuma mixed from t heir 
own sides, etc.) mi ght be more incisive. ore dialogue s hou ld 
be added to the choruses' arguement before 11know anger" . 
It was not possible to sc hedule a rehearsal be f ore t his Friday . 
By t hat time the platforms, some rewrites , and the block ing 
outline should be fi nished. 
REHEARSAL NOTES: · 
Friday (16 March) \ : 
Saturday ( 17 March) 1: 
Sunday ( 18 1-1 arch) : 
Monday (19 March) : 
Tuesday (20 March): 
Week of 14-21 March : Blocking 
Read Bar r y Hoffman as CHORUS 1. Blocked 
through page 14 (except choruses ) and 
pp . 17-20. 
Blocked pp . 15-17, 22-25 . 
Completed blocking Act I (except choruses) 
Blocki ng r un-through of Act I: 1 hr. 15 min. 
Blocked Act II pp . 1-3, 9-12, 17-21. (ex. C. ) 
Blocked Act II- pp . 5-7, 13-16 , 22-27 (ex. C. ) 
Comments : The tendency when blocking on paper was to retain 
proscenium habits and over-estimate the size of the 
playing areas . A foot or so makes a great difference in this 
stagi ng. Any idea of stylizing some of t he acting styles was 
discarded befor e work began. Because of the small platforms 
and their close proximity to the audience I attmepted, whenever 
possible (where nothing would be lost or some signi f icance gained), 
to deny the actor s their built-in habits of 11 opening-up 11 to the 
audience . 
REHEARSAL NOTES Week of 21-28 lvlarch Fundamental 
Scene Work 
Friday (23 March) Finished blocking Act II 
Blocking run-through , Act II 
( 1 hr . 12 min. ) 
Saturday (24 March) Blocking run-through. 
Act I : 1 hr . 11 min. 
Act II: 1 hr. 8 min . 
Sunday (25 March) Scenes : pp . 3-7, 15-17. 
~-'Ion day (26 March) Scenes : pp. 17-20, (II) 12, 9-11. 
TUesday (27 March) Scenes: pp . (II) 9-11 , (II) 1-3, 
Comments: 
No changes 
made until 
how far the 
the lines. 
well. 
22-25. 
The run-through was used as a basis for 
completing blocking and large script c hanges. 
other than t he usual small adjustments will be 
the scenes are playing. 
The scene work depended almost entirely upon 
actors had progressed in learning and assimilating 
Those scenes that were ready to play developed 
REHEARSAL NOTES 28 March ••• 
Wednesday (28 March) Blocked choruses 
Friday (30 March) 
Saturday (31 March) 
Sunday (1 April ) 
Monday (2 April) 
Tuesday (3 April) 
Wednesday (4 April) 
Thursday (5 April) 
Friday (6 April) 
Saturday (7 April 
Sunday ( 8 April) 
Monday (9 April) 
Tuesday (10 April) 
Wednesday (11 April) 
Sunday ( 15 April) 
Scenes: pp. 22-25 
pp . II 17-21 
Two run-throughs of Act I. 1 hr . 17 min. 
Two run-through s of Act II . 1 hr . 18 min. 
Montezuma scenes . 
Scenes : pp . II 24-26 
II 17-21 
II 28-30 
Scenes: pp . II 13-16 
II 22-26 
Line rehear sal 
(Barry and Judy absent ) 
Choruses 
Choruses 
Run-through (1:30) 
Act I : 1 hr . 11 mi n . 
Act II : 1 hr. 17 min . 
Run-through (9:02) 
Act I : 1 hr . 11 min. 
Act II : 1 hr . 14 min. 
PREVIEW 
Act I 
Act II 
PREVI EW 
Act I 
Act II 
PREVI EW 
Act I 
Act II 
PREVIEW 
Act I 
Act II 
8:40 11:04 
1 hr. 5 min. 
: 1 hr. 9 min. 
8 :45 ? 
: 1 hr. 5 min. 
: ? 
8:48 11:14 
1 hr. 5 min. 
1 hr . 8 min. 
8 :30 10:55 
: 1 hr. 7 min. 
: · 1 hr . 7 min . 
HEF\DPIECES 
Qu~. 
PRE- SET CHECKL\ST 
-+-....__-v Qv~~L~ 
<:RoWfif -+ 
CU>,.._Ic\ 
(ON WMJ...) 
..:a---<l Cotz:..\E.S 1 
6oo-T".5 · 
Sw~ 
STIC\4 
( (N j5oo"fl>) 
~ I (ofSW~) 
I 
PROGRAM 
1ffiQ 1.§ CORTES? 
Chorus 1 
Chorus 2 
Cortes 
V.o.on te zuma 
Papantzin, Catalina, 
Marina, & others 
Quauhtemoctzin, 
Robert & others 
Aguilar & others 
Barry Hoffman 
Connie Tennaat 
Richard Benter 
Harvey Knox 
Judy Granite 
Nick Smitb. 
John Culjak 
PRODUCTION PROMPT BOOK 
The following production prompt book attempts, beside 
the usual material , to preser ve some record of changes 
the script underwent during rehearsal . Cuts and 
additions have been marked with the date on which 
they were made (those unmarked are almost all very 
early) . Most changes in blocking have not been 
erased but bracketed in ink . In all cases ink superceeds 
pencil . 
Book One contains t he original prompt book . Book Two 
contains a facimile . 
WHO IS CORTES? 

-1-
( THE "OVERTURE" ) 
(woman's voice )(!) 11 0 my beloved sons , where shall I take youj" 
(man's voice) (]> "I shall return in a One Reed year and 
re-establish my rule . ~ wiJ..J......G9-a- t.j,m.e....o.f 
.great. :ti!.i.bulatiQll !Q;r the. ..paqp,,le . 11 
__ , 
( same woman) @ 
@ 
' 
·1 I 
(same woman) 
Tb.e sound of i ron arrows in a dark target. 
I have seen Tezcatlipoca as towering men at 
twilight . I have seen Tezcatlipoca in the 
third stage of shadow rise high above the trees . 
Without wind , the water of the lake foamed. 
The flood came from stillness . 
The sound of chopping wood carries far at night, 
but do not search for the axe . 
110 my beloved sons, where shall I take you?" 
During they~of 12 House a pyramid with tongues 
of fire divided the sky in the East. 
Near the latrines and dung heaps of our town 
"the hunched shoulder" has been seen. 
Iron arrows or the chopping of wood. 
The man with two heads must be taken to the 
First Speaker . 
"O my beloved sons, where shall I take you? u 
---The night axe walks as a headless man. The split frame of 
the chest and the divided belly open and close 
like the halves of a huge mouth sucking breath. 
(same woman) @ 11 0 my beloved sons , now \ve are about to go •• 11 
I ~ 
\ 
! 
\ 
I 
I 
_, 
I ·-r~ '\- -\~~ \ 1\ J ! il \) - . .:..-. \ \I ' I ' L.. .. --\--~ .Ll _ 
1 c2. c, , 
c~ 
CHORUS 1 
CHORUS 2 
CHORUS 1 
CHORUS 2 
c 1 
c 2 
CJ; 
c 2 t 
c 1 
c 2 
The time is 
after noon 
We begin. 
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This is the image of a man. 
~ moaeled-Gr- G&Pvefr by another 
somewhere else in the long tunnel 
Columbus. 
An image of a man 
man. The maker lived 
of time. Before 
Time 
a ll. 
into 
Time 
has soaked that fi gure of a man as it soaks us 
It has permeated into the pores of the material, 
the exiguous spaces, into the matter itself. 
is at the essence of its atoms. 
It is said that certain people, as a result of 
particular exercises, develop a ring of small bones, 
a "necklace", beginning a little i n front of the 
ears and forming a semi-circle around the back of 
the neck just ~der the skin. It is said that these 
bones connect the physical, perishable body to the 
immortal, timeless, one and that by using a "necklace" 
bone from someone who has died one may always connunicate 
with the deceased. 
It may be true. It may also be true t hat we may 
touch the time that an object has absorbed. We may 
use that mystical marraige, the interpenetration of 
time and the stuff of existence ,~o m&Ve-backward 
4-B-t4mEhr- -te, ¥\. ,. It f I 
Objects can work for us. The Aztecs of Mexico once 
buried a toy dog with the dead so that, with a cotton 
cord, it could guide its master across the eight waters. 
Our own moments are pierced through by every instant 
tnat has been. With this figure we make our choice. 
Through this figure we may pass backward to an 
earlier age. Holding to it we pass to the beginning 
of a story , to the beginning of a sequence of events. 
We pass backward to a year called a year of the One 
Reed by the people who lived in l·lexico at that time. 
The story begins in death. 
You're wrong. This is history. You do not go back 
into history . 
C 1 It is a simulacrum of history. 
C 2 Only memory reaches back. History is here. Memory 
reaches baclc with the space and vacuums of your m:wn 
being and suggests that history is so. Memory fumbles 
among the crumbl~ng pictures, hiding, moving, destroying, 
betouehing, suddenly revealing something that seems to 
have been seen before. 111Iemory, if we overlook the ·mu.Lt.i.t.U,dinoJ..t.s 
lies it tells, the inventions of it perverse mechanism, does w ''·' 1 
go back. History does not. History is here. 
c., c L--- ~ "). 
"' < - -
( /kc "~'- ~}."Vi, •) 
\'<l;nls {n.('l 1 '':!' '/ 
-
c§_ 
ON 
I' 
CHORUS 1 
CHORUS 2 
CHORUS '). 
CHORUS 1 
MONTEZUIViA 
CHORUS 2 
MON TEZUMA 
CHORUS l 
MONTEZUMA 
MONTEZUMA 
- ... 
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Not mueh more. 
Once an act "is", once it has been "performed 11 , it 
cannot be erased. As you breathe, the breath takes on 
its final form. It has become real, fixed, 
unchangeable, disdainful of the d}sguises of memory. 
Only the exact dimensionless point of the present is 
unfixed. Immediately it will m~ke itself into history. 
And it will remain. All history remains. 
So we do not pass backward into that year of the 
One Reed , to the year 1519 anno domini by another 
calendar. · That year is here now. History is with us. 
And the realization of death. 
It has been recorded that in 
Tenochtitlan at the time, in 
the sister of the king died. 
there. P~pantzin is dead in 
Sl1e is not dead 
hexico City, called 
a year of the One Reed, 
We can begin the events 
a year of the One Reedo 
F~om the huge simultaneity of history we look at one 
event. A thing that already has its unchangeable shape 
apart from us. It is that brief period four days 
after the death of Papantzin, sister of Montezuma II, 
when her burial approached . ~ 
Papantzin is not dead. 
We pass backward to the time of Papantzin's burial. 
My sister is not dead. It is not the proper phrase . 
Certain changes. It is true that my sister is passing 
through certain changes. She is not dead. Papantzin. 
If you had kno\1n her when she was alive ••• yes, say 
she is "not alive", not alive as she was. If you had 
kno~m her, you would understand. 
We all knew her , sir. 
~~y we say the prayer for the dead? 
My duties kept us apart much of the time. ~ut I am 
her brother. I have talked to her. Many years ago ••• 
That is to say that you must understand that she is 
not dead. 
For four days, sir, she has not been alive. 
/ 
---- ----·-
MONTEZUMA 
_'Q_ 
MONTEZUMA 
-~-
MONT • . 
MONT •. 
MONT. -
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If you had looked carefully into her eyes, you will 
understand this, if you had seen her when she was 
not talking to anyone, when she was not in public , 
as she so often was, if you had seen her when she 
was quiet, you whould know. It's just a passage . 
A kind of change. .1.- ,o , f' Yl c ~ 
60...lu\\\ fiL'\ ~ V..,.e< ~- lA '/o 't.IJI \ '(\. . \j'i) (' 
In all respect, sir,t you will not see her again. V -,~ 
She is dead. 
Yes, that's what it means. You can say that she's dead . 
Papantzin is led by a vermillion dog. Her hand is on 
its cotton leash, and ahead of her are four years of 
difficult traveling in the land of the dead before 
she may find rest . We must pray for her. 
She sees another world. I know that this is true. 
Without that walking in another wold, wwthout the 
force that focused her briefly in this fragmented 
place , there would be no point. It is only a phrase , 
11 She is dead 11 • You may say the prayer. 
"Our daughter, you have finished 1tri th the sufferings 
and fatigues of this life . It has pleased our iliord 
to take you away, for we have no eternal life in this 
world. Our existence is like the ray of the sun. 
It is ahsrt like the fleeting moments in winter when 
one warms oneself in the sun. Now has oome the time 
for Hictlantecutli to take you to the abode that has 
already been arrqnged for you. You must go to the land t 
of shadows where there is no light or windO\·rs. You 
will never get away from there, and you RXXI must not 
worry about returning, for your absence will be eternal. 11 
She was not a person of complete goodness. She was 
moving toward complete goodness . She was not entirely 
wise . But she was moving toward wisdom. She was not 
entirely just, but she was moving toward justice. 
Now movement is ended. In the life of pres sure, 
pleasure , X urgency, and pain she was not yet perfect. 
!n the other life may she be regarded as what she 
might have been. 
Our daughter, may the vermillion gog lead you well. 
Without the light of day may you walk forever a safe 
path in the l and of shadows. 
There .is something that we do not know. Causes we 
understand. Fevero The night mist. The malice of men . 
Grief we understand . We have seen its crumpled forms 
enough before. But beyond these there is some t hing we 
should know. We must know the meaning . When I stand 
outside myself , breathing quietly, the question is still 
t here. It is not the product of sorrow. It touches the 
whole country and not myself aloneo Wnat does it mean 
t hat t his particular person died at this specific time 
and place? The answer is i mportant and necessary. 
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Silence is the essence of the dead. They are in silence. 
They themselves are the silence. May the service continue? 
It is as the First Speaker and single ruler of our 
world that I must ask for an answer. Through me 
are funneled the lives of the people. All knowledge 
is not mine. My earthly body may not hold all the 
thoughts of the world, it may not follow every idea to 
its answer, but I 1 ll ask why . Because we are seldom 
given enough time to ask, to reason, to consider. 
We 're not given enough time, and all the signs and 
tremors of my mind suggest that time itself is kinking-
up, it 1 s warping, and now we have more need for speed 
than ever. 
The lord of the dark and smoking mirror has asked for 
your sister. Her passing is its own answer. 
No answer is so easy. There is an absence, an 
emptyness, here that must be filled. For survival 
itself the void cannot be allowed. Everything must 
be known and examined. Is my question clear, you 
wisemen and scholars? This is not just another 
dying, another death . 
Sir, it may be that there have been 17 years of expaanationo 
Let's begin there. 
It may be that the .. happenings , the unusual events, 
lets us say of the last 17 years have been the cause 
of your sister's death. The relationship to her 
birthday is not quite clear. However, if we had 
understood, perhaps, the sftgnificance ••• 
"It may be. 11 "Perhaps" I do not want vague evasion,. 
The history of every government, of every k ingdom and 
country, knows times of crisis. A time of crisis. 
Let's be clear . Let's be exact. Let's know. 
I consider this to be a time of crisis. There is a 
knotting of the moment. A vast .... tight knot of 17 
years . And now my sister ties it tighter. 
Without wind, the water of the ~ake foamed. The flood 
came from stillness . 
The sound of iron arrows in a dark target. ~___,....__~1 y --~------~-We know that the omens ~f death have been more fr~quent, \ 
~!IONT •. 
Near tae latrine-s and dung heaps of our town · rrthe, a.v 1,,~ hunched shoulder" has been seen. 
Death has seemed more frequent . 
tf\ I( ·:-~ r' 
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-~- ~y we say that death is an individual concern? It is 
not only death of which the omens warn. There is a 
general confluence of signs in the broad catagory 
centering about cultural destruction. There have 
been omens to indicate a particular threat to the 
._w____\1 "?ody of our country itself. . .. " 
...:'!.. · ~9-t(t~\l~t ~ov~~~ . -+t&e-t 'c•, 
MONT . That is where we are. We agree.~ But what particular 
threat? Against what, against whom, and when do we act? 
How do we act? Can we, and should we, act? To my 
person has been given the divine power of action . 
t\ _...,_ 
MONT . 
-~ 
--MONT •. 
MONT •. 
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PAPANTZIN 
-~-
MONT • . 
My mind , my nerves, my muscles make the country move. 
God is incarnate in my body and controls you through it. 
Yet my body is of this world, and its divinity 
itself does not guarantee action. The tissues of my 
head, my hands , my heart are touched by time like 
yours, and they must know in order to act. 
Sir, I believe your sister moved. 
How can she move when I cannot? 
yo~K5l~!/( ~ +~ 1lJ ' a ~~ Sir, ~<>t y:o~ --s-1-s.te.r-s.aems-t ·~a.ttl.e. 
It m;y be. Just before; my mind reached out to .. _7_'jjlii_......,_.,. __ ....... ~--­
The Smoking Mirror . I may have touched himo ~· 
Brea~hing is ~ shallow, regular. Life ~ coming 
to all parts of the body. 
--Y.<Y an see. - -I t is true-; 
.,. 
"Your power and Y.!?Ur protectio do you provide, 
0 origin of life. 
Nothing, no misfortune, can· call you from us. 
We see beautiful stones ·giving birth 
And Quetzal flowers ~pening: 
Perhaps they are y.our heart, 0 origin of life." 
,.,. 
Lord Tezcatlipoca, o smoking mirror, show us, 
through t~is gift , a path to action . 
11Al1-""things have beauty, 0 origin of life, ...._. 
As you pass through them. ' 
Now we are simply standing before you. 
Let no misfortune call you away from us." 
-- ___..- - -- -
Everything is so clear. Those shoes look very much 
like shoes. 
Sir, there seem to be no signs of sickness. 
Papantzin, give thanks for yourself. 
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Sir , your face is very clear and vivid. The colors 
of your clothes . I don ' t think I ' ve eaten in a long time. 
You've been sick and traveled a"'Tay from us. 
Yes . In my travels I saw awful things. 
It was the land of shadows . Was there a road to follow? 
Wer~he bridgew built of stone? 
The sick mind is al\vays in pain. 
I saw our own country . I was by the ocean. I was in 
Tlaxcala . In Cholula . I was here in Tenoc htitlan, 
but nothing was the same . Everything was changing. 
Everywhere were ruins . 
Sir , nothing will be «XX lost if you listen to her later. 
Th+s is a prophecy. We'll hear it now. This is the 
future that she is speaking of . Papantzin has walked 
ahead in time and been allowed to return . She has seen 
the truth that is not yet true . 
Strange beings had come to our country . There were 
fires. I saw even the largest building s fall. 
Smoke filled the skie s . 9 1-5"0-\ 
CctVI. 'fOCJ.. oe~ "'~c ~e$ b 1''11 ~ 
~e-be!n~:tk-e? Where did they come from? 
They were not alike. Some flashed in the sun. Some 
were as giants and seemed to XX rip the buildings with 
their hands . They di d not walk as men do. They •• • 
looked around. I was watching from a cellar. There 
was a long street in Cholula . 
Did you see clearly? Or was there a confusion of 
images , a twisting of one thing into another? 
Sir , t saw as clearly as I do now. It took a long time. 
They seemed to be all around without any arrival. 
Everywhere time talks to us . The future tries to find 
a voice , and only scat tered sounds are heard . Can 
any human machinery decipher the facts enough to act? 
We must hear it all. There must be exactness and 
certitude before we may move . ~
The future of a whole country cannot depend upon 
the unknown . 
J 
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Even at the extreme of rest, at perfect immobility, 
time passes . 
Any motion , any movement, a~y passage through space 
must use time. Time defines it. 
Distance is subservient to time. 
may we know distance. 
Only through time 
The volcano Popocatipetl lies 45 miles South-West of 
Mexico City. From Tenochtitlan at that time it could 
easily be seen. 
Sight itself takes time, however brief. 
snow-capped volcano and move South-~. 
E~sf 
Good, we're moving. 
We see the 
r~ 
The lofty Central Plateau which focuses Tenochtitlan 
and its lake is edged toward the South, along the 19th 
meridian, by a transverse range of volcanos. Maximum 
eruptive activity there existed during Tertiary times, 
espectally the Oligocene, which ended about 33 million 
years ago . 
Popocatipetl erupted at the time of the omens and 
prophecies. It is still active. Fire and smoke 
still rise from its crater. 
Seen from a height, the horizon lowers. The sun 
appears a moment sooner as it rises above the ocean 
in the East. Magnified and distorted by the dust of the 
atmosphere, it seems huge . 
The sun is swelling. Its red heat s hifts and moves. 
It becomes the ancient warning, the omen of bad weather. 
There's a long way to go yet. We want Cuba, not the sun. 
With passage, there is t he memory of motion , but has 
it been far? Is it far to the town where you were born? 
I'm not going to do this by myself . 
Above the caldron of the crater we look toward the East, 
toward the rising sun. 
From a hight , size diminishes . From a tall building 
people become the patterns of their passing. The 
rumpled ocean has the blue stillness of a map. 
From enough height the world of the Aztecs and Montezuma 
becomes a map, becomes a plan where huge distances are 
measured by the inch, becomes a folded piece of paper where 
the palm can c0~er countries. Every dimension, each 
extension, has been purified to symbol. 
\ 
t- - . 
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CHORUS 1 ' The horizon is gone. The mountains have no height. 
Water may be walked upon by the pointing finger to 
where the outline of the island Cuba appears . 
CHORUS 2 I eities are seen as circles. On the southern edge of 
Cuba, several inches from the plateau where we began, 
is the perfect circle of Santiago. 
c 1 I" 
c 2 
CATILIJ:JA 
CORTES 
CATILINA 
CORTES 
CAT. 
CORTES 
CAT. 
COR!ES 
CAT. 
The map pulls away and 1500 miles of ocean have moved 
with it. The sun has moved with it to the Left, to 
the West . It is evening. 
The air is salty here, 1500 miles from our start. 
The evening in Santiago brings its shadows down. 
Do you leave tonight? Tomorrow? When? Tonight 
would be perfect, sir, for a great silent c~stin~-off, 
a huge noiseless escape to the lblank sea. 1here s 
only part of a moon . 
Which part? 
The right. Or the left. I don't know. If there 
wasn't much last night, there can~ only be a little 
more or a X little less tonight. Are you going to 
sail, your honor? The fleet is ready, isn't it? 
I didn't realize you were such a talented astronomer. 
Can you read the future in thestars, too? 
I read the word that is going aroung. I read that 
the men are boarding the ships. 
The sailing will come soon. We're not yet fully 
supplied. Why should I leave in the dead of night1 
Because, your honor, the word is also heard that 
Velasquez will revoke ~is charter. He is going to 
relieve you of command. ~ou ·-a~~ &f: the :t?umo·P. ?I'M. 
-ya.urse~-1: .e.s tex:.day,. 
14adame , nobody relieves me 
Why these 11 sirs 11 and "your 
many weeks that I would be 
the West . 
of command. 
honors"? YoU 1ve known for 
leading this expedition to 
There are many le~vings. There are many sailings. 
I don't mind them all. But there's the journey without 
a return. There 's the great voyage that ends thingso 
I don't want an ending. 
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Nothing is ending, Catilina. 
Nothing is neding? The estate-owner is ending. The 
magistrate is ending. Th¢husband is ending. Now 
there 1 s a Oaptain. Now there 1 s a medal and a gold 
chain. Now there 1 s a cloak knotted with gold . Now 
there 1 s the leader of 500 men. Now there are flags 
in front of the house : 11 We shall conquerD under the 
sign of the cross. 11 Now there is the conqueror of Mexico . 
Do you know who I am , Catilina? You should know me if 
anyone does;i 
I know that vle 1 ve built a life here. You have one 
of the finest estates on the island, sone of the best 
slaves. The most powerful people are your friends, 
and when you want something, all you have to do is ask. 
Anything. The magistrate. You rule Santiago . 
santiago is small. 
And now, Admiral-General, you want to end it all. 
Kill that person . Become t he king of a new country. 
Do you know what is out there, your highness? No. 
Nobody does . The unknown is out there. 
It '\~~Till be known . 
The indians are out there. And the jungle. We have 
them here,too. 
There 1 s gold . Grijalva proved it. 
There 1 s hundreds of miles of sun-angered ocean. 
There are the uncharted saws of reef, shoal, island, 
and coastline. There are the sweating rain-forests 
and the obsidian kn~ves of the tlodless indians. 
There are cities made of stone. 
There are the distorted animals of death that even 
Christ could not imagine. There are fevers and chills, 
insects, hunger, ~nd probably the same false covering 
of huge bright-hued flowers fbl.oom:a.**e; e.;v-e-r~-e-:r"e7 ~' M 
Inland, beyond the jungle, is a peak that was capped 
. with snow in June. 
Cordoba was still at the ocean •:s edge when he lost half 
his men . Two hundred heathen to one Christian, may the 
Dear Lord rest their anguished souls, and it was only 
a XX kind providence that permitted any to return to our 
island. Now Cordoba is dead. 
( ~~-\) L[ _ ~ _:_ -~-· _ _ 1 
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He was a fool to spend the night on the beach. 
But you'll spend as many nights as God allows 
sleeping in the jungle. 
~~~ .-eG&D&S-~~ ¥.ou thi-n-k" I· on·''t · ome back: 
You should know that, with God's help and guidance, 
I cannot fail. These scars I got for you ••• 
That scar wasn't for me . 
I fought for you. If Ive never been afraid to fight 
for my own honor, for the honor of a friend, or the 
honor of my God, why should you think I'd hesitate now? 
If I've never lost, don't think I'll lose now. If I 
have-led men well before, if I have ruled well as 
Magistrate , don't think I'll be any less wise out there. 
If you've often lost at cardsm and dice, don't think 
that this is just another gamble . 
---
--
CORTES You think I don't want to cowe back" to you • . Is that 
right? .. s-~,\ 
CAT. How many people~had to pressure you into marrying me at all? 
~~  .---·~ ·... ~ 
CORTES· --:-aarl.nk---too whele world 'CI:own to your ·stze. fNothing is new. 
This is all a flowing-on, a continuation. You have 
nothing to do with it. 
CAT. 
CORTES 
CAT. 
CORTES 
But I have something to do with it. I'm this house. 
I'm these lands of ours. I'm the whole web of people we 
know. I'm the things that we do. Do I 11 flow on" 
without you? Do I"continue 11 ? Wha:b will I be when you go? 
Soon you'll be the wife of the governor of Mexico . 
You 'll have a place at the court of Charles. 
What would I be at the court of Charles? 
Madame , a man must act. Not impetuously, not without 
thought or planning, but he must act. A man cannot 
stay immobile, tied to the petty details, the shifting 
surface of a static life. How often does the 
opportunity arise for an action like this, an action 
that uses everything of what weK are and what we can 
do? Why did I leave Spain? \4hy did you? Waen you 
see the signs, you cannot refuse. You cannot draw back 
into what you were, the safe shell of habits and memories, 
and refuse, or your life will begin to wither. There 
is a certain centering of events, a pattern being 
focused in a moment, in which the alternatives are clear, 
lucid. F'ight or run. Be this or be that. Expand or 
contract. It's either expansion or contraction with 
no third alternative, and you have to make a choice. 
Choose. There's only one choice. Expansion . A moving 
outward. A leaving, if you want. A departure. 
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Our machinery is beyond physics. It severs and distorts 
the natural dimensions. 
Before we start back, you've used the word "Aztec" 
twice. It's incorrect. 
I doubt it, but I don't really care. I like the sound. 
I-.1ontezuma 1 s people~ in their own langua§e, Nauatl, crf:r>tJ... c-... 
called themselves 'Mexica", mexicans. Aztec 11 vras · 1 ':.! 
applied later in reference to that inexact and still 
unplaced cit~ to the North from which they migrated. 
Use the name 'Mexican". 
It lacks the harshness , the force, the directness of 
my word. Aztec. Aztec. It's very well known and 
widely used. It denotes the era more exactly. 
Even the museum in Mexico City has replaced the word 
on its displays. It is absolu~y erroneous. Your 
use of it will jepordize our efforts. 
Are you sure? The opposition may be exactly what is needed. 
Prenounc-e- it jQQ{ an¥ way y-0u like, but allow me to proce.ed·. 
I> \\ .1." . \ 
_n. ... • 1, 
1 
, 
The machine may ove, but you will never understand 
anything , you will never gain the le~st thing for 
yourself, you will never benifit from its motion 
without exactness and factual precision. 
Our machinery is beyond physics . It severs and distorts 
the natural dimensions. ~-
A clock is a machine to record and indicate the passage 
of time. Regular repetitous movements of the mechanism 
are linked to a counting device. 
The sun, moving west from Cuba to Mexico , makes a 
clock of every shadow. Those who have watched for 
years, or have been taught, can read its passing close 
to the minute . It leaves its transient marks on the 
shore and , simultaneously, on the mountains. 
Tenochtitlan ~ held an estimated 60,000 houses. There 
were, at that time, 3000,000 inhabitants. 
The known road requires less effort. Repetition 
increases exactness. 
The city rose in the center of a lake. It could be 
entered only by three causeways, each several miles long. 
J 
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Sir, if you prefer to see a lack of system in these 
1Q{ sayings, these events, then I must disagree_, All 
portents point to one single event. All signs prophecy 
a particular occurrence. I have heard of no exceptions. 
There is endless information of an exact sort that 
can give you a focus for action. The information has 
been your for a long time. You know it. 
You had Tezompantecuctli killed with all his sons. 
Did he die oncly fol(saying, "Our god shall not be the one 
who is now; he is coming who shall be the lord over all 
and king of all creatures."? 
There is the tale the shepherd told. Caught in the 
claws of a huge eagle, he said he was carried to a cave 
of white rock or perhaps ice. There he met a man, 
I remember his exact words, 11 compared with whom 
Montezuma was nothing. 11 
It is not sudden pointless generalized destruction of 
which we are warned, but the arrival of a god. If you 
meet him in th~roper way, ruin can be avoided. Do you 
agree? 
I am not "nothing". I am the focus of the world. 
I am the power, the only possibility for action. I am 
the center of a complicated and intricate system. 
From me flows the control of the country, the energy 
of the country, the strength of the country. As a 
god, aided by ~ the gods, I am the country. I am 
not nothing. 
The First Speaker has no advisors. He may enquire, he may X 
listen, he may even debate, but there is no 
X««MOCK advice. What reality does a story have? What use 
is there in the imaginings of others, the distorted logic 
of their dreams. I have heard the exact and actual dreams 
of hundreds. The repetition of many hundred dreams 
cauldn't say one thing to clarify it all, and so the 
dreamers diedo Dreams are all I hear beyond myself. 
Words within are the only real advice. 
Sir! Quauhtemoctzin! ~o you really believe that Quetzalcoatl 
will return? 
That was his prop~ecy. It is recorded in the sacred books. 
I want to know that which must come. Do all these things 
refer to him? 
I can .see no other answer. 
His wind brings life. He breathes life into the skeleton. 
The shinbone flowers. But we are warned of destructiono 
The omens calli~ot refer to him. 
® 
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His o\vn prophecy is known. When Quetzalcoatl, the 
plumed serpent, descended from heaven ~o live on earth, 
de scended as a tall, pale-skinned, bearded man to 
rule in Cholula, tezcatlipoca drove him out. He 
traveled to the ocean near Tabasco and set sail toward 
the East on a magic raft. It is recorded t hat he said •• 
11 I will return in a One Reed year and re-establish my 
rule. It will be a time of great tribulation for the 
people" . 
The father of one of my great-grandfathers was born 
in a One Reed year . Quetzalcoatl did not return that 
year. Now it is again a year of the One Reed. I 
believe he is returning. · 
IVIONT. . I would prefer some other answer. 
CHORUS 1 Distortions of the ocean's surface arise from 
meteorological causes. Except for the tides, they 
do not amount to more than seven feet . 
CHORUS 2 Water moves and has weight, but the essence of the 
sea is its surface. Fluent forms of fish fill the 
shifting volume, but the ocean is seen as a horizontal 
plane intersected by the verticals of men and masts. 
CHORUS 1 The height of a wave, measured from trough to crest, 
depends upon the velocity of the wind, its duration, 
and upon the reach of the ocean area exposed. 
CORTES She sails well, sir. 
\ 
CAPTAIN · t Thank you, sir. By the looks of things, we '11 make 
good speed at least through the night. 
CORTES You've made the passage to the West before. 
CAPTAIN No sailing is the same, sir. If the sea is not your 
life, you might not kno~. The similarities might be 
all you would see. 
CORTES 
CAPTAIN 
CHORUS 2 
I have orders to make maps. There should be something 
for those that are coming. 
The log-book and t he plotting board are habit here, sir. 
No man has ever made a chart yet that I~ wanted to 
fully trust. Ours will be as good. 
The blade of the knmfe moves in, across, and out. 
Wnere it has passed the divided parts press each other. 
/ 
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.. CHORDs 1: Surface tension 
'---~~~~--= temP-erature and 
of the sea decreases with increasing 
increaseS' sliEhtly with increased salinity. 
CrlORUS 2 
HUNTER 
HUNTER 
HUNTER 
HUNTER 
CHORUS 1 
Air and water meet in an extension of ocean. The blocks 
above, below, press together. The plane passes t hrough. 
o, don't touch him. He's mine. 
Didntt you say the First Speaker should see it? 
I'll carry it to th~irst Speaker m~self. If you 
touch him, he "may die . 
N:ontezuma has no time. . Is there a bounty on that bird? 
If you touch him, you may die. It's a magic bird. 
But you can touch him. You can carry him to the court 
without danger. 
My life is catching water birds. It's what I know. 
My family has always lived lhhat way and we know. 
This ash-grey bird is something strange. Perhaps it 
is not a bird at all. I think the First Speaker will 
want to see it. 
Nature produces freaks . Abnormalities of the mind 
and glands, the genes and the winds . Accidents 
are expected, and their explanations are the usual 
ones. Within the size of time there is more than 
enough room for the unexpected. 
CHORUS ~---written history, the fampus books of Sahagun and 
Prescptt, says only that a particular thing happened 
at a particular XXMKXX moment. It does not wonder 
about the moment. ~ater sJ lashed. A bird cried. 
Cords were tied in a certain way. The story went on. 
HON TEZUlv!A 
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Is that the bird? It lomks rather like a crane, 
except for the color. Let me look at it closely. 
It is still wet , sir. 
Be careful, it's s.itil·l alive. 
There is no bird like this. There is nothing like it 
in the world. Or pBrhaps there is only one other. 
Can such things live singly, all by themselves? 
Thereis a mirror in its head. 
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Sir, should we ooen the bird? Its entrails may offer 
some message . 
There is a mirror in the forehead of the bird. I see 
the night sky filled with stars . 
I t is still daylight , sir . 
Is he looRing into the head? 
There is a mirror . 
That constellation is not correct . Something is wrong 
with the stars . 
Tl1e f irst speaker is lea.ving his body . 
They can ' t be reflections , it's still light . 
Tl1ere are figures coming from behL1d the stars . 
Why did the bird c ome here? Why was it brought? 
I see figures mounted on deer . There are reeds like 
men , mounted on deer and a r med for war . There are 
figure s like men in strange armor . Flashes of ~old 
and silv er . 
Take the bird from his hands . Gently . 
You take it . I think it 's dead . 
Sir , we ' re tal{ing the bird av-ray . 
Si r, it ha s passed . 
Quetzalcoatl . I have seen the return of Quetzalcoatl . 
In the head of the bird I saw the god who once lived 
with our people and 1·mo propnecied his return . 
Finally the future has c ome directly to me . I am 
certain. I have no doubt . 
Sir, could you disc ern when this will be? He may be 
returning now. 
\'le will attempt to calculate the time . It can't be long . 
Should we wait, sir? 
Vfhat else ce.n 1tie do but wait? Senli WB.tchers to the 
coast . Send men to the whole Gulf shore to \va.tch and 
wait : to watcl1 for a raft or boat or some strnnge shape , 
for something tney nave never seen before , for something 
un.Lnown. 
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Only to the East? 
We are told that Quetzalcoatl se.iled from the coast 
near Tobasco. He will , in all certai"ty, returm from 
the sea at the sa~e spot. As soon as it has ha9pened, 
I must know . 
The land mass of t,1e eartn above water e.verages 920 
feet in height. The oceans of the eart~ average 4300 
feet in depth . At the Puerto Rican trench, the sea 
bottom lies almost two miles below the surface. 
Far above the bottom, the shado\·1 of a moving· ship 
sto9s short. Nothing below knows of its passing. 
The weather there is of a different sort. 
Six types of materiels make up the seldomaseen floor 
of the sea: decom9osed rock, volcanic debris, the products 
of chemical change, inorganic precipitates, 
extremely rqre extraterrestial materials, andthe 
primarally calc~reous remains of living organisms. 
Finally the weighted lead touches. The ripnled 
bottom echos passage and begins to shift upward 
into shore. The two edges of the ocean meet and 
become each other . The sailor has come again to land . 
Sir, a native canoe has 
I watched it come. Do you know what they want? 
It may be one of them, sir. It's difficult to tell. 
One of the lost men? There were only Indians in the 
craft I saw. Have they cmme aboard? 
He is an Indian, sir. But he may be a white man . 
Wae--i-s--t.h-is? w'.LO O.Vc-'fbU ~, 
Thanks to the Holy !•1other. Thank-s to the Son and f: 
His Blood . Christians now. Thanks and ~raise, ~d.· 
Do not bO\v to me , sir. On this shi~ we're all the same. 
The words I hear ..• The words to speak;;; are hard . 
I bow to our .~ing . 
t I 
It 1 s King Charles novr . Vlhen one of my lieutenants re-
turned without word, my thoughts had gone to other 
thine:s. 
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-· I Iread we- message . Came to 
away . Out there • • .• Gone . 
sent you back . 
' 
the ocean , you ' re f ar 
God and the Holy Mother 
\l{e returned aP:a i n to ¥-uca.t.an. to patch a leak . Now we ' re 
sa iling on . There ' s still some vmy to go . 
Thanks to the K} ~'"'.tg. He sent you . I can tell you, sir . 
.vt 
Well, tell ~s your name . 
I am Jeronimo de Aguilar again. It has been eight years . 
When the boat broke apart ••. The other side of Yucatan. 
In a boat •. • a small boat •.. oars •. • vlere • •• a number of 
us . Christians . From t he sun some died . From no 
food some died . The small boat • . • took time . In O+d 
Spain I study ••. for God. Eight years I hold the Book 
of Hours . 
And after eight years God still holds you . 
I am in God . I prayed to God i n t he small boat and 
the sun . On t he sand , in t he trees, t he forest, more 
of us died , Christiane. Maya killed t hem . 
Sometime I will tell you . 
Are any of t he other lost men still alive? 
"' A · t 1:;J 1 '{'{ >t 
Only one . 'C:arda.zzE) . 11lfe :wore 't-0-g-e{.fi.ep_.~- n t:he-- trees; 
-:t+le-~-j ung--J:e we -wer-e-- togetlhe:r for a lo-n:g" trime. .Jrre 
::::e-roes~tc:.ctje-t-t'Ter . - f~te wep!red to8etA..e.r--.-~ 
-the -i•1aya . We worked fo ~t-hem-. Noi.,r he has a 'N'Oman. 
--- He - says he is marrled . •\"lhen we read your message, he 
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would not cone . He told the Maya to k i l l you . He 
i<~ould not come . 
Didn ' t yo u have a wi fe, Aguilar? 
I have vows to Bod, Capta i n . They offered me ••• 
Many women were offered to me . I n time, in years , 
t he heathen listened to me . They giv~me some things . 
They •••• ask my advice . 
And I ' ll listen to you, too . You can s:peak to the 
Indian s , can ' t you? 
Eight years . -f-r~ the baok ea eh d-ay-. I can speak 14M~'~ 
it better than to you. 
Then the blessing of a leaking s hip is on me, too . 
Now I have a ton~ue to talk to t he hea then. We ' re 
sailing to Mexico . 
No, I would not go . 
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Do you ~refer to ~€turn to Yu&&tan? 
I canno t speak to the people of }-iexico. I can speak 
to the Haya. The Mexicans are not the same. 
Have you seen these Mexican people? It is understood 
that they have gold . 
I was totl of them. They say many things. There may 
be mines, but it is not a good country •. 
We 'll have to see. You Won 't be afraid \vhen you 1 ve had 
some food. 
You have not seen thes e t hing s, I have. I have 
lived them . I have seen Christians, men from the 
boat, sacrificed to their gods . It is the same. 
Mayan, Mexican , it is t he same. In Mexico it is 
worse. Mexico is in the power of the Devil. 
I know of this. Some others who sailed near here 
last year found two mutilated bodies in a temo le. 
The hearts were in a receptacle at the alter. 
It isn't one or two. The whole country is awash with 
this. Mexico has conquered all t he countries nearby . 
They don 't just t ake their t axes in goods, but in 
people . They need people to die in their temples. 
Their armies fig ht only to t 2ke prisoners ..•• 
1-l_,l,p.l 
~a-en me . They fi ght, not to kill, but to t Bke 
prisoners? 
Its only what I' m told . But I've seen these t hings . 
I have lived with them . 
Which proves that a brave man may live in 
Go ahead . 
r • 
.• exlco, 
Sometimes one man or woman is k i lled. It depends 
upon t he day . Sometimes t housands of priso~ers 
too. 
that have been t~ken in combat are ~illed . In ~exi co 
t ney say 20 or 30 thousand a year. The Devil has a 
huge anpetite . 
I have seen t his . I have seen the Devil's nriests , 
their long hair clotted with years of ~lack blood, 
their ears hangi ng i n ribbons where for years they 
have given t heir mm blood to t he idols. I 1 ve seen th 
symbo ls and hetroglyphs on their robe s . 
The proceedure is ahmys thesame . The living body 
is forced down upon the sacrificial stoa e. Four 
priests hold thearms and legs. Another holds the 
1 
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head back with a collar . Tne sixth priest, in scarlet, 
opens the c hest wi t h an itztli of perfect sharpness. 
It cuts swiftly , exactly . The scarlet priest reaches 
into the onen chest with his hand . He reaches 
around the heart and rips it out. The heart is still beating 
in his hand . %e ±4.~-Aeart~-a-n-d i-tS' ... ""' ~ 
·hloed- ar€ ..placed on the ait<tr. - The body is rolled dovm the· 
.steps to be flayed ana: tne flesh eo ten . Is U1i s 
the place you lva.nt to go? 
I've never expected the world to be fitted to my 
tastes and pleasures . It is the world . 
I'm tired . I 've tried to tell you what I k~ow . 
When you travel the road to Sevilla, the churches of 
t he small towns grow larger as you apryroach tne city . 
They predict the great cathedral . The outskirts f 
predict t[le center . This island here , this Gozumel, 
t he town we ' ve seen so far are just predic tions . 
They predict some of the wonder of tnis kinfdom of 
Mexico which I would like to see . 
Thank you for taldng me aboard . 
Each man decides for himself how far he will go . 
I 1ll appreciate your help in talking to the Indians. 
I consider it 2 service to the true God . For as long 
as I am able . 11 \'le shall conquer under tl1e sign of 
tne cross" 
I n a heathen temple on Coz u.mel, I saw a cross ten 
feet high . 
It was to t hat aspect of the Devil they call Quetzacoatl , 
the fea t hered serpent . 
It was to their god of the wind . 
Time itself is comple te. Yet it is computed in countless 
ways . The tissues of the living body tell their own 
time. The body-clocks hold their own measures of 
t heir passing . 
WINDS over the ocean follow curved paths, but the 
waves generated by them move out tangentially and 
- '"ar.refi'tl:y- become lor1ger e.nd lO'\'I"er as they advance 
from the gener ating arna to the shore . 
You ' re s 1dp-9ing ahead. 1tJe want rvfarina . 
The coastline of Mexico, as you move North from 
Yucatan, offers fe1.v harbors, and~ every sailor kno\lrs 
t he danger of the sudden storm and t he anchor dragging 
toward t he rocks. 
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Please . You're trying to omit an im-portant part . 
Nothing 1:rill be omitted. Ypu've had the material 
already or it will cor::~e up fa.rt l1er on. l'iarina 
would be merely repetition. 
Your 1 re wrong , I v-ran t it i n . 
I object to these opinions and inclinations and 
ambitions , to the personal ti nge the whole thing is 
taki~~ . If we are to simulate history, we must have 
facts. Where are the facts in what we just saw? 
Eight years vrere a 11 fact". The sacrifices '\.vere a 
"fact". Is 11 fact 11 their total reality . 
Now you want anotner scene that has even less to do 
with what actually took place. Another meeting of 
two people. Another exc hange of ideas . Another 
explanation of emotion . 
Do you object to emotion? 
l I am endeavoring to reach the purity of fa~ ••• You 
want to pull away . 
Let's build it up . Lets call in the boy, or the 
man, Don Pedro, the son of Cortes and Narina. Let ' s 
add in every fact '\.>Te know . Let' s alphabetize 
the \'fhole affair and add indentations so it can be 
opened by the thumb wherever you want. 
You ' re altering the chronology of time. I don't have 
to go on. · 
llvn-e. Ca.VII\.0+ ~e (l\ 1;rwi. I--\- \ oc: ·~ C A·r ":; I• __L W"-~ ~ ?eeo. tt \,:~ 
Sex i:-s a.~y.ou 6l:fraid? -Y=o.u lea:ve- -in AguilaP 
- and- t-hen omit Iviar-1-na,-c-iting"repetition" . 
We ' ve already seen women . Papantzin . CatilinQ. 
Yoll c en 3 e t th em----e-ftj7!t=J.-a4Te ri g bJca~ 
--4-or eJl I care, Do you think I'm concerned with 
the sightest stirrir~ of the glands? Is identity 
in the width of a person's hips, in the pitch of 
their voice? Is identity in the imagined hea t of 
their thoue: hts and so.::,called hearts? There is an 
exact story here that we agreed upon . A well-known 
story . A story recorded and repeatedly retold through 
the years . A story with some degree of certain 
documentation, Hi th some clen.r foundattbon in fact. 
I want to renresent these facts for studv nere 
\vi thout your .. attempts at obscuring them ~i th 
opinions and emotions . I want to examine only 
what time has allowed itself to tell. I want to go on 
until Cortes and J.i.1ontezlJma meet. 
eur business began with the uro~necies. Do you agree? 
With records made before our year of 151~ that still 
exist . Wnat has IvJ.arina to do \vi th them? Y.lhat has 
Aguilar for that matter? We move ahead, or I end the 
lvhole thing o 
@ 
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We're making different things, but let's go on . 
I'll seeif it makes sense ivi thout Marina . 
As an orange is peeled, the pieces of the flexible 
fibre break with ragged edges. 
As the orange is peeled , t he edible essence is slowly 
revealed. 
As age advances some living things leave their outworn 
skins behind . 
The empty andtransparent shell of the cicada is 
his perfect , but unmoving, image. 
Tne snake must free himself from his skin in order 
to grow. 
The casing of the bud peels bs ck and dies. The flower 
begins to open . 
The skin has already gone. 
You didn't ask advice. 
I always ask advice . The skins were sent on certain 
advice. I asked others . 
:t'WNT . --- -¥/nether it was Fie;.l::l,.:t-.Qp net, it-is d~Eh---G-:B.ly ­
---IHG~t.-1' s ans.,..rep is important no'tl . 
w 
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The decision is always within. Why did you decide 
to enter? 
X~ The decision was made . It occured. It happened . 
I want to go . 
When others enter the Land of the Dead, do you envy them? 
Don't mention others . This is my concern. It was 
my own skin that wa s sent. 
Your 0\·m? 
Each of the prisoners took my identity t efore t hey 
died .. Each of them >ve s I I am sure of it. Tbeir 
height , even tbe snading of their eyes, was matched 
to mine to make it more certain. At the final ritual 
stone I imitated each movement that they made, ea c h 
turning , e ., c h gesture. When they died each of them 
vra s I. And I watc hed RS the annointed priests stri oped 
off my skin. Eac h time I watched it peeled by the 
thin knives and w?ited until the whole cornnleted suit 
W3.s free. \ And these were never worn . They- are inteded 
for Mictlantecuhli alone . Those priests you passed 
-
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wearing flayed skins were not dressed in these . 
These , my skins , are gone . Others are eating the 
flesh while I fast . 
Were you advised how many skins to send? 
Seven carriers have gone with them. How many should there 
be? No one knew. 
The wrong number could negate it all . You might not 
be allowed to enter . 
I must . I canno t stay here . The 14~ and command 
don ' t mat~r to me . Those that see only my public 
picture~~~the symbol and insignia of the First Speaker , 
may think so , but we wi t hin know. I can be honest with 
you . I have asked him to take me as a garbage-man, 
a rubbish-carrier . I must go away . 
Do not wait for an answer then. Enter the Land of the Dead 
by your own accord . Force your way in. 
No . Mictlantecutli would be angry. It will be easier 
if the seven suits of my skin please him. I'll wait. 
There are other escapes . Vid you consult the priests 
and the inmates of the Dark House? 
It's not 11 escape 11 • Why do you use that word? Do you 
think I 'm afraid? 
Does escape always imply fear? 
Afraid of wnat? It takes some strength to leave 
your family and the people you love. It takes a 
certain fortitude t o detach all connections of the 
senses here and enter an unfamiliar world. It takes 
an amount of courage to cut off from a ll private 
memory, perhaps, and the total of terrestial history. 
If Mictlantecuhtli accept s you, you will die? 
Yes, I vrill die . Call it that . Yes, I want him to 
accept me . In any post or position, even the lowest; 
in any shape or eternal form. Yes . Yes, I want to live 
in another world. This one is not right . I want 
other alternatives . My r ea son wants other answers. 
Hy eyes and mind vrant some alternative to ambiguity. 
I need a constant calm and control and clarity. 
From fear . 
~\ .. ~~-\:eo \a.;;.~S ~----
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Yes, from fear. Fear of the formless, the facetless, 
the faceless. Fear of a finality beyond my senses. 
Fear of a focus beyond my control. Fear of what is 
moving toward me . Fear of irresistible arrival. 
Fear of the huge approaching unknown. 
And I will not accept it. It crowds in here with me. 
It shares my skin and breath. It turns when I turn, 
moves when I move . It waits, awake while I sleep, 
and moves in my exhausted mind. Like Xolotl, it 
taltes the form of a dog. An animal hobbling half-
sideways on broken legs . The whimper and ceaseless 
whine become my ears, and its ash-black fur becomes my 
body. And this must not be. This animal is not I . 
You admit fear, but you have yet to turn away. 
There are many who are afraid. ~ou have not yet acted 
out of fear . The world won 't call you a coward. 
I've turned. In my mind I've turned a million ways. 
What does it matter what I am to the world, what the 
world sees or says? Do their words and definitions 
limit what I am? Do their names and titles complete 
me? Am I only what I have appeared to be , only a 
total of every out\·Tard energy and act? 
No, I am 'Vlhat I know myself to be . The only identity 
is seen by itself alone. It is secret and unique. 
Complete and transient . Mute and hermetic. Remote 
and imminent. What I am generates only within me . 
Its evidence is all I kn~r. It is each thought and 
each idea. Each expectation, plan , M~ and memory . 
Each error, each projected or completed move. It's 
everything, not just those things I choose and want. 
I am also that which despise . I am the dog of fear 
in all its forms. I am the hidden harms and wishes 
that X no one else will ever know. I am the complete 
total of all the dimensions and directions of my 
senses. I am here inside, and I know. I'm a coward. 
There are alternatives to the Land of the Dead. 
More is known there . Communication is more certain. 
Adepts might lead you to the land of Tlaloc, ~a ~ 
~~, in the South . Or to the West . 
Whatever offers restfulness. I've inquired, and the 
guides are r eady, but the thought of the journey 
makes me wait. I know the city here . 
Sir, you should stay. 
I could walk the streets on the darkest night and not 
get lost. It's my city. 
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It's the strongest city i n t he world. An island 
isolated in a lake li l{e this is impregnable. 
Everywhere the people gether and t a lk. They wonder 
what they should do. 
They expect you to lead . They respect your powers . 
For years they have followed me . Governme11t is a 
habit for t hem and for me . 
Perhap s from the :pattern of past decisions a path 
may be seen now. 
The city supports me as I support it. Without orders 
it could not operate, it could not act . Without the 
evidence of imminent orders it could not even remain 
at rest. 1iVi thout the nerve column of my command, t he 
body of the city would be helpless and colla9 se, and 
I would probably be helpless without its flesh to 
direct. Without this object of my orders, what 
would I be? Without the certa inty of this he.bi tual 
rule, ,..,ho knows what c hanges would occur i n me? 
Without the example of the ~a st and t he predetermined 
realty of exact expectations, who knows wh~t would 
happen? 
Pull the lake closer. You can see the whole city 
witrrout leaving the palace. 
Sir, the men have returned from the Land of the Dead. 
It took them a long time. 
There are roads that cannot be mapyed. There are 
nights that s how no stars. 
We know our own weights. The weight of a flayed 
skin caw1ot be calculated . 
All wisdom is logical, but not all logic is wisdom. 
U traveled too slovrly. 
"They 
Mictlantecuhtli accepted your gifts, sir. Still his 
answer is not k i nd. 
Kindness is not my concern at the moment. 
Has permission to enter been gran ted? 
Sir, it has not. Although it was exp l a ined t ha t you 
wou ld serve in other capacities, tha t you did not 
require a title or command, your request was catagorically 
denied. 
That is all.--tHave the messengers put to death . 
I've been waiting, and I'll wait some more. 
Perhaps everything will c hange. 
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Winds over the open ocean follow curved paths , but 
the waves generated by them move out tangentially 
and ~ become longer and lower as they advance from 
the generating area to the shore . 
Sailors feel their shi -9 s to be alive . They talk to 
tr1em or curse them as they would a woman. 
The energy of a wave, per square foot of wave area, 
is proportional to the wave 'length and the square of 
the height. "--.__}. '"It>) 
Easily she lies at anchor and watc ~es tc1e v-mves move 
on past to the shore . A part of the passa.ge is complete . 
This is as far as Grijalva came . 
It's as far as any Christian has ever been, sir . 
That land might no t belong to God . 
When Grijalva meets a v1oman on the street, at some 
affair, his marmers are a rna tch for mine . He dances 
1vell. Do you knovl him? Have y-Ju seen him? Walk 
with him and every other gmrl that passes will stop 
to have a word with him . He knows t heir names . He 
knows enough to pause with his hand on her arm and 
pass a moment with a question , with a credible story. 
But that's all. You ' d think he 1 d kno\v how ,,rq.rm a 
woman is . To really know, you can't stay out in 
names and conversations . Grijalva stands tt1ere 
fingerL~g the cloth in the cold. 
Are we going ashore, Commander? 
Of course we ' re going ashore . Tomorrow. Tomorro\V 
is Good Friday . We ' ll let it be then. This evening 
we ' ll rest nere and study the plain and that plateau 
beyond . '.ife ' 11 try to imagine 'v'rhat is out there and 
-vuat God 1vill permit to be . Tomorrow we ' llland. 
Remember the day . The 22nd of April , 1519. 
-------
CHORUS 1 A calendar is a method of distributing time iB certain 
CHORUS 2 
set periods . Through history various cultures 
developed their own calendars. 
Calendars attempt to mimi c tae mac hinery of ti~e. 
Wemal{:e a macl1ine of ,pa:per sheets, and each sheet 
contains rows of smaller numbered squares . 
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The solar day, the solar yeC?,r , the ·oha"Ses of t he mo on 
t hat make a month , are the so-called natural division s. 
Repetition, as the machine repeats, is the essence of 
na tural time. 
The early Mexicans saw time as a wheel or circle 
with the Fi~th sun as it ' s center . The cycles of 
time Wft~e uictured com~lete . 
_, --- ,-.:: __ ..::_, -~ .... '' _ .... _. -....... ~~"'~ ..... -
"1] ~f" .. ~ -
In the European calendar a day, .:.the> ~41;-l'! -of-irag'txst · , 
..-fe-l? e~,. :e~ April 22nd , will fe,ll on i#edn-e-sday"'l'''1" f(, '~" 
four times in 23 years . ...f-4~ e.Y..o.v.~ , 
.; 
-The moving mach ine \vill occasionally surpas s itself . ~--
Any operation, ho~orever grossx and r andom, may , if 
repeated often enough , reach an instant of perfection. 1~ 
I 
Three times in thl?ee nundred year s the year One Reed __./} 
has appeared on the Aztect calendar . ~ 
I t is a Nine Wind day, year of the One Reed . ~~.--(~ 
- - It _~b} _\ isthe day g iven to Quetzalcoatl . It is his day . 
_{t 0 
l·'IONTEZUJ..1A 
1.-~! 
CHOJ.-tUS 1 
I t is on this day that he should land . 
Sir, the calculation s have been made again, a~d the 
am.sv1er is to.e same. ~ Nothing is altered v-1hen Venus is 
used as the numerica l base . 
Perhaps the day v-rill pass . They are wa tchi ng on tl1e coast . 
Now t hey are seein..g the pictures 'nove . The pictures 
in t he magic books move andtake tang ible form. 
Quetzalcoatl rises from them He returns in nis ship 
of serpents ' skin s . Quetzalcoatl is dressed i n black . 
The pictures in the books show black His skin 
is white . White, as the books show. His beard is 
black . See , in t r1e books , his beard and p lumed hat . 
Now the books are gone . Quetzalcoatl has come . 
The day of Nine Wind, year of the One Reed, coincided 
with April 22 , 1519, Good Friday . 
11 Holy Mary, Jl.l[ot ner of God , pray for us sinners now 
andt\a t t b.e r10ur a_f our death . I n the Name of the Father , 
and the Son, ~md t he Holy Ghost . Amen . 11 
r, 11'\.. 
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Lord Jesus Christ, bless our landing on this stran 
shore. If I \'iear black in respect to jour bodily 
death on the cross, do not let this be the color of 
our lives here . Let this Good Friday be a begginning 
and not arul end, a beginning ofrour ~ill in this 
new world . And let us through our actions here 
become complete in 'four €yes and in 'four --E'ody . 1.\TE 
act only for this. Amen . 
The time is now (hour) {I:inutes) and ~61~ We 
will resume in ---minutes. 
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(rewrite: substitute for 2-1) 
Have you noticed , sir, we never see their dead? 
Who are you? Get out of the way . 
Now they are seeing the pictures move . 
Adepts might lead you . A--
B--
CORTES 
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AIJ Every third @r •· ... become day he f ever r~turns . complete in your eyes and in your body. 
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Wnat of the proverbial hunger of fire? 
When will you be ready? 
You idiot ! Were they dogs or not? Were they dogs? 
Idiot ! Speak , idiot! Were they dogs? A dog is a 
small, round, hairless , friendly, ~~ four-legged 
animal. Do you know what a dog is? 
Sir , if you kick him , he won't speak at all. 
Do you know what a dog is? 
Papantzin! 
Sir , rest a moment . All our questions will be answered 
soono 
Some men never see the world. They're blind . 
It won't happen again. I'm sorry . 
What are these animals you call dogs? 
Their dogs are very big , with folded ears, great ~ 
hanging chops and firey eyes , pale yellow eyes and 
hollow bellies . Their tongues lolled out. They 
were always panting. 
He is not talking about dogs . 
Why do you call them dogs? 
The dark woman , Marina, who spoke for their leader, 
told me . That is what she called them. Dogs . 
And who is this Lord of !'larina 1 s? Did he wear black? 
I ' m sor~y I did that . I seldom get angry . 
It has all been pictured, sir. This is a likeness of 
their leader . 
That's very good. Did you do this? 
Let me look at it . 
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(rewrite: substitute for 2-2) 
He said he was an agent of a great king who lived many 
months away across the ocean to the East . 
It's very well done . May we see the others? 
His suit is black . And his skin? White, like the paper? 
His skin was much paler than ours , sir , and he wore a 
beard . Most of those with him were bearded. 
I can see he has a beard. Beard , pale skin , black suit . 
What can I really know f rom a picture? It is motionless . 
It is thin . It is flat. To know , I must see it move . 
I must watch the eyes live . I must read the twisting 
of the skin and watch whatever heart bea ts among the 
bones . I can know nothing from painted pictures . 
He wishes to come to Tenochtitlan to deliver a message 
from his king. He wants to see you in person , sir . 
Get out . I ' ve hear d enough . And seen enough false 
pictures . 
Sir , this man is your eyes . Don't doubt him. 
Get out of here . 
You may leave the drawings . 
The only eye that is important is never seen . The eye 
far within . The inner colorless lidless eye . The 
essential eye . These idiots can't see with it . 
My brother doesn't want t o look right now, sir . Would 
you please put the papers away? 
Does he object to my looking? 
Apparently they will soon be coming here , and you can 
see them wi~hout any paper in between . 
The decision might be against their coming . 
$4 \f\~ ~ ) . (" .[lh ougb~ne -we 1-t- "*&ef)-thelfr fr~m-oemi~~ 
Our armies could keep anyone away from here,if they 
were ordered. 16 war deer! 650 men at most! We cc~J 
easilly kill them on the beaches and bury them where 
they are . 
You say umen" . If Quetzalcoatl dies , the wind will 
stop . Without XXK r a in the country will be one dry 
cracked field of clay . will end in starvation. 
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(rewrite : substitute for 2-3, 2-4) 
Do you really believe this is Quetzalcoatl? He didn't 
say he \vas . 
The shining helmet that was sent to us is his . It is 
like that worn by Quetzalcoatl when he walked the earth/ 
Theysmelled the portion of the food gi~ts sprinkled 
with blood and wouldn ' t touch it . 
Of course not . \l'lhen Quetzalcoatl was last on earth 
he preached against the sacrifice of blood. 
Yes , and angered Tezcatlipoca . Do you want Tezcatlipoca 
to leave us now? He wmll take what you know of the 
world with him. 
Anger can be avoided. The pictures and prophecies :7h6!J.I 
Quetzalcoatl. His identity is clear . 
Certainly all action depends upon identity . 
To me this is Quetzalcoatl . I use the name Quetzalcoatl , 
but I do not know who Quetzalcoatl is . I do not really 
know what any god is . He is hints and whispers left 
to us in books by the past . He is the noble clothes 
that our ancestors sent on to us . He is the KMXXX 
gilt helmet that has returned asking for gold . He is 
vague figures on paper and an approximation of cQ.lor . 
But under all these he is unknown . He is in the 
unknown . He himself is the unknown . The unknown is 
preparing to come t o us , and you are asking me to act. 
You are asking yourself to act , sir . 
Use your own judgement . Send him everything he wants . 
Fill the helmet with the gold he has asked . Return 
all the clothes and possessions he left with us before . 
Perhaps he has only come for them. Perhaps he will 
be pleased and leave us . 
Sir , we should also send the dark people , the enchameers, 
the man- owls , the witchmasters . Their charms may make 
him withdraw. 
Have the orders given for me. I ' m going to try to sleep . 
c, @o't--f -~­
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Central Plateau is a continuation of the ~reat 
Plain f the North . It was formed my marine 
sedimenta ~n during the Cretas~ous-period and emerged 
from the sea durtng uplift J.-n- the Tertiary and 
Quaternary times. .........<. 
-Marks of th~ir-time remain in tne ~ocks. There is 
an _ ez~6 record of their movements in a~l the various 
materials themselves. 
--------
From Mexico City, at the centerof the plateau , to 
the coast of the Gulf is about 22 miles . This is 
the pure linear distance of science and thought . Any 
means of actual travel would have to cover many more miles . 
To the hurt , the secluded, the hiding , distance may 
expand, become thicker. The physical nature of space 
may surpass itself. The mind may construct new measures . 
Average rain erosion of 1000 cubic feet per square mile 
per year is not unusual. I n the tropics the chemical 
action of MKX '\>Tea thering is so powerful that normally 
hard rocks such as granite become so ~ soft that to a 
depth of perhaps hundreds of feet they may be dug with a 
shovel. 
To the hungry , the greedy , t he hurried, the summoned, 
a distance may not seem far. .ri. few hundred miles of 
IX rough land might seem short when compared vli th a 
few thousand miles of uneven sea . 
Since the total volume of the earth's crust, regarded 
as a skin, does not change, tension in one place is 
usually accompanied by compression at another place . 
The helmet has returned, sir, filledK with gold dust. 
Are you happy? 
Nothing has wheels in ~is country. No carts. No 
wagons. But there's a whee ~gold as wide as a 
carriage wheel . And another wheel Qf solid ~ silver. 
The gold is the sun, sir, and the silver the moon . 
The time, the ages, the great circular calendar of 
the sun,. The calendar of the moon . 
-1o~~ey understand what one wheel like this will make 
a man Do they understand its worth? 
It is not the material alone, the gold , the silver, 
that is valued by the Mexicans. Each mark has its 
meaning. 
Vlai t. Who are those men? vie haven't seen them before. 
Some seem to be soothsayers and wizards, siro And the 
emissaries are waiting to talk to you . They would 
like to present certain things to you in person. 
i.-J 
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Gentlemen, the gifts your king has KK sent -make clear 
to me what a powerful person he must be. If I cannot 
match the value of these presents, perhaps I will ·be 
allowed to repay him in good works. 
I'-'Iontezuma t1a s asked us to return these insignia to you. 
We have kept you r clothes in sa~tey for you, 
protected them. 
Here is your mantle . Wear it again in pe, ce. 
We 
l1a~ina , I won't take that identity they're holding ~ ~ 
out . I'm not that god. Perhaps you forgot to tell 
them so . 
./ Can any clo~h change khat you are? Put it on, or you 
may offend tnem. 
"" No , I am not my c~othes , ~out these gods all take the 
devils form, and I ll ~6t even lend my body to him. 
/ 
You've never before thought it sacrilege to acfept 
presents . You wer~n't irtsulted by 100 loads of gifts. 
They'll see inyop ' whatever they wish to see, whether 
you NKK wear th€ exact suit or. not . 
But please not neglect to translate when I tell 
them who I &m. 
explanation enough . Put on the mask now, 
Now all your emblems a r e yours again . We are proud 
to have preserved them for you . 
These clothes are onl~ enother sign to me that your 
country is unusual and unique . Ask that man to move 
back there . Thank you for them , Did your king say 
how soon I might visit him at his capital? 
Sir , he merely wished to touch your hand . 
We 'rfjsorry .. . ···- . ·~· -· ~ 
.. _....._ ----
Montezuma has asked me to explain that the journey 
to the capital is very ~ong and difficult . Food is 
not easy to obtain. Certain ememies of ours might 
attack you. It would be impractical for you to come. 
Not at ~all. I see life itself as a difficult 
journey. I've traveled a few years already . 
l 
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These gifts show t he friendship that Montezuma has 
for you, but since it is impossible for you to come 
to see him , all that you can do is to return to your 
own land. 
I am sorry to have t o correct you. There are many 
things that I may do. The possibilities for action 
are endless. ~nd I could never return to my great 
king , ~. Charles ,· until I completed the mission he 
assigned to me. ~ I mustr-d:e'l.iv-er'111: s "message to 'l-t~ \'.!.~ 
Montezuma . Return and tell Montezuma that I am coming . 
If you wish, we will tell him. 
Of course~ you may remain here as long as you like. 
Sir, did you notice that one tfS the men became ill. 
I noticed their praying and smelled their smbke. It 
almost made me sick. 
But the man who was ill looked wxactly like you. 
Your own soldiers were amazed at the resemblance . 
They bring gifts and magi c sickness. They think I'm 
a god, and they ask me to leave. Or I can stay here . 
Stay inthese scorching dunes, this tierra caliente, 
this swampy oven with its mo squitos and mists and 
black vomit for as B long as I lilre. l,'lell, I won't 
stay. Thirty men have sickened and died while we're ~ 
standing still, ·~d r,re · l"J:eed -mor m~~f 3 M 
g~ld~ XM I'm a man , and I need to move. 
You said that you liked the heat. 
Certain kinds of heat. I need the heat of motion . 
If you had helped me earlier, it would be clear who 
that woman is. 
The girl is Marina, a l.fexican who translated for 
Cortes. ~oes it matter whm she is? 
Isn't identity of concern to you? I thought we had agreedj. 
We agre ed on t he title. That's right . And an 
uncomplicated story, a simple fragment of history t hat I'm 
still trying to recall and recomplete. With your help . 
Since we have the priv~ege of examining these t hing s, 
Can't I search for my own answers? 
'A\Ij -b c, ---
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And you'll find just what you want to find. Your 
emotions will lead you to whatever t~ey need. 
Your senses will satisfy you with whatever appeals 
to them. The point is not to gorge yourself on every 
gaudy pecularity, on every bizarre detail, on every 
exotic eccentricity, and think that anything has been 
answered. Where is Aguilar? He won't be back. You 
won't waste any more energy like that. 
He doesn't have to come back. Do you want to ask 
Him t~e date of his birth7 The date of his death? 
They're facts. They 're objective. They're real. 
Do you want to carve them into a stone? His skin 
was a fact. Why didn't you take a sample to test 
while he was here? The color of IX his eyes was 
objective. Did you measure and classify it? The way he 
knelt there was real, if you recall. Do you want to record 
it on film, so that you can examine it over and over? 
My point is ~XI simple, if you'll let me explain. 
I don't ask you to agree. 
Aguilar was here; he will never be back. We agree on that. 
In order to obtain significant answers, I must watch 
the man for a certain time. You say that you know the 
man. I say we were only introduced. Now you want to 
introduce a woman, Marina , and let her disappear. It 
takes on the aspects of a cocktail party. 
People are a pattern to you, aren't they? A pattern 
of pressures and drivesj that must be seen in some 
sequence to be understood. A pattern of powers and 
possibilities X that only become clear through 
repitition. The person becomes his pattern . 
Perhaps we had better proceed. Soon all your attention 
will be on me rather than on the material . 
Wnether you find what you're after, whether you answer XKJ 
anything, i s no concern of mine. 
Because you aren 't aware of the wonder of a fact. 
What? 
Nothing . ~ Let's proceed. 
And you aren't aware of the fact of wonder. 
Shall I begin? 
The fire beetle is any one of ~arious beetles that have 
light-producing organs. Popularly , it is any of the 
Pyrophorus genus of elaterid beetles of X tropical 
America. 
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What of the proverbial hunger of fire? 
What of the mouth of fire and its food of flame? 
What of the k indled log passing into blackness? 
A fireship is a vessel carrying carrying explosives or 
combustibles which is sent among enemy ships or works 
in order to set them on fire. 
ifuat of the smoke ascending? 
What of the unseen gasses ascending? 
What of the vertical heat ascending?; 
What of the mind of man and his ashes? 
What of the burning outline of man ascending? 
What of the unburned, unburnable, ascending? 
What of the silent XXX core of final fire at the 
moment of ascent? 
Fire is the principle of combustion man ifested in 
light and heat and, especially, in flame. It was 
formerly classed with air, earth , and water as one 
of the "four elements. 
Do you trust me, General? 
You're a good soldier. 
Do you trust me , General? 
DO you trust me , Robert? 
I'm a good soldier. 
You're a friend. Do you disagree about the ships? 
A soldier knows nothing about ships . With what am 
I supposed to disagree? 
With what am I expected to trust you? 
You're right. Isn't my opinion a bout the ships important? 
I have the carpenters' reports. The ships have been 
badly battered by the storms that t hey, amd we, went 
through. They are difficult to handle and unseaworthy . 
Worms have bored into the hulls, and age has eaten 
them, too. I have reports. 
I 
That s t he story for the men, not a friend. A 
carpenter mi ght be paid to write. I think the report 
was invented for him . 
And you wanted a voice in the invention? 
Did you ask for Alvarado's opinion? 
r l,_. 
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Even if you had been here, I know what you whould 
have said. 
You Unow me so well. 
I think I know you? May I think so? 
Can one man ever know another? We're friends. 
We 're still friends . But I can't claim to know what 
you'll do next. I never say, "Hernan Cortes will do 
this. He will be this. He will never be anything else." 
Did you expect me to be angry? 
If I had, i would have asked your o:pinion. ..Even 
~e~g what you'd say. 
So you don't know me? 
And we 're still friends. 
You don't have to agree with someone to be his friend . 
I still say you're wrong . 
Not wrong in deciding without you. Many decisions 
have been made without you. Wrong for destroying our 
vray back . Wrong for blocking your escape. 
Escape and return are not the same. I son't think of 
escape . I think of return. We came here on those 
ships, and we always thought we'd return on them . 
Some of us might die, but I wouldn't . I'd be returning 
just the way I came, but much more wealthy, and now 
you're going to burn our way of return. You're going 
to sink the ships . 
And naturally you object. Because you have a need 
to go back . That's one of the things I know about you. 
You drag the huge holl01" tail of ~ your past 
behind you and draw back into it for every kind of 
pleasure . You go back in your mind. You go bacir in 
memory . You go back in time. Within that hollow tail 
you make your own time. You cherish everything that 
was . The fingers of your mind fondle it. You sing 
all the songs again. And now I'm taking the ships 
away. I 1m burning them. 
Is it worng to want to return? I call Cuba my home . 
~ 
It's not 
return. 
country, 
wrong to 
wrong to want to return. But it's w~ong to 
Here in this situation, X in this strange 
always on th~edge of th¢Unknown, it is 
return. 
I didn't ask to return. I want the possibility of return. 
)<}..~~ 
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When the fire is fill.l.ished ivi th the ships , the 
smallest will be left . Take it , you and all the 
others who want to go back . Take it and make the return 
you dream of . 
I 'll st-ay. .r~ '~~-k 01\j \;.~ ~' 
I t' s not a question of going or staying . You can't 
e~en stay . You've got to go ahead . Staying is an 
illusion. There's no such thing as staying, 
as st~nding still . How could a ship stand still in 
a storm? It will either go toward the rocks or away from 
them. The storm will move it. That's ~he nature of the X 
storm. And it's a storm we're in . We're in a storm 
of time, place, and peonle . We can't get out . We've 
got to go ahead. ~ 've got t-o move • .lf' .. We've got to 
march into Mexico . 1 
/ 
'AJ:Td, ..... s_Q,_ the ships will burn . They'l.l sink . Tt).ere is 
no alte~ative . If anything is · ost , it is my loss . 
They were my -sa-ips . l went iny6 debt to pay for themj 
.. wf:la,t ~,ee 4<>-· :t- have--~~!.! ·the W<}l'ld? 'nli thout them I seem 
to be im~verished . Bu~ I'~not impoverished. None of 
us are • . If we don 't have the p~t, ive have the future, 
and that '"s w~ere the ,N'~alth is . f we can't go baok , we 
. .@-ll_,£;.9 _ahead ... _ If w_e '\'Jon!.t "~o b k , · we vli 11 go ahead . 
Where we are going , theships will do no good. If we 
fal'l-;--w.s ' 11 .. be too far away to use them. If we 
succeed , we ' tl -have-nQ need ;for ·them. And there's 
no doubt that we 1 11 .succe~d . - The sailors have 
g joined us .. now , and our ar my is l::arger bf 100 men. 
Th~ Totonacs will aid 'u-s: .. "Let 1 s 'advance.\ Mexico is 
unknoivn . The future is alway~ unknown . With ~od 1 s 
help , we 'll enter the unknown . 
The 15th of August . Cempoala . lUX 300 men-at-arms. 
Perhaps 80 addit ional sailors. Indian guides and 
porters with 14 cannon. Greyhounds , lurchers , and 
mastiffs . ~veryone is walking . The few women are 
walking . 15 men ride horses . 
Betv1een the Eastern coast of ~.rexico and t he Central 
Plateau can be found every type of climate in the 
world. Rain forests and s3amps. Desert and white 
sun. Fertile farmland . Volcanos and mountains . 
Snow, heat, rain , wind , dust , and calm. 
The 18th of August 1519 . The town of Jalapa, 
altitude 4 , 681 feet, is 50 miles from La Villa Rica 
de la Vera Cruz . 
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" V.Te poor soldiers had no need of help, for at that 
time we had nothing to carry except our arms, lances, 
muskets, crossbo'\vs, shields, and the lilce , with which 
we both marched and slept , and we were shod with 
hempen shoes, and vlerf/always prepared for a fight . " 
~ <.1 alapa and Ixtacmaxti tlan~~th.e:r.-e . is so name 'j-'"f i\A~ .. 
given by · Bernrl- Dia or- Cortes vlhich coincides with 
a name on. a modern map , although Socoehim~ 1 s undoubtedly 
Zlco- Viejo . l Of Xico Viejo , The Bureau of American 
Ethnology Report , 1903 · says, "the last haf :¢nile 
of road is practically impassable for horses , and 
must be made on foot , justifying the statements of 
Gomera regarding the difficulties the horsemen 
encountered in reaching the pueblo . " 
" ••• and entered an~ uninhabitp.ted country, and it was 
very cold and hail and rain fell through the night . 
There was a great scarcity of food and a wind came 
down from the smowy hills on one side of us which 
made us OCX shiver with cold. As we had come from the 
coast , vlhich is very hot , and had nothing with whll:mh 
to cover ourselves , only our armor , we suffered from 
the fro st , for we were accustomed to a different temperature 
From the East, ~ ~~~ .• ~~~it~l ist only reached by crossing 
two passes a~ ~ about' 10 , 000 fo~t ~ltitude and a desolate 
YMIM~K volcanic p l ain about 40 miles wide . 
-·---·--------------------------------------~--------
They are half-wa / here . MON TEZU].1A 
_y_! 
I know. 
Sir , they have tur ned . 
What? Turned back? MONT • . 
_t.)They 
}(ONT . 
have turned toward T
1
la cala . 
Impossible . T~ wouldn 't go there . 
Jj_ 
MONT . 
.MONT . 
All reports C9Tifir m it . They are almost at the Great 
Wall outsidejTlaxcala . 
But Tla:xca,t£ is our mortal enemy . 'rle have been at 
war for YJars . And these invaders are our enemy, too. 
Are yo'fure >rho they are? 
No , thfoY ' re still unknown . Perhaps they vTill destroy 
Tlaxcala . 
I 
ou expect your ememies to do what you cannot do? 
ocr~"'~ <l~ 
~ {\ ~e- ~c.ce5 ~-(k-~~<5 M€ o'k"f -['f,evl> . _. '' 
V~~ '' ... aye, wy-Qt-ev.~~s) 
1 
( \Nse:~~ 
~\,A ~(\Clv d 1 c•t~ \ ( 1 s a~! 'I Ac· y-;. 
l.c-f IJ $ 1\.t I 'St ( • 
"f e4-..\et> ---- ----
t! ~< 1- M_~T !\'\e ~ews could ~e Wot-k:L . 
.I -4-~ •\1./<. T 'lJtJ.$ ndccf . 
(rewrite : substitute for 2-12 , 2-~· ) 
I-10N TEZU:VlA Stop . Stop . I order you to stop . Go away . 
QUAUHTE- Sir , they have turned . ? \ ( ~ C. l 'J:,t.:si.J.,.,. r ~ r f • 
!JIOCTZIN 
MONT • . 
QUAUH . 
MONT . 
QUAUH •. 
IviONT •. 
QUAUH . 
Q,UAUH . 
MONT •. 
QUAUH . 
MONT . 
PAPANTZIN 
MONT . 
QUAUH . 
PAPAN . 
MONT •. 
PAPAN . 
N\ON\. :( o-1~ \ ,v.,. 
\~at? Turned back? 
They have turned toward Tlaxcala . 
Impossible . They wouldn't go there . 
All reports confirm it . They are almost at the 
Great Wall outside Tlaxcala . Let me in . 
Tlaxcala is our mortal ememy . Who are you? 
Sir , it is Quauhtemoctzin. They have turned. 
You're lying ~ Quauhtemoctzin is asleep . 
oo\ ) a 
IJ 
There were things to be done . The news just arrived. 
Quauhtemoctzin is asleep. You are a night voice. 
Go a-r.,vay . 
Sir , here is your si s ter. 
I don • t believe you . Tlaxcala . The one country \ve 
do not control . Why do you lie to me? I know the 
night voices . Tlaxcala has 60 , 000 men whose only 
memory is war , and we have never taken their few 
poor hills in all our year s of a t tack . Why should 
these strange ones go there? Why tell me they turn? 
Sir , it is true . 
Papantzin , is that you? 
We are both here , sir. 
Perhaps Tlaxcala will destroy the Estrange ones . 
They may be gods . 
· u"' LM\o' I(Je tiD<""'( . 
.., 
MONT • . 
PAPAl~ . 
MONT . 
PAPAN . 
Let us in?{' ren 1t y.0u happy? 
1~$£: 1-) ~~.$~ c 
Tlaxcala is not far away . I want to ~3:e-ep-; 
I ' m sorry , sir . We didn't mean to disturb you . 
The unknown ones are half-way here . 
They won ' t get past Tlaxcala . 
E~/ ~·~J \_ _______ x_J 
\;;=: 
-
\<.v~Is, _ 
wt\-·\es 
f"'~.l'('" 
\\o~~-~~ '+' 
~c- c. 
~'tn•o~.J? 
MONTEZU¥lA 
r-10NT. 
CORTES 
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CORTES 
CORTES 
CORTES 
2-13 / 
/ We have never destroyed Tlaxcala . My own sons died 
fighting there . The only Nauatl-s9eakirtg country 
that we do not control . They have a army of 60 , 000 
/ 
men whose only memory is war . They;" areK proud of 
what few poor hills they pos~~s~ Perhaps Tlaxcala 
will destroy the strange one~ ~ 
If they are ~ndeed god s, yo ~ should not wish their 
destruction . 
-""""' 
............ __ _ 
I wish them no harm. ~ But perhaps they will not 
come any closer e.fter meeting !i'~tJ~;a~~ns . ~J2.erhaps 
they will return to the place · · · em.. ·?erhaps 
. they wi.ll, .stop . Perhaps everyth j.ng will pause, stop. 
If something were only strong enough to halt every 
single moving thing . Then the strange invaders, too , 
would have to stop. Why haven ' t we~ a power 
such as this? The power to make the machine of the world 
wait . Immobility , all matter into ice , is the dnly 
answer left . I will begin wi t h myself . I will be 
motionless . My hear t will rest . My blood will wait. 
Time will not touch me . Nothing , not my flesh ror hair 
fQr eyes, ·will age . Even the winds of the mind will 
stop. That will keep them away . 
Break it . If it 1 s in the way , break it. These strings 
and papers are not our concern. 
Do you know what it is , sir? 
Not knowing doesn•t matter . It's mi§ical or it's 
legal or perhaps it's part of a -childrens' game . If 
I needed to know , I would know. If it mattered to me, 
I would know. I can ' t know everything . I'll break it. 
It's across our path . 
In the middle of unknown things , a string with papers 
on it shouldn ' t make me stop. 
It shouldn't even make you pause, soldier . Let's 
see the paper . 
There are symbols or writing on it . I can't read it. 
I've sent a letter ahead to the Tlaxcalans with our 
emissaries . They won ' t be able to read it,either. 
It s in Castillian. 
,.., 
• ,._ 
( tlaxcalans) 
_u_ 
:j:l,.'\ 
XICOTE.flrH 
XICOTENS>A 
_jJ 
C\X • 
XICOTENaA 
2-14 
If the writing is not of the world we know, if no one 
can read it , if the hat they sent resembles those worn 
in pictures by our gods, then perhpas the legend is exact, 
and they are devine beings. 
Father, if you could see the paper and the figures, 
you would see the human aspects , to say the least. 
The markings look like the feeble imaginigs of men to 
me . They do not have the greatness expected of god's 
work. This is no real language, no real letter , just a 
device to deceive . 
If these are not the white and bearded men that history 
has promised , then they are white and bearded men that 
are opposed to Mexico and ~-1ontezuma . Let's allow them 
to enter as they have asked and accept the alliance 
they have offered. 
Enter? When our whole history is the story of 
prohibiting ~exican entry. ~Pne- bea~ded ones have 
~ceived a~bassad~es from Tenochtitlan. They have 
{;l-Ome- accompanied by hexica-a-s. Well over 1000 r ato-nee 
s~ldi~s. As many carrying b8gg~ge. We kn~w teat 
th-ese 2000, at least , belong to Montezuma. !•Io1tezuma 
will no t came her e . 
If they are gods, we will not be able to destroy them. 
But if they are not gods, they will die. Let's attack 
and test their divinity . 
Gods deserve honor . So do men. There is no honor in 
attack . 
Our own honor is to act. lv!y own honor. Ifyou will 
not attack, I will attack without you . Waiting only feeds 
time. Actions feed history . History is not right or 
wrong . It does not consider good and bad, only action . 
Even if I lose, history will r emember me . But if I 
think and wait, then I am filledwith time as if it were 
a sickness . I am ill. Only in movement does the fever 
leave. I ask you to act, too , but I will act without 
you , if you must wait for final knowledge. 
.. ' 
I acquiesce. Attack. If you fail, you can aarry the blame 
with you. We'll say you acted without our consent. Cage 
the envoys and the letter-carrier. Hold them for sacrifice. 
\)\1,0\~ ~, 
\N ,wt~~'i·· '1 
CORTES 
CORTES 
CORTES 
CORTES 
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Our envoys say these 
people are turning against us. 
Should we still advance? 
Of course . Iymay only be a mi sunderstandi ng . We 
were told the Tlaxcalans would welcome us . If we 
have to fight, we will fight . But we must go ahead. 
A small group of armed indians ahead, sir. Probably scouts . 
Let's take one and question him. Cavalry, forward! 
The trap is baited. Stand and fi ght . 
There would be no p lace to run. The wierd animals are 
all around us . 
These men fight , sir . They ' re not afraid. 
Fighting needs a little fear . 
Forward for Tlaxcala . Charge . 
It ' s an ambush , sir. There must be 3000 of them. 
Bring up the infantry . 
Hold on to their spears . Pull them off the ma gic 
animals . Thaiis their strength. 
Muskets ready . In volley . Fire . 
Crossbows re~dy . In volley . Fire . 
Our men are dying at a distance , sir . 
Amazing. The noise- weapons that the rumors talked of. 
Withdraw in order. Withdraw. 
This enemy makes a profession of war . 
It ' s we who are the professionals . They are craftsmen. 
We'll pause here for the night . Post guards. 
1 
_[2 
CORTES 
CORTES 
CHORUS 2 
CHORUS 
CHORUS 2 
CHORUS 1 
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c 1 
c 2 
c 1 
c 2 
c 1 
c 2 
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c 1 
c 2 
c 1 
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They've t aken all the food with them, sir . The 
village is smpty . 
But there are indian figs to eat, and the fat and 
hairless dogs come back to their empty homes and 
let us cook them. We'll be ready for war again tomorrowo 
Have you noticed , sir , we never see their dead. I've 
killed many myself and seen them die , but the field is 
always empty . 
They throw up clouds of dust to conceal the withdrawal 
of the bodies . I don ' t wish to count them, anyway . 
I ' m sorry . that's enough . This next will be merely 
repe tition. I ' d like to pas s on. 
I mpossible . You don ' t understand . 
L~ It's possible, but difficult . Would you please begin? 
It ' s a question of sequence , of proportion , of 
development , of size . You've broken it already. 
I have all ~need . It ' s a question of repetition. 
If you had only let it go on. We may not be able to 
get to that point again . 
Are you tired? 
Please . Before it goes t oo far away . 
You took some material away from me because you 
claimed it was irrelevant . This is irrelevant to me . 
Either pass ahead or end i t all. 
No , I need this . 
You don't understand anger, do you? Right now I 
can give up everything I 've done ••• 
Wait . Talce what you \-ranted . Marina . I 'm sorry. 
I'll help you. 
Time is a continuum. Do you want to put a piece in 
the wrong place? 
What are we? Craftsmen, JO~ners, conjurers . Call it 
here . I don't care . It's for you . I don't even have 
to watch. Do you think certain physical presences can 
force me into recording the improper order? The mind 
has the power to adjust . 
..... 
I 
---
----
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CHORUS 2 
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c 1 
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c 1 
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c 1 
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c 1 
c 2 
c 1 
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Do you want the scene? 
It will be difficult 
Why , if all history is here now? 
It's a problem of attention, of focus. 
Exactly. Begin. 
Before the dong twisting march into the land. Before 
the march into the mountains . 
Before the hulls of the ships charred and sank. 
Before the ships sank and the sailors walked with 
the others toward the Central Plateau. 
Before the critical day of coincidence. Before the 
2~t of April , 1519. 
Before the edge of Mexico was touched. Before even the X 
sails of Cortes were seen by Montezuma's menj 
South, beyond the boarders 0f Mexico , on the coast 
above Yucatan. At Tabasco. 
After the armies of Tabasco had been beaten in battle. 
After 500 men had defeated 40 ,000, and thousands from 
Tabasco had died. 
Exactly as ships sailed North toward Mexico. 
Exactly as the wind shifted and the color of the water, 
if you had looked closely, changed. 
Do you want me to give her to you , Aguilar? What's 
happening to your vows? 
Captain , have you ever seen me laugh? 
Your vacation from Christian voices may be causing 
you trouble, my friend. Your point is not clear. 
One of the twenty women given to us by the Tabascoans 
after the battle can speak Nauatl, the language of the 
Mexica . 
Of course. 
You knew about her already? 
No , it's exact l y what's neededo You can talk to her . 
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She speaks Mayan with gr eat clarity and intelligence . 
At Cozumel , by what you might call an accident, you 
joined us, speaking Spanish and Mayan . Now one of 
the girls we were given speaks Mayan and Mexican. 
I had to be able to talk to the Mexicans, it is a 
necessity , and now I can. I can talk through the two of 
you . If she can be trusted. 
I think she ' ll KKK soon learn Castillian, sir . She 
seems very bright . 
Of course . 
She'd like to talk to you , Captain . 
She would ·like to talk with me? Get her , and say 
t~at I would like to talk to her . 
I brought her with me , Captain. A moment. 
Aguilar! What is her name? 
Ce Mallinalli . It's Mexican . 
Naturally that ' s the one . 
Ask her how many owner s she has had . 
Captain, her father was a chief among the Mexica . 
We'll get to that , Aguilar . There can only be one 
chief here . If you would , simply and directly, and 
without comment , interpret what we say, I would be 
grateful . Ask her how many owners she has had. 
+\ow ""'"'Y ow\.\~ hPNe ycv.... haA. ? 
My body was sold by my Mother when I was 13. The 
merchants who owned it sold it ot the cacique of 
Tobasco . Now it is given to you. 
l 
3""" ¥o'l:l 8.-e:t;;~, 1 t. l~:now who we a:r~'. If it is your body that 
has been given , aren't you afraid for your body? 
Danger is to be expected in this world . Fear is not. 
You don't know who we are or where you are going. 
I am learning. Daily discomforts of the body will 
not chage the final identity that has been planned. 
We don't mm your · identity , we were only given your 
worthless bldy , is that night? 
Don't ask me to · fear the unknown . I know it too well. 
All of us are goin~here . 
We're going to Mexico . 
J I 
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Yes. And in that country of \vhich you know so little, 
tr1e dark men will open your chest and rip out your 
beating heart . And first you 1 11 wa.tch it done 
a thousand times, to everyone you know and love . You~ll 
see t he sacrifice repeated every day until it's your 
own turn. 
The devil has a house of fire for you as payment for 
praising him . His ins truments will eternally torment 
you after death , if he ~ure~ you to his ways in this ,o~ 
world . ~s 
I know these Mexicans . They were once my people . 
They may dress themselves in your skin . They may 
need to wear your pale flayed skin for weeks as you 
would wear a suit of clothes . This suit is opened 
and is fastened at the back . The hands and feet flap 
free, and only there, and a t the eyes, can you see the 
dark wearer underneath. Aren 't you afraid? 
Danger is to be expected in this world . Fear is not . 
I can use fear to my o •~m ends . 
I am g lad I can help you, sir. Perhaps I can soon 
learn your language . _.- ~~·' 
Sometimes I act a man I am not. I'm sorry. I am 
not that, ''<'lay --Ma.llnc he . I do not insult my friends . 
I am this way , sir. I would like to be friends . 
It is difficult for a Castillian such as myself to 
understand you -Malinche. God is good . The Gods 
you see, your gods that I have seen, are only evil . 
God is everything . Om Teuchli is everything . The 
gods are part of nim . 
Why do your people kill men to the gods? Why these 
human sacrifices? 
They ar-en 1 t my _:p.eople s_ny, r., e _ • __ ------~ 
--- ---------- ~_jiill tr'e · yoor people . -~-dD-aS~' ~nt ·o.eath. 
--
--- Thep._~..tq do "@"_gQ].e_ die'l --~- __ --~hey say that the mind s of the gods~re pposed to 
man. Heav~n is malevolent . Tney do ot know why 
this is so, 'bgt t he earth move s sucitl enly , fires kill , 
the \'l3ters rise....and drown many . ,.,.They say that only 
if t he gods e.re gi-v~n lvhat t _aey want most will they 
be content to let us live £or a while and , perhaps, 
give us certain blessin~ : It is not only worship 
t he gods want, which might b& empty . They don't want 
pra.i se or love , v:hich might be '!Jr-etense . They need 
food as we do. The food of the livi-ng human hee.rt. 
/ 
"They say". / Is this vlhat you believe? 
/~ 
1'f..ARINA 
2-20 
I tell you what the priests ar~ ... <L--wisemen say is tru e . 
I am not ~ scholar , capta~ni- and not much c onc erned 
with t heory: I t hought , you vlanted to understand the 
Mexicans . 
CORTES That ' s right, I do. Many- yef)_rs ago the people 
in our co'untries made sacrifices to - the gods' but its 
presence r1ere 1 s harLf~qr. m.e_ t_o ....understa..o.d •. ~ 
~it:,._,_,_""" ... " _..., _.___..........- -~...,.,..__. •41 ~\ 
MARINA 
CORTES 
HA':UNA 
CO?.TES 
--- ~ MARI NA 
COF~.TES 
gAR INA 
CO:S.TES 
IvL\RI NA 
\'!hen I vms a g i:fll in Hexico , I saw a cap tured soldi er _... 
tiecl~o a stone . The stone was roun d, lilre a. gri:()Jl.:...-
stone~~ edge , and a rope t hrough its center was 
knotted~round the waist (f)f the prisoner . He WB_s g iven 
a wooden ::~~ord 'IIi th fe a tl1ers in the edge inste9 d of 
knives, and '{}e was g iven four '.rJooden staves 
to defend himself l•ri t h . Then , one a ta time , he 
fought fully armed e nemy dressed/{n the ski n s of 
ami mals . vvo oden we,a:p~n s agatl'lSt stone and obsidian . 
A bound man aga i nst 'a l'\w.:y:~....,fresh a tta,ck ers. Some v10re out 
fo ur oppone n ts , perhap and fought t he 
left-handed fifth . horne , .' en they were bound, 
wou ld refuse t o/flght and 11 on the ground . But 
all I s aw ~troula final l y , in ti their hear ts 
rip-)e d ~db the sacrificial s 
I 1 1Jl _~autnumbered , but my wea!)ons 
rr-ne Taba scoan s knoiv tha t nov-1 . 
Yo u interpret it personally . 
I sn ' t t ha t vlha t y ou i ntended? 
Do you think that killinz is wrong , sir? You have 
wa tc hed your own sword cut down into death . 
Of course I have killed . I'm a soldier . 
1)oe~~t de.tt.fh dl e ya~.. .... <A \""->. ''J ,J,., ! r,-..J? 
,De&.t-fr--t-e-l-lB-y-~-t-a-~-e-:f-Go-d? \1 
I hav e k illed in the world of good and evil , of God 
and t he Devil . The world of knowledg e is something 
else . Dea th is ou tside . 
Capta in, I ' m vli t h the victim a s I v.Ja tc h . My feelings 
begin \lf i t h knowing his f eelings . First 
t here is the waiting . Do you knovl what I mean by 
wa iting? Wl:1a t does he feel \·Ihile he waits there? 
He see s the ston e . It is a lway s there. He watches 
e a c h detail of the cerel!lony sepalflati ng hi m fr om it . 
A gesture mea s ure s a unit of time and use s it . A 
sten t akes exac tly so long • 'M ~ _ KlJtxM.XXKe 
to make . A word exists , is here for so long , and is g one . 
Each detail of tne waiting grows precise . Each ha s its 
own time . Eac n pa sses in its own time and leev es onty 
t he ultimate stoc e . Each barrier to t he stone app e a rs, 
appr oa ches, and is gone . 
C 
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The man feels the hands of the priests . Their 
touch is the most simple reality . Their force holds 
him . If the mind contrives some alternative , it is 
not possible . Tae anticipation of time c loses in. 
He may not feel the kn~fe . It is very deft and sudden. 
He may only feel the final seizure , convulsion , parting , 
loss . The ceremony is over . 
I n my country men ~ometimes fight 
and sometimes die themselves , and 
to see aparable of truth . I read 
a book . 
bulls and kill them 
other men profess 
God 1 s v.rord from 
-~~ 
I will learn to read the booft that God has written . 
It is my providence and fate to speaR through you , 
Capte in . 
What does sl1e mean , " she ' ll speak through me 11 , Aguilar? 
Are you sure you didn ' t turn it around? Even my wife 
could never s~ythat . 
Captain , I already know who .I will be . The workings 
of providence were fore t old at my birth . 
:tvly name is Ce Malinall~, one tlr,ass of Penence . You 
.say. "MaJ..4 a.e-h 11 • C l4a-±i"fle:3::-:l f: :t;'li a s t ak en from the day 
on which I was born in Painalla . The name was ordained 
by the day just as it determined what my future would 
be . The day and the signs said that I would be 
involved with war and destruc tion . They said I would 
be co nnected 1tli th the overthrow of the accepted order . 
I vlill be . 
After my fat i1er , the Knig, died , my mother wae a fr a id, 2.-<-IMJW 
She sold me to some travelin5 tradesmen from Xicallance 
and said tha t I had died . She celebra ted my funeral 
over the body of one of '-ler slave ' s children . Hy 
funer a l is over . My body is already in the gr ave . 
~I will be ivhat my birtn foretold . War, danger, 
destruction, will make me into myself . When you 
killed tnousands of Tabascoans , I was pleased . vlhen 
the Ta.b ·-o sco Ems gave me to you , I knew my final identity 
had begun . 
-an~M.. 
-:!':snd pcra~-lft;'f- :idei'r'tii:Jy ~e-e4-e-~e~':'"" At eny rste, ¥re 
~cOBf~denee in ourselves . 
Vfhen you ' re b a.ptized you ' ll have still another name . 
'!fe ' 11 ca ll you Dona Harine:. . 
Have yo u noticed, sir, we never see their dead . I ' ve 
killed many myself and eeen t hem die, but the field 
is always empty. 
:$'\1"\H~ .~q in --I'M.l~'C C ~ \ 1'~.>1 daw\1\... 
"')..l \\1\ 
(rewrite: to replace chorus speeches bot. 2-21, top 2-22) 
CH(DRUS 2 "As we had come from the coast, which is very hot, 
and had nothing with which to cover ourselves, only 
the armor, we suffered from the frost, for we were 
accustomed to a different temperature." 
CHORUS 1 Within its brown hills Tlaxcala hid among miles of 
defensive walls. The smoke of many fires ascended. 
CHORUS 2 Only the eyes, hands, and mouth of Xipe, the flayed 
god, patron of Tlaxcala, can be seen beneath the 
human skin he wears. 
CHORUS L But there are indian figs to eat, and the fat and 
hairless dogs come back to their empty homes and 
let us cook them. We'll be ready for war again tomorrow. 
CHORUS 2 Have you noticed, sir, we never see their dead? I've 
killed many myself and seen them die, but the field 
is always empty. 
CHORUS 1 They throw up clouds of dust to conceal the withdrawal 
of the bodies. I don't wish to count them,anyway. 
"Soo tJ f1 
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Ci-lOR~~"'l'tte-y-t.l:u:,Qvi..~UP clouds .. Qf dust to conceal tbe v..ri thdrawal 
of the bodies. I don 1 t vristl to - cour1:.t tf.l~l'fH",anyvray . 
~;~ It is morning novf, and if we must.,..i'ight agair. , \ve 
~ust fig ht well. . ,w ,...-
- '-..... .. ~ <[ ~"' 
The :Infantry must keeo in"'ranks 
a t all times. Do no' wander or .f.a'fl behind . 
You will disoppear in this strF-Lfi.ge country. 
Tt1e cavalry will pperHte ~~;Lway s in groups of 
three . There is still~nme error in our 
horses because they ~aven 1 t see'rt'Qne die, 
but when you ch_9.J?Efe , c harge in grollp'S. Anchor 
.., trie lance vrell and aim at 't.w.eir 
./_,.,.,,- faces . You don 1 t 1-.rant it tor:n-...J'ree 
// by hands or bone . Don 1 t ~ .... 
/ cr.:arge too far, and return a t once . ....... 
,~Jl. They may be gods . Their weapons are 
powerful . Put we know they bleed like 
men. Bettalions , forward! 
CORTES 
through 
and die 
Tlaxcalan army sighted , 
sir. About 6000 men . 
Send this me ssage to them : 
We have no hosti le intentions . 
As friends, we ask only passage 
their country. Note r y , record t hat 
today, it isn 't my doing . 
if men bleed 
__ {} 
Archers and sliYle:ers ! Fire at will ! 
Forward ! At the invader ! 
CORTES Form tr1e squareJ:• 
Surround the baggage . 
Cannon on the flanks. Horsemen to 
the front . 
Aim for the 
officers. Aim 
Their weapons kill many at a time, 
The bodies have strange wounds . 
Fill their places with more men . 
\ 1le surround them completely . l1ove 
i n and over them . 
at t he amimal head s, the plumes, 
and the flags . 
~n~o !Ulrr-
Saint James ! 
5 
sir . 
/ 
~w.t--- ?u.*·$ e ..... ueh~ ~\'1~,.~.14 __ 
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Pull tnen down! Pull them down ! Our 
gods ask for tb.eir J.i ving hearts.. fe 
\"lant them while they're at:i.ll alive .. 
Pedro d..o I,foron is 
dorm sir. They ' ve 
pulled him off his horse. 
CORTES Tnere are so many 
of them they could 
blind us with handfuls of dirt~ 
Force a 'l:.ray t 1rough there.. Force 
them back. 
:-r ·re have him, sir, 
but he ' s dying. The 
rto!'se is gone • 
..-
_ ... _ The fighting c.mimals die . They are not 
gods .. We have i:illed one . 
Keep the dead anime.L Brlne; the body 
out~ We vTi.J,-1 offer 1 t t.o the gods . 
CORTES Move tne square 
to·Hard open ground. 
Keep it noving. Clear way for 
the cannon~ 
\.vi thdraw the t.:a: .. oops.. Enough haYe died 
for today ,. }·onorrow vte t·rill attack vri th 
-~~-·-\ · tne ma.in body . - Tl1.ey seem to be 
falling back .. If 
we fail now the cross of Christ 
will never fly over this C01...W.'1."i:.l"Y. ,_a ?o. i ~ 
~ithdraw the troops. 
CORTES 1·le : ve forced the11 
bac1: ~.gain . These 
people retreat in order even 
\ihon they ' re be a ten . Tomorrmt 
they may return even stronger. 
Let ' s rest. ~ 
1ve are not. beaten. ;rl1e troo:ps n ed rest. 
-~ You ' ve lost. For the first time face 
what it is. 
X!COT:si'IGA We 've lost battles before but not a war .. 
T( e ~r~U" is not O"Ter .. 
Fight alone . It is over for us . We 
~ttacked from each quarter. They were 
weak in none of them. Mortals would have a weakness, 
and they have none, They have the even strength of' 
~------------------------
~ s4av.l~ 
~ $~etu.t!w ... --:---
v\l:'b. c~\~\o.'tt~,_ 'f<1<§ IS 
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a sphere . It is useless to fight these gods 
XICOTENGA No . They bleed and die . The four 
metal feet of the dead war-deer have 
been offered to the gods . That may help . I who have 
fought them and seen t hem hurt cannot agree that they 
gods . 
The priests have attempted to find an 
answer. Let's listen to their advice . 
These invaders are not gods . They are 
chi l dren of the sun. In their white 
fa ces still shines the brightness of the sun . The sun 
is their strength. They are strong toward every 
quarter , in every dieection, because their power is from ~X 
above . But when the sun is gone , they will be weak. 
In the darkness, the children of the sun pull in upon 
themselves and wait for their mother to come again . 
At night you can kill them. 
u0 After the sun is down their power is 
gone . Move upon them in the darkness, 
and their blood will glow like the rivers of molten rock 
from the volcanos . Only darkness will destroy the light . 
Sir , 45 fo our men are dead. 
You are exactly r ight , soldier , but some of them died 
from fever . Some of those who died from wounds would 
not have gone if they had been well . The indians are 
not our only opponent . 
This world itself is our enemy , sir .£ ~S .... 
I overheard two of our men talk of '~rawal, of 
retreat , of , shall we say , t reason . 
You did not hear me , sir . 
It does not matter who . When the body is tXM«K tired, 
it talks instead of the mind. 
At Vera Cruz we could rebuild , get reinforcements 
from Cuba . There is hardly a man here that hasn't 
at least one wound . 
These men I heard said I was insane . These men said 
that they would leave me here alone , if I intended to 
go forward rather than withdraw. 
Every third day , the fever returns . 
That's right. Tertiary fever . I'm like the others . 
None of us is in perfect hea~th . But even the fever 
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does not mean co~fusion . Sometimes my mind burns 
brighter; Even when thousht is burned away , I don 't 
waver. Even ':ii thout thought, there is no other aYJSiver . 
If i;Je turned back '10'\'T, ~ the stones would rise up ' r 
ae;ainst us . \'lhen a man admits he is defeated , he 
fiYJally ceases to be his ovm friend . If we retreated l'10I'l, 
we 'd lose not only our position as gods of some 
sort in the eyes of the Indians but our ow~ good 
oninions of ourselves . There is no other alternative . 
W~ must advance o This is the extreme essence of 
sanity, gentlemen . 
-
-- --Aren ' t you afraid , sir? 
\'Jhat man isn ' t afraid'? Fear is the best cor:1panion 
I have . I kno1:1 him better thBn I ~ow my armor . I 
kYlov.r him as well as I knovl my Ol'{r) ha'Y'ds . Here 
(~ 
,,re are, alone in a country 1:re hGve never seer1 , of vlhich 
vre knO'll nothing , VJi thout any hope of help , fs.ced vii th 
the constant contact of death . Here fear and reality 
are e · ual . 
The devil has made this cour1try the vray the mi11d makes 
dreams . 
Agreed . The devil made it . Even the mountains 
burn from their frozen peaks . A cold wind asks for us . 
The inescapable sc.YJds of the hot com~try bur1• through 
the night . U':11{'1ovin insects attacl~: the skin, al"ld the 
bo?'1es feel fevers they have ·,ever kYlolrn . The dark 
army of the devil c. ropes for us T·Ii th z.rey hsJ•ds that 
cro•;.; acain 1 'ben they Ire cut off . Dust hides his 
losses, but we see our OWYJ people die . The deformed 
tmages in the teeth of t 1.e temples 1·'ai t for our 
and watch . They have the devil's eyes . 
In the islands, at the beginnins, you promised us 
sold . Here the )rice is too high. 
Before we started , you told us of la~d a~d slaves . 
Vow we ' ll end only in being buried here . 
You are the same as everyone . You want two thin~s . 
You have bee~ offered the opportunity to gain two 
important thi·"gs . Fortune and fame . It is 1-iha t we 
all want . Fortune and fame. 
Fortune, the sold and wealth, is your body in the world . 
It is the physical body and its senses in the world . 
You kY10'd how much this body is viorth . You kno1;r how 
much it deserves from the vrorld . You l01o1v l'ih:t t the 
senses should and must receive from t~e world . 
You feel and kYlOli the vast compression of need aY1d the 
limitless J.Ylternal vwrt h thot isn't reHarded . 
And you seek a forture . You seek a fortune , but you 
can never' stCJp. You have some eold alr·eGc,y, but you 
will never have enough . You say you do 11ot have e~ough 
gold now . You will never have enouEh. As lo':"lg as 
CO?TES 
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your body lives, it will ask for ~ore . The need is 
always new . You can 't ignore this need and go back . 
And fame . The second thi"'~ you want ls fame . You 
want an ideal identity in the eyes of the world . 
You Hant the justified admiration of everyone . But 
remember , the world sees o~ly your actions . It con 't 
see that secret picture and opinion you have of yourself . 
It' ·i·ron ' t accept your vrord for uhat you are . You have 
to shovi vihat you a re _ through actio!! . You have to 
create yourself throue;b. actio,.., . You have to build and 
construct the fame you 1vant . 
So go back, if that's what you want . But be 1·mrned 
tha t failure tal{es its o1vn . Return removes 
the ability to advance . It Nipes off ·vrhatever fame 
you 've already HO'l1 . Act ions give the po1:1er to act o 
PoHer comes from :-Jovement ahead. Refuse action and 
you more toward sleep . And t here ' s no third alternative . 
In the flux of time you can't remain fixed . 
I 11 dayli5ht yaur 1·:ords micht ::Jake more sense . It's 
nisht naw, and it sfill seems as if you're asking 
us to die . 
Don't you accept death? Death should be as accepted as 
fear . Are you ready to die? 
r:o . l>Ot yet . 
Whe~ will you be ready? 
I ' ~ not ready yet either , soldier . But a s time takes 
me to"c'ard it, I know I ' ll never be ready by running 
away , by retreating . I won 't be ready for death 
until I have made an image of myself in history . 
Until I have constructed by eac h act here the exact 
identity I wart in the container of time , that moving 
permarence thrcuch 1·1hic h ·He traYJsients l)ass . I vmnt 
ar indelible identity 111 the huge memory of the world . 
Only it 'Hill kno\"I 1rho I am . Ask it, 11 \~ho is Cortes? 11 , 
and there will be an answer . 
General , the fields are filled Nith the enemy . They 1 re 
usin: the ~icht to at tack . 
Con8ratulations , soldier . ..~e appreci':l.te the vrord . 
Infantry, prepare to advan c e ! Horse~en , mount and 
prepare to ch2rge ~ 
They should lmo 1·i th:::.. t eve,.., in our sleep \ve are armed 
al:ld ready to move ahead . --e 'd·::Jn 1 t wait :!:'or them to 
pour upon us here . ~~e 'l l ::neet them vrith their ovm silence . 
-Ca¥alry, -c.har...g-e.!- ..3-an-ti~o , -a"'d -a--t- tt1:Bm-!-
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Chorus 1 
Chorus 2 
Cb.orus 1 
(rewrite: insert between 2-26 and 2-27) 
A calendar is a method of distributing time in certain 
set periods. Through history various cultures 
developed their own calendars. 
The solar day, the solar year, the phases of the 
moon that make a month, are the so-called natural 
divisions. Repetttion, as the machine repeats, is 
the essence of natural time. 
The early Mexicans saw time as a wheel or KJKXK circle 
with the Fifth Sun as it's center. The cycles of 
time were pictured complete. 
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\vho is that :nan? 
A begger . 
'rfho are you? Get out of the vm~ . 
\vho are you? You are messensers of the king . 
You are carrying his mind . I know you . You are 
from the king . Who is he? The king . 
You drunkeYJ bum , you ' re blocldng the way . 
This vray is no more . I t is no more . It is all over . 
Stay back . There is something strange . 
What are the ki~g 's thoughts now? Don ' t come this 
way for him . It is too late . Has his mind come bac k 
to him? Did he g i ve it to you The king is over . 
His :nistakes , his c rimes , his sins , can ' t be counted . 
He has -v;ra9ped his people in a shroud . His city burns . 
He stands at an open door with death . 
Lord , forc:i ve us . '"le did not recog11 i ze you . 
Lord , we will make a place for you to rest . 
The kine . The city . The people . Why do you come 
\·Ihen it is over? 
:terd , sit here, and we vrill offer our oi·lY1 blood to ~ou . 
The Toltecs are a fras~~nt of time . They are cone . 
They are over . Mexica has gone there, too . ~exica 
is not now . It will never be again . Too late , and you 
cal'l see . Look back to the· c ity . See . 
It 1 s burn il"g . 
The vihole city is in flames . So fast . Fire every·Hhere . 
~ar . They 're fighting . Who is fightingY 
You can see the buildi"Jt;S fall . Hear r dyin.::; voiceS S"f\f 
on the ui l1d . 
We must go back. 
1:Jhere? v{ here ' go back? 
Here . Eonte zuma must lmo1·r . 
The vlhole scie'!ce of ther:nodyY"lamics may be said to 
date :'rom 1825 ·vrhe't! 3adi Car11ot explained and established 
the limits of the vrork obtainable from heat under 
given con~itions . 

cHe:qus 2 
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I~ some stages of fever the VlBlon of the ni~d may 
move beyond the burning limits of the body a~d see 1~ 
its oi·m hunched , mveaty , iiJpersoral cont,aii:Jer from 
above . I~ these extremes of heat the body may release 
its hold , and a nevi 2,114 fleshless vision may occur . 
The reasoni11g by "'.-!h ich Cornet established his pr1.,.,c iple 
is justly regarded as one of the most remarkable 
triumphs of the deductive method , although , at that 
time , experimental data and techni ques were limited 
and _c ould..JlOJ!_S-1.l-~ply.-c-encl.u.siJz;,~ urgof . 
In certain sicl~ess, it is said, the t emperature of 
the tissues a11d tendons rises 1·.ri thou@ derat"ge!!lent of 
the mi,_..d . As in tuberculosis , the unique and pait"less 
heat brings only lu6idity before its final silence . 
Thought is burned c lear and there is , perhaps , the 
transcendence of idea . 
The 1,rord 11 cycle 11 is used to refer to every uniformly 
recurring succession of the same events . On such 
success ions rest all chronolo[ y , especially the calender . 
The bee;ga r you sa1v uas Tezcatlipoca . You are ri:;ht . 
A begge.r Ni th a rope of grass 'le.irapped ei .::;ht times 
around his body . The mar:;ic8l books show it . I lrnov,r . 
When the Toltec 9eople fell to our force , Tezcatlipoca , 
the Soul of the !lorld , appeared to t~:.:: : 5. . .., c'' 'Ls r ame 
Hay . His great 3IJoking lUrror '.-rarped tL:1e and 
reflected in its dark surface the colla~sin R future 
of a doomed people . ~ow you offer this-s ~rn~ picture 
to me . ~ But it may not be so . u~til I have seen for 
::nyself the evidev-ce of NhG.t the ·.-:orld is sivi~'~S , or 
about to give , I vrill not knovr . 
Tlaxcala has f~llen, sir , and t~ous~nds hQve been 
slaught~red in the streets of Cholula . 
Your double did not deceive then, sir . Althou5h to 
ou~ eyes his ident~ty was the same as yours, a lthough 
our people prayed and bOI'ied to him as to your mm 
paseae;e , althou,:h he '-''ore every or11 '·lme'Ylt of r:~.-nk and 
cloth of state, he was not recieved. They '~ew that 
you yourself had not left the island . They a re coming. 
The mountai~ barrier has been breached, sir . The defence 
li~e of nature no longer exists . They have walked 
do1·1-n the last uall of the v:orld . They are coming . 
Already they have passed the mountains . Some'l·.rhere 
they are OYJ their '.-ayfand looki nc d01;!Y' On US • ~-"( (J~ (6•tll,l.(1' 
Soo11 these prophesied people will see the causeway, 
sir . They will see our city across the lake . They 
will soon be here . 
L 
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U:/r.A. I knoi>~ these thirss . Tha t's e,ough . You are speaking 
inside my ;nindo 
. CRUS 1 
CRUS 2 
<(.-
ORUS 1 
I don ' t n e ed you . I want to be alone. 
Sir, you are alone . 
11
":Je come only to sleep , 
~e cooe only to dream : 
It is not true, not true ve come to liYe on the earth . 11 
~hy does this shiftinG arswerless evil search me out? 
The insistence of its preserce won ' t let me rest . Why 
am I lts clear and elected ocject, the sensory circle 
on ·Hhich it tt.rr.,s? ;·~hy am I the tarc:et ::Jf the ·iorld? 
Vthen I disguised myself to ·valk the streets of the 
city and see 1:hat the First S)eaker could neve:""' see, 
I did not exist . V hen I put on the face, clothes, 
a-.,d for"!ll of someone sle e , iDf some invente d man, I v-:as 
not there . Uhen I liore another body, vrhen I could 
vmlk b :; myself a,-.d o·..,ly see the Norld, I l:as core. 
I kno':.J 1·1ha t its like to be by :nyse. f, s 1len t, and 
not exist . \'Jhen things do not s't:inc; h·q·mrd . ',vhen 
nothing demands to be done . 
But the world contr2.cts and g-~\<~ actioYl. All things 
force move8ent from my mind a nd senses . They want to 
turn me to·.-;apd the "\·Iorld , a"1d 'r· _e'Yl I tur1:1, my ide"0t2.ty 
co~es, too . I turn to the vorld and ~set ~y ex2ct and 
~finite form . I am again my n ,l;-Je , the Ole::, : :_c of ny 
time, the painful arrangement of ~y ~ind . Time 
;:JOVes throue:h :~;_y b::Jdy and :: am only the h2lf-hc) ly 
con?ciousDess of ti;ne . I am here '·rith 11y2clf. I knovi 
th =·.t I exist . 
~fuat is the necessity to be ~ys elf? Is there a clear 
and im:nutable need to be a nyone at 2ll'? ~1ay I be 
iV'\vis i ble . :.!ay I be a. , : .:eless presence . ::::ay I be 
the center 1~1 thout ident:_ ty , the lmcn;-ledge v~i thout 
sen see . :1ay I be my soul, Dot a perso'J, not a ::na-n . 
J:J:ay I be illY privc. te and i""effable soul . ;:,:ay I be 
unseen • 
Generic a lly, a cycle is a rou~d, course, or ,eriod 
through which a~yth:~E runs 1~ ~r er to its completion. 
It is a sin; le complete period or series of successive 
events . 
EYents f~ttlm certain alloys . '.be,..., , by the devious 17 
passases and se ue~ces and pressures, a particular 
e~act and elaborate coDbin atio~ has bee~ reached, 
there is aQalsamation, there is a ~etaphysical regidity 
analagous to metal . 
~ cycloid is the pa th 3c.de by any point on the 
I 
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circumfere~ce of a circle if the circle is rolled 
i'., its 0'~-'fY' pl-:tne alan~ a straight li,.,e . The rollirg 
cj_rcle is cc.lled t~1.:.- ge...,eratinrz circle 11 and the 
C • se · t+he '' t•"ncl· .,..,_g·poi•-.+)1 . '' o n po 1 'i'1 • u • __ '·' _ __ u 
If 0 1 " l " ~ .r . th ··'h"' t .t- ~ l '-rh.-, .l. ..r:o + • e ora , our ora, , 1 \,, ~- urou o_e, rv ...-.. i.J .L 8. ul.(3U · , 
h3.Ve you journeyed t:::J reach us , hc:ve c, rri~ed in this 
1a,1d, your la~d , your :::J\!11 city of :,rexico , t o sit on 
your :Tiat , your stool , Hhich I have been suardil'l[ for 
you this vlhile . Your vassels , the old ki,.,gs, my 
ancestors, are gone , ~fter they t:::Jo had kept rea dy 
ycmr mat . tt 
0 \"iou~d ":,hat one of them c ould rise from the dead a 1.,d , 
as tonished , see uh3t my er,es tru,ely see, for in no 
dream do I see your fac e . 1 
These are the exact words , recorded by the priest 
Sahasun , that !·io11tezuma , First Speal~:er of ::exica , 
uttered o~ the Cth of ~ovember , 1519 . 
11
'.-rith toil , vJith \·reari,..,ess , you have reached us at 
l a st . ';Telcome to this J.a1.,d . Rest TI0\1 . You are tired • 
.Rest avihile . Rest in your l)aJ.e,ce . \"li t h your compa'Ylior~s , 
the lords, t a ke your rest ." 
!£!fie- S'eund- of- ct~e-:fYt)-iP-6 ~1-m.od". car.r1Gs f a r at tl iglJ,t , but 
do not search for t he axe . 
Iron arrows in a de.rl'li ~:t&P£3et .,. · Th-e ·dull rhythm of lmpact . 
Time has permeated i~to t he pores of the material , 
into the exigu~us spaces , into the m~tter itself . 
The Aztecs of ::e:cico once buried a toy d:::Jg •:.'i th 
the dead so tha t , with a cotton cord , it could :uide its 
:Jsster a cr:::J ss the eisht ~:o ters . 
Our :::Jl~ ~:::Jveme"ts nre pierced throuch wi th every insts'Ylt 
tha t ha s been . 
I f 
·;H· O':Uq 1 ' , , . h. t d " . ' · · .L l 
- ~ u A c~oc~ 1n a mac 1~e o recor ana 1~o:ca~e ~1e passase 
of time . Re2:ulsr repetitous move:mei"Jts of the 
mechanism are linked to a couDt~~s device. 
~----..::'he. 1'1 ieht axe wall~s o.s a headless .na,., . The soli t 
frame of the chest :J.nd the divided belly "ope!'- QYJd 
close like the hal;ves .of a hu.e;e·mouth sucl'Cil:"['; breath . 
) 
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Ge1'2eral, ":onte zuma is dead. 
It's a pity . 
His wounds weren 't that serious • 
Life depends upon more than the body . The stones 
vlGre throi.·In by his ovm people . 
He \vouldn ' t let us bandase him . He vTouldn 1 t take food . 
His soul will be eternally damDed . I did my best . 
He never accepted the f a: th. 
He couldn 't understand us . If a maYJ can ' t allow what 
he can ' t und~rstand , if he ' s afraid of everythi~g 
unlP•O'•''" , if he can 1 t act in the areas of absolute 
e~ptiness, he cannot live for lons iYJ the world . 
·re ' ll Dray for hi::~ . 
~ ~ IM~ '1' "l"~. 1t~(~T£.f'J)\.( 
Sir , without this ~ing , we may die, too 
The bridges to the c ity are destroyed . There is ~o 
way out . There is no way to 3et food . 
~ody out . Give ~ontezuma back to his )eople. 
I am vreJ.l a-,rare of the s i tuatioYJ . 'l'he heathev; are 
everywhere . They don ' t have to screa~ for our blood 
and beatinG hearts for me to hear the~ . If I'm 1uiet 
I «aYJ hear the noises of their breathi~s . Yes, the 
bridges are dov-JYJ . v,-e ' 11 build a11other bridse ar•d 
carry it with us . We ' re go in3 out . We ' ll fisht our 
way to Vera Cruz if we have to . I, ' s not the e~d yet . 
~e 've got a way to so . Perhaps as long as we're 
alive, •.:e ' ll have a vmy to :o . Let ' s cet at 5_t. 
~!e 're goi''5 out . 
11 0ur soYJ, you have fiYJished uith the sufferinss and 
fatigues of this life . It has pleased our lord to 
take you away , for we have no eternal life in this 
world . Our existence is like the ray of the sun . It 
is sho:"'t like t~1e fleetir::_: ""'lON'!eY~ts in "iv:ter 1.<1~"' Q1"e 
Harms oneself' ~r ::.~.e suYJ . i.•ovl has come the ti:11e for 
~ictlantecutli to take you to the abode that h~s already 
beeYJ arra~ged for you . You Dust go to the land of 
lihadov.-s i·rhere there is no lls ht or vrindol;s . You "~:Ti~~ ever get mray :'rom there , aY1d you must not ·vrorry bout returni g , for your absen ce 1-rill be eternal. 11 
The time is (hour) ( ml''"~utes) ~~ . ;tihe play is 
over . 
PAGES CUT FROM SCRIPT DURING REHruLqSAL 
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Sir, they are here . 
Your pardon, sir. They have arrived. 
They are here , sir . 
Itis impossible. Whon is here? 
Those you ordered to wait at the coast, sir. Your 
emissaries . 
Yes, it should be they . What time is it? 
An hour before midnight , sir. 
You asked to be awakened, sir, if those who waited 
arrived from the caast. 
Iknew the night wouldn't pass . Tell them to 
the Great Hall near the sacrificial stone. 
hear of these things there . I'll listen to 
after the proper ceremony . 
Someday I may sleep again . 
wait in 
We ca.11. only 
them 
Hui tzilopo c htli, 0 Hummingbird from the Left, ac cept 
the gifts we give to you . Ac cept the food of our 
bodies which we give to you. 0 Fifth Sun, source of 
time, allow your power to pass into us andinto my 
hands the.t serve you . In you tner is movement . You 
are the moving center and soul of the world . From 
you there is movement . Your power rescues fixed and 
frozen matter from the curse of inertia. The words 
you speak are movement . \llhen our ancestors traveled l 
slowly sout~vmrd to find t :1ese lands, they heard the 
hummingbird that flev..r be side them whisper, "Foreward , 
Foreward." in their ears. 0 Hummingbird from the Left, 
be with us now in time of trouble . 
Blood has purified you . You may spealr. 
Sir, v-Te have tallred to those who have coiJe. 
Only one is my first concern . Who is their leader? 
Did he t alk to you in our tongue? 
He spoke thro"'-.lgh a \VOman, sir, with v1ord s vle had never 
heard before . A dark v:ornan , sir, and Pri:nce ss of our 
own peo . le, whose name is Marina . 
Their leader . Wno is Marina 's Lord? Did he wear black? 
It has all been ~~itten in pictures, sir. This is a 
likeness of their leader. 
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His suit is black . And his sk i n? White, like the paper? 
His skin was much paler than ours, sir, and he wore 
a beard . Most of t 2ose with him were bea rded . 
I can see he has a beard. Beard, pale skin, black 
suit . 1,1/hat can I really know from a picture? It is 
motionless . It is thin . It is fla t . To know , I 
must see it move . I must watc h the eyes live. I must 
read the twisting of the skin and wa tch whatever 
heart beats among the bones . I can know nothing from 
painted Dictures . 
Then 1ve can only give you his Nerds. The words as 
the woman Marina spoke them . He wis hes to seeyou 
in person. 
No, that cannot happen . 
He said he was an agent of a great king '.-.rho lived 
many months away across the ocean to the East , and 
that he wished to come to Tenoc htitlan to deliver 
amessage from this king in person. 
Quetzalcoatl ' s heavenly kingdom is i n the East . 
Sir , I saw on one of the strangers a shining gilt 
helmeD. that loo}-ced like tha t worn by Quetzalcoa tl 
when he wa lked the earth. 
We borrowed t he helmet , sir, so that you could see 
for yourself and compare . 
No . Place it over t he. e . It certa inly seems the 
same . You ' ll return it . 
When we return it, sir , l'Iarina 1 s Lord asked to nave 
it filled with the gold dust of our country . 
It vlill be . 
They are very fond of go ld, sir . He said t ha t t hey 
are troubled with a type of heart disease fo rwhi ch 
gold seems to be the only cure . l I 
I Really? A disease? Perhaps they are all sick. 
Perhaps they do not have t he strength to come here . 
Perhap s t hey may live only in the low ai r of the sea . 
Let me see the other pictures . J 
Some of them have yel lov,r hai r? They are armored 
and carry lnqg swords andlances . Are t hese t heir deer . 
When soldires mounted them, tbey were as nigh a s 
houses, and when t hey r an , t he ground shook . They 
move toget her in a herd and do whatever they are told . , 
I have already seen t hem i n t he forehead of a water 
bird . What is this? ~ 
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One of their water-houses, sir, in which they moved J 
to our shore. Now they are standing there motionless, 
waiting. They are made of wood. 
Perhaps they are ready to return. ,tlhat is this? 
What can be seen from a picture? I don't want to XX 
look at it. 
It is one of those strange weapons, sir. The command 
to shoot it surprised us . Suddenly there was noise 
and fire as when the mountains open into the sky. 
The smoke made us ill. And at a great distance 
a tnmng that had been shot out from the middle of the 
flames struck a tree and turned it to dust •. Their 
enemies do not have to be nearby in order to die. 
Their dogs are very big, with folded ears, great hanging 
chops, and fiery flaming eyes, pale yellow eyes and 
hollow belly. Thmmr tongues lolled out. They were 
always panting , and their hair was flecked like a jaguar's. 
Enough. Enough . I understand. 
Wait. One last thing. Do they eat the human heart? 
They turned aside every offer, sir. They smelled the 
portion of food sprinkled with blood and would not 
touch it. They seemed angry. They fed Cuitlapitoc 
as if he were a guest and would not eat him. 
They drank a red liquid , sir, that resembles blood 
but isn't blood. 
When Quetzalcoatl was last on earth, he preached 
against human sacrifice and angered Tezcatlipoca. 
Everythmng seems to agree. You may go . 
Not yet. Did you count them? How many have come? 
There are only 500, sir. 650 at the highest count. 
We saw 16 of the war-deer and 14 of the fire-weapons, 
although some of the soldiers carried smaller ones. · 
It is written down. 
I see. You had better rest now. You must return to 
the coast when our answer is ready. 
There are two sides to this. If Quetzalcoatl wishes 
to come to the city, I must receive him . Such a god 
should not be denied even if he comes, as he 
prophecied, to bring "great tribulation" to the people . 
As First Priest,IJffiust welcome the wish and power 
of a god. But as First Speaker I must think of my people. 
The history of ourrule, our whole great growth 
through time, makes my responsibiaity. And the people 
might die. If we allow Quetzalcoatl in when 
Tezcatlipoca has driven him out before, the country 
might suddenly become a tomb for its people. We must 
consider the possibility that the whole world might 
end. I cannot see an answer . 
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Sir, at least size i:s in our favor. 'tile are XX told 
there are only 500. 650 at the most. It would be well 
to kill them now before more come. Even with their 
weapons our endless armies can kill them on the 
beaches where they are and bury them there. 
They may have even more murderous weapons than we 
yet know. Those few hundred defeated an army of 
40,000 Tabascoans and killed many thousands without 
loss. And how KXX well have we done against those same 
Tabascoans? Perhaps they are not gods , but are charmed. 
Vve should plan some way to decetve them. I don't know. 
Gentlemen, have you never heard of honor , friendship, 
and justice? If our visitors are human. let us not 
ask from where, it would be vastly impolite to do them 
harm. Let's let them in and see for ourselves. 
After all , they did destroy the gods of the Tabascoans, 
so I doubt if ~ this is really Quetzalcoatl. 
At any rate, if they are indeed supernatural, both fraud 
and force, armies and guile , treachery and tactics, 
would be absolutely worthless against them. 
Certainly if Quetzalcoatl dies, the wind will stop. 
Rain will not fall. Starvation will come. 
Sir, what real ~nowledge have you that this is 
Quetzalooatl? He does not claim so himself. Doesn't 
any action depend upon the question of identity? 
I To me this is Quetzalcoatl. I use the name Quetzalcoatl, 1 
but I do not really know who Quetzalcoatl is. I do 
not know what a~y god is. He is hints and whispers 
left to us in books by the past . He is the noble 
clothes that our ancestors sent on to us. He is the 
guilt helmet that has returned asking for gold. He is 
vague figures on paper and an approximation of color. 
Under all these he is unknown. He is in theunknown. 
He himself is the unknown. ~ god Quetzalcoatl is 
the unknown and,. ~· is , asking to come to us ;·tuld you 
are asking me to act. 
You are asking yourself to act, sir. 
~send him everything he wants. I'll send him 
the flheat works of the empire, the most expensive 
things of the most skilled craftsmen, the greatest 
achievements of our artisans. I'll return to him 
all the clothes and possessions he left with us before. 
Perhaps he has only come for them. Perhaps he will 
be pleased and leave us. 
__ fsir , ' also send the dark people , the enchanters, the man-owls, 
witohmasters. Their charms may aid him to withdraw. 
MONT. ~se have the orders given for me. I'm going to 
try to sleep. 
FACULTY COMMENTS 
Since the production took place in New York , Prof . 
Samuel Hirsch was the only faculty member to view it . 
He felt that one of the main weaknesses in the staging 
was a "smallness of gesture and motive-action" . 
In defense and explanation I might say that the means 
(not, of course, the above-mentioned ends) were mostly 
intentional; either pre-planned or consciously accepted 
from the actors' creative work ·during rehearsal. As soon 
as I contemplated production, I became aware that the 
language of the script could easily be over-inflated, 
that it could turn into rhetoric, that it could, unless 
the tendancy was intentionally controlled, become "harney". 
Secondly I could anticipate (accurately~ that the cast 
would not be trained or experienced in 'poetic drama ". 
The emphasis, at Boston Univermity when I attended , at 
the "method" acting class where two of the actors were 
found, in the great majority of professional productions 
in comtempQ.rary New York, is on the "simple realities" 
of life, experience, and action. Even without a common 
technical language (such as existed only among myself and 
the two Boston University gr aduates in the cast) it is 
on this basic functional level that most actors can be 
met . 
A third operative consideration was the limited sfze of 
the acting platforms, the often very-restricted space 
(depending on the size of the audience) that the choruses 
could use, and the intimate actor-audience relationship. 
We all soon became aware that even small crosses, for 
example, took pl anning , more than the ordinary care i n 
rehearsal, and cooperation from the other actor or actors 
on the platform. I also became aware that the platform 
staging acted as a strange lens to exaggerate (and, it 
seemed to my more-than-less traditional eyes, to distort) 
the usual artificialities that are commonly allowed in 
an actor's "opening-out" to the audience. Because I knew 
that on important speeches there would be no alternative 
to the actor's facing the audience cleanly, I often 
11 turned-in 11 actors '\'Then their material '>'laS of lesser 
importance or they were not speaking. Frequently, too, 
I asked them to make turns away from (rather than, as is 
conventional, toward) the audience. Certainly I did not 
attempt to include "everything except the kitchen sink". 
My approach (if not result) ' was highly selective. Only 
a few hand props '\·tere used. Costumes were generally 
simple and without ornament, and in rehearsal I worked 
on the single actidn of each character rather than on 
detailed sensory material. 
Perhaps this l ack of sensory work showed up in comments 
by Prof. Hirsch . He mentioned , for example, the 11 absense 
of unease of the men at the death bier" and questioned 
the "power of visions" and "energy of images". The "method" 
teacher whose students I was using (himself a student of 
Lee Strasberg) felt that the production was somewhat 
weakened by the lack of detailed realistic sensory 
and emotional work . Certainly it was not t hi s type of 
work that I had chosen to do during rehearsal, but I 
don't think that my approach prevented the actors from 
functioning on this level. 
Other i mportant criticisms by Prof. Hirsch releated to 
the choruses. He felt that there should have been "less 
narrative", for example , and that the bridges between 
the historical scenes shoul d have been acted out . The 
great fault was that the choruses apparently seemed 
entirely narrative . They are intended only secondarily 
(and when absolutely necessar y ) to advance the story 
line. Primarily they are intended to add other intellectual 
and atmospheric material , to "stretch 11 the dimensions of 
the 11 inner 11 play . Certainly I would have liked to have 
done more with the 11 historical 11 actors during the ._chorus 
transitions, but here I must plead time limitations. 
Much cutting work was done on the script during rehearsal 
to keep the total playing time down . The somewhat-
limited time that was available for rehearsal, too, 
made me concentrate on what I felt was the simplest , 
most fundamental , method of playing the script in our 
practical theatre set-up. My goal , perhaps a minimal 
one , was to have it 11 play-through 11 as a complete whole. 
Perhaps I was not wholly successful. Prof . Hirsch , for 
example, noted a 11 lack of tension between the prologue 
and the first scene 11 • It should be noted that this 
performance began before it wa s totally dark ( the cast 
was accustomed to darkness ) and I was reading the part 
of Chorus I from the script. 
In this case Prof. Hirsch could criticise the script 
itself, and one of his main questions was, "Isn't Cortes 
inert?" He felt that Cortes should act more by himself, 
especially early in the play , and saw him primarially as 
acted upon, as reacting. He also considered the "problems 
of language for this subject". 
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Samples of the working-drawings for headpieces. 
(Based primarially on illustrations by 
Kieth Henderson in the two-volume edition 
of THE CONQUEST OF MEXICO by Prescott.) 
I 
"Quaub.temoctzin" (Smith) 
scenes# 3, 5, 7, 10, 13. 
see photo: Act II sc.l 
"Nick's Messenger" (Smith)' 
scenes # 1, 9, 11, 20, 21. 
see photo: Act II sc.2 
HEADPIECES: All headpieces were made of papier-mache 
over chicken-wire. Each was painted a 
single solid color {interiors were often 
black). 
11Xicotencat1" (Smith) scenes # 15, 16, 18 • 
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"Nick's Helmet" (Smith) scenes # 6, 12, 19. 
nJohn's Messenger" 
(Cu1jak) 
scenes # 5, 10, 11, 
20, 21. 
see photo: 
Act II sc.l 
"John's Priest" (Cu1jak) 
scenes # 1, 3, 7. 
see photo Act II sc.2 
"T1axca1an Priest" (Cu1jak) 
scene # 18 
"let Aguilar" (CUljak) 
scene # 6 
"John's Helmet" (Culjak) 
scenes # 8, 9, 14, 19, 22. 
11 2nd Aguilar" (Culjak) 
scene # 17 
"Captain" (Culjak) 
scene # 4 
"Papantzin" 
(Granite) 
scenes# 1, 3, 5, 7, 
10, 13. 
see photo: 
Act II sc.l 
"Tezcatlipoca" 
(Granite) 
scene # 20 
"Blind King" ( Grani te1 ' 
scene II 15, 18. 
"Marina" (Granite) 
scenes # 11, 17, 22. 
see photo: Act II sc.2 
Full Cast: left to right (on center platform) Nick Smith, John Culjak, Harvey 
Knox, Judy Granite, Richard Benter, (in front of platform) Connie Tennant, 
Barry Hoffman. This grouping, except for the chonuses, was seen by the 
audience when it entered. Note the headpieces hanging to the right and 
left of the actors. r 
Act II sc. 2. "Quetzalcoatl's clothes" Richard Benter as Cortes dressed 
as Quetzalcoatl, Nick Smith and John Culjak as emmisaries, Judy Granite 
as Marina. Note: in this scene John Culjak actually wore the same head-
piece he wears in the photo of ~ct _II_ sc.l._ This shows another of his headpieces. 
Act II sc. l. "dogs" Judy Granite as Papantzin, Harvey Knox as Montezuma, 
Nick Smith as Quauhtemoctzin, and John Culjak as a messenger. Note pull-
switches for lights in all photographs. 
EXPENDITURES 
1. COSTUMES 
A. Headpieces 
1. c hicken wire 
2. paste 
3. paint 
B. Tunics 
1. dye 
2. LIGHTING 
1. Screws 
2. swittlhes 
3. bushing plates 
4. friction tape 
5. bulbs 
3. PHOTOGRAPHS 
TOTAL 
....... 
.. 
. 
•• 
2.68 
60 
3.09 
.21 
1.40 
36 
30 
85 
$13 24 
l 
r 
64 ~ 
·-
l 
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FINAL HINDSIGHT CONCLUSIONS AND COMMENTS 
Thinking back on the production I find that I am, on 
the '\'Thole , qu~ te well satisfied. 1~1o st importantly I 
proved to myself t hat theatri cal production was possible 
on a "private" scale and that professional theatre 
(I think that the production could be called "professional11 
in the sense that five of the seven actors were members 
of Actors' Equity and that all were full-time actors) 
was possible without the har mful emotional outbursts 
and underminings that I had begun to see as necessity. 
I think that , partially due to hard work by most of the 
cast, I was able to use available rehearsal time better 
than I ever had in my previous directing. We were able 
to keep accurately to a schedule, and the show was 
actually finished by the time it had its first nominally 
11 real 11 audience. (These points may not be of great 
objective significance, but weigh so heavily with me 
personally that I must mention them at once.) 
In looking back to my Director's Statement of Intention 
and trying to recapture the production ideals of which 
I was aware before we began work, I think the main 
discpepancy was in the area of mood and atmosphere. 
Originally I had hoped to have a show that made much 
greater use of "effects". I see notes to "throw 
projections right and left to underline movement"; 
for a "projection screen on ceiling"; for "effect lie;hting" 
such as natural flames (and their flickering shadows). 
I had hoped to make much use of "dancing and rhythmic 
movements" and to "stylize" the movements and positions 
of the three actors who played several parts . Until 
the very end I had ho~ed to use at least a wooden flute 
(recorder) and extend the use of the drum. Originally 
there had been thoughts of a Spanish guitar, or, in one 
note , uno musical instruments " but "finger snapping , 
drumming, flesh slapping, foot pounding , whistling" . 
Although I found myself making concessions in this area, 
the setting took on some additional strengths as I worked 
on it. The projection screens never materialized ( the 
one backing screen we had was never even used for shadows), 
but the origina lly unconnected platforms grew and joined 
to make a continuous playing level above, and on three 
sides of, the audience . While , in theory at least, this 
tended to "engulf" the audience, spectators in the first 
row on a "good night" found some discomfort in turning 
so far to follow the action. 
The lighting might typify the whole production. From 
the first more ambitious and complicated plot involving 
double spots on each playing area , it was changed to the 
final t hree spots and a work-light. Effects and specials 
were eliminated, and a simple functiona l (minimal) utility 
was reached. 
Having the opportunity to work on the script during 
production was invaluable (although I retained the tendancy, 
as a director, to try to make a scene 11 play 11 rather than 
to rewrite it). After the performances, the whole script 
was revised. Since the displacement of the "Marina" 
scene had originated as pretty much of a "gimmick" which 
I found was not needed, it has been moved back to its 
proper chronological place . The "Aguilar" scene was cut 
completely since it was too similar to the "Marina " scene 
which had now been moved ahead to follow it. A small 
additional scene was written in which Montezuma listens 
to three dreams and has the dreamers ki l led. This was 
substituted for the "skins" scene, and the "skins" scene 
replaced the "Marina" scene between the battles . In this 
way ].1ontezuma is not absent for most of the second act, 
and the disintegration of his personality is more clearly 
defined and pointed. 
The concept of "Protean Playscript" wa s not much damaged 
by the work . Of. course the rewri~t~ are "much less" 
protean, but the fact that I wa s so influenced by the 
actual production tends to support my theory that the 
nlaywright tends to"see" his work on a stage. Concession 
was made, however , and on the final writing alternative 
character names are suggested to fill in the blanks that 
made the original reading difficult. 
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